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CRYSTAL GROWTH OF DEVICE QUALITY' GMS IN SPACE
I. SVKHARY
Recent develo~nt. 1n GaAs device technololY have cl.a~ly established
the unique role of GaAs in hlah .peed devices, intel~ated circult~, and opto-
electronic ftysteaa for e~rclal and ,ovcrnaental applications. At the aame
timet it has become apparent that further advancements and the tr.nsit1~n to
the next leneration of electronic devices hingee on new quantua .tep. in three
!nterrelated areas: crystal afowth, device proces.1ng and device-related proper-
t1.a and phenomena. Our GaAs ~e.earch ~Yolves about thee, key thru~t areas.
The overall proaram combinesl (1) atudies of crystal IJcwth Dn novel approacbea
to engineerina of ...iconductor utert.l (I.e•• GaAa and related eoapounds);
(2) in'usUsation and correlation of uterials properties .nd electl"onic: chanc-
terlatics on a uero- and _teroseale; (3) l~ve5tlgat1on of electrontc properties
and pheno..na controllloa devIce applications and device perfDrmance.
It 18 bee~lna ~.pldlX very clear, primarily on the basi. of OUl" work. but
a180 on the basl. of that of the others, that each meltwBrown GaAs electronic
quality cannot exceed a aodest level ~lcb 1s theoretically dictated bl-!he
unavoidable inclusion of Ga and As vacancies.
Our effort 1s a1med at the essential ground-baaed progralll wh:l.cb would
insure successful experimentation with and eventually proceaaing of aaAs In
a nen-zero gravity env1rolQllent. We further bel1£ve that this program adanues
in.a unique way materials enalneerina ••pects which bear directly on the future
.xplohation of the potential of Gus and l"elated materials !.n d~viee and lyat.Dls
.ppl1cat1ow8. We "1111 awanar1ze ~elow the last tvo-yur developments of Q\lr pro-
gram. An ove~.l1 _--'I"y of the _jor developments In the coatle of this 1n-
.est1gat1on is siven in Table I.
Our recent discovery that .toie~:lOllletry ia a fun4811lentlll factor affecting
8truetural and electronic p~opertles of melt-grown GaA8 haa ..de a major impact
TABLE I
PROGRESS TO DATE - SUlMA.RY OF KAJOR DEVELOPItENTS
(Shaded areas indicate the .ast important achieve_nta in. the 1at tvo years)
LPn-Liquid Phaae
Electroeptta1'J'
I
t
I
I' MELT GIOYTIl
.'~
Develor...t
1. Growth KlIletics Model
2. Dopant segregation Hodel
3. Hodel of lfulticolipOllent
SysteM
4. Interface Stability Ho~l
5. In-.situ lton1toring of
Growth
6. Crowth of Bulk Crystals
7. Growth in Space EnvlronEnt
1. COllstructlon of Advanced
GaAs Melt-Grovth Syste.
2. Growth oIn-type Dislocatlon-
Free GaAs
3. Growth of Electron Trap-
Free GaAs
4. Identification of the Role
of Oxygen in Kelt Growth of
GaAs
•
CO!IIIEDts
Theoretical .,del was de'Teloped which explains
experilleQtal LPEE c:haractedaUC8. The ~del 1s
based on a .ass trillUlport proc:.:~s vi th
two drl:¥1ng forces: solute electro:ti&rat1on and the
Peltier Effect.
Successful in- si tu gmitor1ng of the growth velocity
vas realized for the firat ti_ in LPE usu:g the
<:ont.cde55 LPEE configuration.
LPEE process vas successfully extended to a growtb
of bulk crystala of the thickness of the order of1 _.
tPEE process was selected ill 1983 in order to
real1zl: the growth of GaAs in Space. Further R&D
effort in this area is realized under a sponsor-
ship of KicrDgravity Research Associates.
Advanced sys~e. "',8 been designed & constructed for
horizontal md/or vertical growth of G.. The syste.
provides UIllque fealb1l1ty for cOCltrolling .<1
.,nitoting grGVtb pa.:aaters.
Utilizing precise control of As pressure abOYe the
melt we have achieved reproducible growth of d1810-
catiDQ-free CilAs in a borizon1:al Bddpan configuration.
Crowth conditions were diseovered whim leael to
mel~-grown GaAs of superior structural &electronic
properties. For the f.f.rst tl.. e1ectTOIt trap-free
bulk GaAs va achieved.
OXygem haa been identified as a eonstituent of
g~th syste. which .ffects electroal~ and stuctual
properties of Cab.
•
PubIIcations
1-10
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PROGRESS 1U DATE - SUHHARY OF MAJOR DEVELOPMENTS
....
(Shaded areas indicate the most important achievements in the last two years)
!)e..,lopment COr.:!llents PubUc:atian.s
IlELT GlllJIlTII <....t.l .
PROPERTIES AND 1.
PHENOMENA
ltole ot' StolchiQllletry
Relationships between Elec-
tronic Properties &Melt-
Growth Conditions on MicrQ~
Scale
Stoichiometry controlled
segregation;
Sto1ehlometry was identified as a fundamental factor
controlling structural &electronic properties of CaAs.
Mlcroprofl1es of electron &ionized impurity con-
eentratlons in melt-grown CaAs were obtained for
the first time.
It was shown that impurity segregation in melt-
grown CaAs Is governed by amphoteric: doping and
deviation from stolchiol'lletry.
12-20
11-19~ 21
11, 21
:'>. Interaction between Epi-
taxial Layer &Substrate
It vas demonstrated that outdlffusioo of recom-
bination centers from the substrate into LEP layers
du~lng growth process takes place. Crowth eonditions
were formulated to minimize outdlffusion
22
\oJ
•
4. Crowth-Property Relation-
ships in Epitaxial Growth
Stoichiometry controlled
creep levels
It was found that growth rate variations have s1g- l3~ 24
nificant effect. on the formation of recombination centers
in CaAs.
A direct relationship was established between As 15
atom fraction in the melt and the concentration of
electron traps in GaAs.
It was found that an optimum Stoichiometry def1ni:~by 20
o
arsmic: source temperature 617-b18 C corresponds to a
minimum dislocation density
'1-...-
6. Stoichiometry controlled
dislocation density
7. Oxygen related midgap
level
8. Origin and p'!f.lperties
of Major Electron Trap in
CaAs
\Ie have unambf~uously identified the oxygen related
deep level ELO at 0.825 eV belov the conduction band.
0.82 eV electron trap in CaAs has been identified as
native defect complex involving the antisite ASGa
16
15. 25-28
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PlOCP.ESS TO DATE - S1lHKARY OF MAJOR DEVELOPMENTS
(Shaded areas indicate the most i1ll(lOrta..'lt achieYellleDts in the liUit two years)
PROPERTIES AND
PBEHOHENA (cont.
DeveloplIIent
Passivation of Deep Levels
by Hydrogell
10. Optoelectronic Properties
of InP
COlllllents
It vas fouod that a concentration of the -ajor
deep level in GaAs CaD. be effectively cont.rolled by
atomic hydrogen introduced by a stanclard plasaa
treatllent..
CathodolUlllinescence st~1es of InP vere (;ClIlIPleted
Publications
29
30
Interface States
GaAs-Anodic Oxide
Interface
Surface states on GaAs-anodic oxide interface were
detendned with .,dlf1ed DLTS
A gigantic photoionlzation effect on GaAs-oxlde
interfaces vas discovered. Ut.H1zing this pheno.-
enon it vas shown. for the first tl11le~ that both
deep &shallow intelface stat.es originate ira.
Ga and As vacancies.
31
32-37
CHARACTERIZATION 1. Characterization methods Quantitative lIIethods ~ere developed
based on elect~n mobility and for determination of compensation ratio in CaAs
free carrier absorption and 1DP
38-44
2. IR Scanning Absorpt.ion
3. Derivative Surface
Photovoltage and Phot.ocapac-
itance Spectroscopies
Characterization of Seud-
Insulating Gal.,.
.5. SEK-CathodolwaiDescence
Quantitative method was developed for alcroproflling
of carrier concentration & compensation ratio through
free carrier absorption
New Approach was developed for determination Df cleep
levels~ band structure agd shallow iapurites
A rigorous procedure vas developed for the det.erm1Da-
tion of iDnized impurity concentration frolll transport
measurement~ in 51 lIater1al
Ad-lanced variable temperature syste. was set up for
cathodolu1llinescence a1cr~profllingoidefects. impuri-
ties &carr1~r concentration
21
45-47,
48
30
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• PROGRESS TO DATE - stM!ARY OF KAJ~R DEVELOPMENTS
(Shaded areas indicate the most important achievements in the last tvo years)
..
Interactio12 with Hic:rog~avft1 Research A.c;soc1ates ",as established
and aimed at the growth of GaAs in a space environment.
C1ll\RAC'IERlZATION
(cont.)
nr.rERACTION WITH
INDUStRIAL ORGAN-
iZATIONS
DevelDpment
6. SEK-EleetnJn Beam-Induced
Current
7. Laser Scanning PhDtovoltage
1. Warkshops, 1977
1981
2. Literature Survey, 1971
1982
3. Exposure of the Program
to Scientific Community
4. \lorking Contacts
CDmments
Variable tempeTature system was set up for instan~aneou8
profiling of di'ffusion length
Pbotovoltage microprofiUng vas dewlope,d for stud}'ing
hDlllOgeneity of semi-insulating GaAs
Workshops were held with representat!ve3 of leading
industrial ~ educational Institutions devoted to the
a5t>esslIlent of Fresent status, major problems & future
prospects for CaAs growth & applications
The literature survey on CaAs was updated identifyl~8
tbe leading organization b most important trends in
GaAs research and development
The present program and 1t~ major developments were
exposed to the scientific communi~y through a series
of semnars given in industrial organizat1oDs (RCA,
Texas Instruments, Hewlett-Packard, Hugbes Int' 1••
Xerox, Eastman Kodak, Fujitsu Laboratories.· !fIT,. ete.),
presentations at scientific meetings mtd/or direct
contacts vith individual scientists
Contacts were established with industrial organizations
in the area of CaAs c:haracteri.zatlon, growth & device
applications. Material supplied by industrial organiza-
ti~ns has beee characterized cn many occasions
Publications
49
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on GaM rel.arch and deve!-;,plllent pro8t'81M1 in industry and universitte.. We
have established. for example. that devlatlono froa etotchioaetr,y control
dislocation denaity. concentration of point defects. related deep levels. and
the ..pbote~lc behavior of impurities. This di8eovery ha. also led to the identi-
fication of the causee of irreproducible growth and of the l~ck of precise
~ontrol of the electl'onle properties of bulk GilAs. We have sbo·.m fnr the first
I
r.1me that these procea.e~ are linked direc:ly to stoichiometry-induced defects
and th~1r interactione durins the post-aolidification eooling.
~'Y industrial and academic facility 18 incC)rpot'aU~.B our stoichiomeuo.l
fud:i.ns t.nto its GaA. crystal arowth prOIlj-e81D.
We bave significantly advanced our understanding of tbe role of oxygen in
melt-grown GaAa and espedally of achieving aellli-insulating matedal. We have
shown that o~'gen reduce. the concentration of shallow silicon donors. dnd it.
also 1s involv,ed in ~he creaUon of the midgap level. Our lllicro.copic model
of the major dliElP donor bve1 EL2. (i.e •• al:senlc. on salliua site pluB arsenic
vacancy) enabled for the first time the consistent explanation of the unique
electronic properties of the EL2 and its 8en81tiv~ty to the growth conditions.
The above r~8ults ~ear directly on processes leading to semi-insulating behavior
of GaAs. and thus are of fundamental 1m~ortance in the pursuit of s!snificantly
improved quality GaAs for high-speed IC applications.
In electroepitaxial growth we have completed the development of a unified
theoretical treatment which expleins quantitatively the unique growth kinetics,
the segregation behaVior. and the Il'Nrphological stability. We have demonstrated
"
..
the fe..:lbil:1ty of electroepitaxial srowth of bulk crysrals. Fu::ther 'Work on .. ,
electroepitaxy wl11 be devoted to adaptation and optimization of the LPEE growth
in space. The support of this part of the investisation has been urtdertakell by
Mictogravity Re~.arch Associates (HRA) in accord with the HRA~NA$A joint endeavor.
- 7 -
We have completed the study of electrical &nd photo-eleetrical properties
-,
of GaAs-anodic oxide interf~ce5. Our interface-~t.~~ model involving discrete
deep and shallow levels (originaUng from oxidation-induced defects) made it
~
possible to conststently explain hysteresis and anomalous frequeney responses
of GaAs MOS structures. We have succ~s&fully initiated a theoretical study
of electron mobility limits of Ga~~ ultra-high-speed devices (specifically
the HEMT-High Electron Mobility Transistor). Thus. we have developed a mobility
mod~l suitable for the treat~nt of transport properties of a two-dimensional
gas confined in a triangular quantum well.
OUr electronic characterization facility was extensively utilized to assess
the quality of bulk and Gpitaxial GaAs and to study the relationships of elec-
tronic properties and growth parameters. Characteri~at!on techniques based on
analysis'of free C4r~ier mobility were extended to semi-insulating (51) GaAs
and also to ?-type material. I.e •• to cases pa~ticularly l~portant for IC
appliCAtions.
OUr study of melt growth will be extended to the assessment of relatio~ships
between grQwth conditious and structural and electronic properties of GaAs.
Particular emphasis will be placed on the srowth ~f imprvved quality semi-
in$ulating material. We beliGve that it is of paramount importance to identify
and ~v?ntually control stoichiometry-induced defect interactions which limit the
8u'ucttlral and eleetro~ic quality of 81 GaAs in a mauo- lllnd lIIic~os(:ale. theBe
interactions And related microscopic homogeneity are considered particularly
1~portant for the transition to the next generation of GaAs integrated cir~uits.
Our eleetronic characterization fa~ility is being combined ~ith impurity
and structural analysis fDr optim1zinc the establishment of growth-property
relationships~ assessing electronic properties and ~tudyin8 their tole in
device applications. This characterizatiDn fzcility 1s being updated according
- 8 -
to recently e~erged needs and developments, Techniques for microBe.Ie
characterization and for high resolution two-dimensional mapping (based on
scannina III absorption and various SEH modes) are being refined through our
most recent theoretical and experimental studies and COMputerized data processing.
Our discoveries of stolchio1ll.etry-induced defects and their paramount role
in controlling all essential structural and electronic properties of GaAs ha'
brought about significant implications for space processing of semiconducting
compounds which have not been previously recognized. For example, classical
segregation kinetics, applicable to processing of eleme~tal semiconductors in
space, are not applicable to GaAs processing. These iaplications are belng
studied in conjunction with a search for a melt-growth configuration compatible
wi th space envll'onment. We are convinced that our program 1s essential for
ar~lving at new approaches which will ensuresu~cessful experimentation with
and processing of GaAs and other sem1cond"ctor compounds under zero gravity
conditions. We also believe that this program will continue tD impact the
overall national program on GaAs growth and applicatiDns through the advancement
of knowledge and develop1ll.ent of new growth ~nd processing techniques, and
extensive electron~c characterization.
..
..
,.
... 9 _
II. PROGRESS TO DATE
11.1. IntTodu~
Since the initiation of this investigation we have suc~eeded in the
development of unique crystal growth approaches, new effective techniques for
a macr~ and m!croscale characterization of key electronic properties and in
the ~iscovery of new phenomena and processes relevant to GaAs device applications.
Growth-property relationships established for the first time have led us ~o
defining stoichiometry as a fundamental factor controlling structural and elec-
tronic properties of GaAs and to the growth of bulk GaAs of improved quality
(dislocation-free and electron tra~-free material). Table I summarizes the
major achievements. Detailed discussion is given in our publications and our
annual reports. In the "Progress to Date" saction of t1lia proposal a brief
outline of our most significant developments during the last three years will
be presented. sa that las t year's findings can be viewed in better perspective.
11.2. CrYstal Growth
In cur crystal growth studies we have thus far concentrated on two
approach£s: liquid phase electroepitaxy and Bridgman-type growth from the ~elt.
Tbe original selection of these t~chniques was made on the basis of their compat1-
b:111ty with St>flce environment and also because they lend themselves to the
control bf the growth process and thus to the study of growth-prop,rty
relationships.
We have completed the fundamental stucly on elect:roepitaxy. Results of
.
this study provide the basis fOT the development of an LPEE apparatus for the
growth of bulk crystals in space. Related ground-based research will be
carried out by our Electronic Materials Group at l{[T under the sponsorship of
H1crogravity Research Assuciates.
- 10 -
During the last three years we have grown abo~t 100 GaAa crystals
util1zinl our UQique Bridgman-type apparatus especially deafened and con-
st~ucted fo~ the i~vest1gation of relations~ips between crystal growth para-
meters and electronic and structur~l properties. Th~ results of these studies
turned out to be of major significance. as they have led, for tbe first time.
to the establishment of grovth-prope~ty relationships of fundamentaL importance
for obtaining undoped disloeatlon-free GsAs and ele~tron trap-free shallow donur
doped GaAs. These relationshtps made it possible to resolve the origin of the
dominating deep levels and elucidate the role u£ oxygen in obtaining undoped
semi-insulating GaAs.
II.2. a. Growth-P~operty Rdationshies-Critical Role of Stoichiome..m
In our growth experiments the stoichiotllet't"'] was varied by varying o;he
arsenic source temperature. TAB' which in turn controls the arsenic presl;iiure
over the melt and th~ the melt composition. A typical range of TAs , 6l0-628°c.
correspo~ded to melt composition (determined by arsenic-to-gallium ratio)
changes from 0.52 to 0.485.
Dislocation Density. We have found that the dislocation density is a
V6'ry sensitive func.-tion of TAB' Typical results are shown in Fig. 1-2 •
They denonstrate that dislocation etch pit density (revealed by etching in
a molten ROR) exhibits li1inimum concentration for TAs =61 7°C. In a nUD1ber of
crystal growth experiments we have confirmed the importance of these Qpt~um
stoichiometry conditions. Thus, undoped crystals routio.aly grown under these
optimum conditions eXhibited dislocation density below SOO. Doping at the
level of 1017CA-3 with shallov donot's suppressed di91ocat:l.on density to values
below 100 CII-2 • Le., to values referred to as correspouding to "dislocation
free" material. Dopiug with shallow acceptors at a concentration above 1017em-3
was found to enhance the format-ion of dislocations. as shown in Fig. 3.
..
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.Dl.1ot~tlon. are commonly known to playa detrimencal
role 10 CaAa integrated ctrcuita. Accordingly, the estab-
lishment of growth conditions yielding minimum dislocation
density ean be considered as a significant step toward the
growth of improved deviee quality GaAa bulk crystals. We
also believe that this finding will become of eritical
importance 1n future stases of crystal arowth developments
as other factors contributing to d181oc.ti~n formation
during post-solidification (e.8., thermal stre•• during
cooling) are addressed in conjunction with larse diameter
crystals.
Impurity Searegation. The optlm~m arsenic souree
temperature 617·C was also found to yteld the low.st compen-
sat ion ratio and the highest electron mobility value of n~type
9aA8 crystals. Thus, these results showed that deviation
fro~ stoichiometry is a contributing factor to the amphoteric
behaviQr of shallow impurities in melt-arown GaAs crystals.
In earlier studies we have observed unique spacial variations
which could not be e_plained on the basia of elas.ie sesre-
gation kineties controlled by the mieroscopic growth rate.
Representative results are shown ~n Fig. 4& where the carrier
concentration undergoes significant variationa, whet••s
ehe concentration of the
,.
•Figure 4a, Elecr:rOft concentration and
ionized i.p"ri~y ~ieroprof11e. ~f Ge-
dop~d melt-LroWn G~ obtained with
.canDiDI IR ablorption spectra. copy_
Note different behavior of Nnand NA,
a.As (c.)
-
A r~".··,,\\'1 J\JI \'
-2 0.5 J V.....
J
No·N..1
W ~
I N1\ jA"~-,
u V '.
O~~""'-I~~--J
o 004 o.e 12
Cil.... (mrn)
o 70
Fleure 4b. Sco1ch1oaetry-1ftdueed
Cba~lS¥r. in 19c~rporat1on of
de"~r~ aQd acceptors, Note
l1mi1arity ~o l1g. 2a.
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dopan: illlpurity (N)>+NA.) remainl es.ential1, constant. M seen in FiB. 4b.
dmUa:- behavior i. caused by charlse. in arsenic pressure.
D••p Levels. The arsenic pressure W~. al.o found to control the concen-
eraeion of a major deep level. EL2. typical dependence of the £L2 concentra-
tiun on TAM obtained for unintentionally doped GaAs 1s preseneed in Fig. S.
It is seen that the concentration of the EL2 decre.... in 801ng fro. arsenic-
rich to galli~rlch srowth condition.. Th1~ flndins prove. that arsen~c-rlch
conditions are most desired for the arowth of undoped ,emi-inaulatins GaAs
which requires a hlah concentration of EL2. Such behavior has been indeed
observed in a recent study of L1quid-Encap.ulatecl Czochrallki sr~th of semi-
insulating GaAs.
II.l.b. Post-Solidification Processesj Role of I!Th~urities
The stoichiometry effect. discussed above are cause~ by native oafeeta
genefated during the solidification proces.. Upon pOlt-aolldlfication cooling
of the crystal these defectl interact and fora other defects and defect eo=plexes
which determine the final properties of the as-grown crystal and also ita
behavior during subsequent heat treat=ent involved in device p~ocessing. In
our study we bave eMployed intentional doping in order to d1stlnguilh between
solid1ficaUon effects and the post-solidification phenomen.a (during cool1nl
of the crystal). It is a seneral feature of the post-solidification defeet
interactions in GaAa that they are affected by shallow donors or acceptors.
inespectiv. of ttl. latUce-~1te the dopant occupies. FurthulIIOre. tbe ehnshold
dopant conc.fttration determines the critical temperature range at which the
post-solidification interactlons take place.
Ou~ ftnd1ns that the EL2 level .e well .s dislocations are annibilated
by shallow donora provides unique evidence of the above behavior. The effects
..
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of dop1na on the EL2 level we~~ adequately .~pl.lned ~y our microscopic
model of t~i. center id.nti£yinl the EL2 with A complex cons1stina of an
antis1e. defece (Arsenic on a aallium site) and an a~8.n1c va~ancYt ABC VA •
. a 8
This complex (.hewa in Flg. 6) 18 formed during the m1srat1on of a aallium
vacancy VGa to • neighborins 8nenic: site. The pet'Unent reaction of charlie
- ... ++ +defects 1. VC.+AsAl.A~G.+VAa+4e; thus the concentrAtion of the EL2 center
[Asa.VAI ) 1s pTOportional to n-4 where n 11 the electrcfi concent~at1on at ele-
vated temperat~r.. 8y 1ncreasina n .bo~ the intrin.ie concentration, the
EL2 level ta effectively suppressed and annihilated as point~d out above.
From the thr••hold value of electron concentration, it is concluded that the
formation of the 0.82 eV deep level takes place at temperatures below about
1050 K. 1.e., during the post-growth cooling in the case of melt-sr~ GaAs.
II. 2. c. ;rhe Role of amBen in Melt Growth of GaAs
Semi-tnsulatina G&As (t •••• the material used in advanceQ IC applications)
11 grown with Ca or All oxide. added to the melt or with boric aciel used aa a
liqul~ encapsulant. Our study has been devoted to the establishment of the role
of oxygen tn the growth of SI material, ana especially to the verification of
(1) 51 ietterinl by 0XYlen and (11) the effect of oxygen on deep levela.
Getterlns of SI. Our experimental results on the Si concentration in
CaAB .. a function D~ the amount of ca203 added to the charge material 15 g1ven
1n F1g. 1 for two source material. contal"1n, large (foufce A) and small amounts
(eouree 8) Df alllcon. It 18 seen that for source B the concentration of 51
1n the cry. tale t. aboue 200 time~ higher than the 81 concentration in the
SOl Ire.. The contwnation with S1 resultJ fram the chemical interaction of
.... ,
gallium in the lllelt with tha quartz boat:
".
..
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(1)
According to this reaction. the 81 concentration 1n the melt is controlled
by the vapor pressux-e of Ga20. The addition of any oxygen cOJIllIound which
upon lnteract10n with GaAs fOTmS Ga20. increases the G320 pressure. and
thus reduees th~ silicon cQntaminat!on. Consequently, the re~uction of the
51 concentration by Ga203 in the case of the source A, ~t be interpreted
as purification of the melt, via reaction (1) proceeding from tight to left.
SIMS analysis showed that oxygen is not 1ncorporatedinto GaAs at con-
16 -3c~ntrations exceeding a few t1mes 10 em • Thus. it appears thet all of
the oxygen participates in the formatton of the volatile Ga20. which suppresses
S1 contamination fr~ th,! quartz, and e'Ven removes 51 frolll the melt •
•
oxygen-Related Deep Level. Employing Bridgman-grown crystals with con-
trolled oxygen doping we have successfully identified an oxygen-related deep
level$ no. The activation energy (825 ~ S meV) of ELO 1s almost the same as
that of the dO:lllinant m1dgllp level. EL2 (815 ± 2 lIleV). This fact impedes the
identification of ELO by standard DL~S. However. we found that the electron
captu~e oross' section of ELO is about four times sreater than that of t~2.
This characteristic se?Ved as the basis for the sepsl:aUon and quant1tative
investigation of ELO e~loyin8 detailed capacitance transient ~aBurements
in conjunction with i'efer.ence measurements on cTYstals STOwn without oxygen
. 2 ... 1
eloping and cQntainiug only EL2. Emission rate thermal activation plot T e vs •
•
, 103/T for EL2 and for the oxygen-related level. EtO. is presented in Fig. 8.
Our experilllental data for n2 span over about 1 orelers of 1D&gnituc1e,
i.e., a lllUeh sreater range than any preVious study_ Le"'!=t Iquare analysis
+yiEllded, for EL2, an activation energy of 81S - 2 meV md an electron cross
+ -13 28ect:Lon ana • (1.2 - 0.1) x 10 ClIl. We consider these values more aCC'lrate'
l+
"
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than any previo~~ly published. ~ssion rate data for ELO obtained with the
transient 8~parationmethod are presented here fOT the first time. The activa-
tion energy 1S 825 ~ S DeV and th~ capture cross section a • (4.8 ~ O.~xIO-1!m2.
na
It 1s seen that the energies of ELO and EL2 are virtual~ythe same. However,
the capture cross section of ELO is four times greater than that of EL2 which
offers the only means for distinguishing between these levels in transient
capacitance measurements.
F.miasion rate as a function of temperature data was used to deconvolute
the DLTS peak of oxygen-doped GaAs. As shown in the insert of Fig. 8, the
major components are: E12 and ELO. The rate window t 1/t2 • 10 ms/100 111$ was
intentionally selected to t'eprodu;::e the experimental conditions of the Tecent
deep level study in LEe GaAs. (54) A comparison with these results incicatea
that ELO J.s identical to the dominant midgap level in LEC material labelled
as ETX-l. (A third minor level also seen in the deccnvolutecl DLTS peak of
Fig. 8 corresponds to the ETX-2 level LEe GaAs.) The presence of E10 in LEC
GaAs is not surprising9 since boric oxide used as the encapsulant of the GaAs
melt serves also as a source of oxygen.
11.3. Propert1~s and Phenomen~
New Shallow Do~r Associated with EL2. From a systematic analysis of
HiIll effect measurements en a large number of melt-grown CaAs crystals with
different concentrat1cns of the major deep trap (EL2) we have identified a
new shallow donor level (20-30 meV below the conduction band) • Aa shown in
Fig. 9. th:l.1$ shallow donor leads to a specific tezqperatul'e dependence of the
electron concentration which was used for the de~er.mination of the donor energy.
The presence of the shallow donor state has important consequences for a
;eo1llpensat1on mechanism in semi-insulating GaAs.
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~tracenter Transitions in the EL2. We have identified 1ntracenter
transitions in the major deep level EL2 in GaAs for the first time by
superimposing photocurrent measurements on those of optical absorption.
These transitions were found to be responsible for. the characteristic EL2
absorption band between 1.0 and 1.3 eV as shown in Fig. 10. At low tempera-
tures «60 K) intracenter absorption exhibits a fine stTUcture (Fi.g. 11)
iftvolvinf, the zer<;; phonon line and replicas at energies close to t;hose of
transvera~ acoustic phonons (TA). This coupling with TA phonons 1s a strong
indi=ation that EL2 1s an extrinsic self-trapping cent~r.
lUlfects of Arsenic Pressure on the Surface Morphology of Heat-·Treated
~. The effects of arsenic pressure. during high temperature hea.t t.reatment J
on the surface morphology of GaAs crystals were investigated by controlling the
arsenic pressure in a two-heat-zone apparatus. Heat treatments were carried
out at 900°C and 7004 C (4 temperature range relevant to devic~ applications)
for 16 hours under arsenic pressure of 48-458 Torr and 4.2-539 Torr. respectively.
It was found that for every temperature there is an optimUlll arsenic pressure
undel: whi('.h the surface morphology exhibits no detectable ,.banges during heat
treatment. As shown in Fig. 12, below aud above the optimum arsenic pressure
pronounced changes of the surface morphology were observed. The op-r.iml,llll pres-
sure must represent the condition of minimum. deviation frolll stoichiometry.
l)mdamentaj. I,iJll1 tations of HEM'!' Devices. We have extended our theoretical
~ mobility treatment of CaAs to the analysis of an electron transport in high
electron mobility transis tors. Thus. we have modeled the HEHT structure
employing a two-dimensional triangular quantum well confining an electron gas
free to move parallel to the walls of the well. We have ce1culated scattering
rates for all major scattering mechanisms. i.e., phonons. impurities and alloy
_____-.oS _~_...... ." :'-"::;:s:..--%-• .....a-: •
~.. ~.
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d1sorder. In ideal two-dimensional tas an. absolute mobiUty 11.II1t i.
controlled by phonon and alloy scatterid8, and it reaches a ~.lue of about
S x 106cm2/Vs at S K which is abuut 25 u.s greater tha~ the mobility
ever reported. for the highest purity GaAs. Calculated lIIOb111tie. are shown
tn F1g. 13 as .. function of the 188 density. It 1. seen that our model
accounts very well for experimental mobility cbaraeter1st1C1.
CaAs-OXide Interface. In the recently completed study of the electrical
properties of GaAs-native oxide interface we bave found two eUlerete _tatel
with energies 0.7 and 0.84 eV below the conduction band. 1.e•• very 8111111ar
to surface states in real GaAs surfaces and on the surfaces with sublIIonola~'er
metal coverages. We hav~ discovered a new photod1scharg8 process which Inv~lve~
the ejection of electrons from deep surface states tal10ving an energy transfer
from photo-ex<:1t:d donor-acceptor pairs associated with a high density of .tate.
(about lo14c:m-2) 10 the 1nterface resion. -Utilizing the new proces.~ we were
able to conf1~ the energetics and dynamic parameters of the deep levels, and
al.o, far the first time. those of donor and acceptor interface levels. consls-
tent with theoretical predictions.
Our interface ~hotodlscharge study of p-type GaAa HOS structures revealed
the presence of deep 1nterfaee ,tates and shallOlU donors and acceptors which
were al.o observed. 1n a.-type CaM KOS throulh eu'bbmds.p photolcmiz.tion transi-
tions. For hlgher photon energies internal photoemis.lon was ob.erved, i.e.,
:1njftction of electrons to the condu~tiOll band of the oxide froa either the
IIletal (Au) O~ fr~ the GaAa valll\nce band. the threshold ener81es were found
+. +to be 3.25 - O.l.V and 3.7 - 0.1 eV. respectiveLy. The measure4 phoeoemisston
.current exhibits a thermal activ.ation eneraY of about 0.06 eV, which is con-
sistent with a hopping mechanism of electron transport la"the oxide.
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The ener8Y bv£d diaarUi of the c;aAe-nat1ve oxide MaS leructur. detemined
fr.om our l~t.rn.l photoem1I.1on study is snown in Fia. 14.
We h4ve _180 utilized the phot01onizat1on di.charse of GaAs-oXide inter-
face in cODjun~tiODwith ccpacltance measurements and theraal .~181on to estab-
lish the orilia of C-V hysteresis And anomalous frequency dispersion inherent
1n GaA8-MOS Itructures. It was shown that, for a-type GaAs t discrete states
at E -E play. major role. Due to the low rate of the1'1Dal .ission the occulJa-
c t
tion of thela statea doe. not obeY equilibrtWQ characterisC!:s (determined by
Fermi level polition at the surface) which leada at low temperature. to very
larse c-v hystere.is.
11.4. Characterization
OUf electronic characterization facility was el.entially completed in
1980. Since thl!n it has been used for evaluation of Irown cxy.tals on a
macro- and micrOBcale, for the study of srowth-property relationships and
for quantitative investigation of device-related phenomena and properties of
GIAS. Our characterization approache, are of course beins continuously upgraded
eJq)er.iIIlentally and t;;hlloretically 1n accord with the state-of-the-at't knowledse.
Durins the last year we have fefined ~o approaches for electrical and optical
characterization of s.tai-insulatins GaAs •
.Q2tical Evaluation of the ELZ Concentration in Semi-Insulating GaAs. We
have develope~ a practical procedure for the evaluation of the Fermi energy
in sem!-lnaulat1na (SI) GaAs fro~ electrical measurements. This ~rocedure
~ake. it po••1ble to reliably extend the determination of the major deep level
(EL2) concentration, by near-infrared abso~t1on measurements, to 81 GaAs.
gmp10ylnl this procedure, we showed (see Fig. 15) that the EL2 concentration
in Czoehralskl-grown GaAa increases monotonleally with increasing As/a. ratio
It
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(throushout the convers1on from 51 n-type to s~conductin8 p-type crystals)
rather than abruptly as preViously proposed.
Free Curler MobiUty. Free carrier mobility values are cC!IIIIlonly U]VHl
as an overall ,.asuTe of perfection and pudty. We haw complClted • risorous
theoretical and experimental 8tu~ of carrier mobilities in GaAs which led to
the developmentaf a practical means for fast quantitative eharacter1z~t1on of
GaAs using eomputed value~ of mobility conve"iently tabulated as a function of
free ~arrier concentratien and compensation ratio. More recently we have
succeeded in aevelepins a .traigbtforward (but rigorous) procedure for the
characterization of .e~-insulating GaAs from Hall mobility values mea$ured at
slishtly elevated temperatures. Thus. the mobility curves pTesented in
Figs. 16a and 16b permit the dete~nation of the total concentration of
:+ -ionized impurities (ND+NA) in semi-insulating GaAs.
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APPENDIX
Reprints and preprlnts of papers which appeared in the
literature or wer~ submitted for publication since our last annual
report are attached. They pr~vide a more detailed account of some
of the work discussed in the text of the present report.
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On the optical evaluation of the EL2 deep level concentration In semi·
'neulatlng GaAa
w. Wak*iewic!, J.~,.ndH. C. Gatos
lliU111d1IMt1S11UtiJ11'~DITd~. Qambtidlt'. JlIII8«1J_rts (I,1JJ9
~\'ed 7 February 198J; Ka:ptcd for publication 21 April 1983)
We pramt. pnctieal procedure for the evaluation or the Fenni en«JY in lemi-insuJatinl
(51jGaAs (rom eIectrica1 .....urements. TbiI procedure: "DUe:> it poIIibJe to reliably "1lcIId ..
dekrmiDation olchc mtJor· deep levd lEU)~katioo,by Dear-infrared absorption
1l'laI1UeIDalU, W 51 GaAs. EmpJoyina thi$ procedure...e MOwed that theEU~.in
CzocInlW-powll GaAs ineftascs monotoDic:a11l1 with incrasinl Aslaa ratio (throupOll~ the
CODvcnion from 51 II type to temicondU=Sp-type crystals] rather than abruptly as pm-iousl)'
propoted.
PACSnumben: 72.20.My. 11.IO.£y, 78.50.Ge
GaAs (p > 107 n em) can vary between 0.65 and 0.85 eV
below tbe conduction blind; within this ranae the EL2 occu-
panc)' varies from I toaarly zero. WeaJsoemplo)' the pres-
ent resullti for the reevafuati1)n oftbcmapitude oftbe elfe<:t
ofstoichiometl)' on thl" EL2 c:oncentntion and on the ~.om.
pensation of"undoped" ('""z.ochral$ki (CZ)-p'own GIAs.
The majorproblem in the proper iDcerpr.ecation ofelc:e-
uicaJ measurements ()D 51 OaAs arises from the (act that
both electrons and holes may contribute to e1t:etrica] tram-
port. Therefore, time quantities (e.,., Fermi ener8Y and
electron and hole mobilities) mUit be determined from the
measured Han CObSlant ud resistivity. As shown previous-
ly,IO this difficultyc:an beOVtr'l.1OllW by uaiJizin, tbeoretiC8lly
calculated results ofelectroo and hole mobilities. T'.~mo-
bilities depend maUdy on tile ionized impurity concentra-
tion, whereas the electron and the hole concenrration~ de-
pend on the Fermi leyel position only. Thus. wjtb the aid or
theoretical ca1cuJatioli$ of tbe holt and ekctron mobilities.
the ionized UllpUrit)' COIll:alttationand the Fermi leyel posi-
tion CAD be uniquely determUied from electrical measure-
ments.
The mobility calculations were.-:arried out usin, a vari-
ational method in the form sivcn in Refs. 16 and 11. All
major .C8ttennc procc:sset. i.e. J polar Gptica1. deformation
potmtill. ~itica!. piezoelectric. aDd ioDized im,)Ur1IY,
were Included. .~ in the hole mobility calcularions the
optical photonJ<:attering vii deformation potential has been
taken into ~lDt. In IOD1C iDstallCtS. where the hole to
electron mobility ratiodepends -'u~jy on the ioniled impu-
ritYCODc:cntratil)','1, tbeualysisofd!oeellperimental data can
bequiteacclltldely lIimp1ilicd by"=01.consttnt mobil.
ity ratio.
In Fig.lja' thensistiYityand theHall mobility are plot-
ted as a filndion of the hole coacentration. They are calcu
"ted from the IIandard ellpraaiOll$ for mixed electron-hole
c:ooduetictAl:
Witb.henpidp108leaiDGMAsinteptedcircuits(Iq
1ciC1moI0IY.~w wmi-iDsulltinJ (SII GaAs,. areat deal
oldfor1h.ubeeDdevotedtoSludiesofoativedecpdonor(the
EUlewel.t E~ - o.~r6 eVIl" an'.! its role in the c:oD1pema-
tionllKChaDismrespousibJefortbcsemi-iuulatinabehavior
or "1UIdoped" mdt-gown GaAi.....u Tbe I1aDdard tech-
niques for the ddermioatiou ofdeep levd eooeentrations,
IUCh u tnDsieut RPadlUCe or U'aDSient current specb'os-
copies, are aot radil)' applieable to SI material. Acconting-
Iy, theopticalabsorpcioftmethod propoiCd in llef. I basbeen
widely used for the determioatoo ofthc ELl concentration.
1ft mett"lfOWD GaAs a dominant contribution to the
optical absorption in thespeetral raDJCO.85 eV :S II..5<1.3~V
hM bI\en .«ribused to the photoionizatiOli of the F~2,....1.
i.e., to eleetroa transitions from the CiC':upied ELl to tile
conduction bud and hole tnnsiticms from the un~upied
EU to the valence band. AccordiD,ly, the c:orrapondil1B
overall absorption c:oef6cient a(It,,) i5
a(11V) - N£u.r..D'~ +NEU(I-.f.~, PI
where NEU u the ELl. COIlCleIItration, O"~ and u ~ are the
photoicmizatioa cross teetions for eJedrons and boles re-
spectively, J~ is the ooeupancy function or the EL2,
I,,~[I +exp( -EF -EwlkTll-··...hereEF is the Fer·
uti tAetJY and E ju is the "dfediwe" EL2 ener" (which
includes COIltribution from • ~eoeracy factor), and E Ul
- 0.159 - 0.237X10-1 T...here Tis the abllolutetempera-
tllr.1!}O
The ¥a1ue1 of' v ~ and D"~ as f\mc:tiODS of tbe photon
C1lCllY are dilc:UIIed iD Rd•. 9 and IS. In the lpectral tcJion
CJChiahesUCDlitivity (l.l-I.2S llV)v,. exceeds~ byafactor
of3-4. Thus,. h'aD5itioa from It top-'ypc material (a chu8c
c.rf,. from I toO) leadsw. decrease ofa by .factorof)-4 Cur
II liven EL2 CODceutration. It isalso apparent that. ehule
,)( EL2 oc:cupauon will lead to. cWIOae in Ihe shape of the
optillal ~bsorption tpeetrum, due tonotic:eable dift'eTmOet in
,r,,(Av)and ti,,(lwl. lbus. the Fenni enerIY in SI GaAs deter-
mines Dot only the: value or tbe absorpt:on C(ltfticient but
also the shape ofthe nUT·infrared absorption spectrum.
In the present letter we p~nt a procedure (or the de-
tmnination ofthe Fermi eneray in 51 0aAs from electrical
measurements. We: Ihow that the Fermi merp in typical SI
1. .. "'It,. (1 + ' Il, ),
p "p.~
(28)
(2bl
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FIG. l·lal Depe......o(~_motliIit)'G11I*rier_tntioa
ill tIIc vakDcc bdIId; lbtclcpcadeaceofFcnlIi Icw1IA1t ELl 0CC1IflUl1lY GIl
tbeurrier_:a..... ia lJle--.ebaDd.The cl'ClCtive-:p of'EUal
JOO K,Sw iIaIIo~
(leI
wbe!e'",=4.82XIOU T)/J (m..m>~)tI. ~- ••nu; the
temperature depeodeace oftbe aaulYPP is liVeD by'
E. -.1519 - 0.,...T2 (meV). (3t
T+204
... O.068moo In.." .. 0.S5"'oo &ad 1'1,. - O.oam..
The Fermi leveL IDaIUI'OIl wiab rapc:ct «0 the ~duc­
donbud,••runctiotl oldie boleCODCeDtIatioIl isshown in
Fl•• I(b). It is Nell thallbe Fermi alUlY coincides with the
"dI"«:tivc" El.1 enertY (E~ - 0.69 eV (Ref. 101) ior a hole
ooooetltratiooetabout 10'c:m-'. (<<whicb tJ.e Hall mobil·
ity illlill cSetermiDed lUiD1y by decUoDs.
The occupacy f\mcUoQ clthc EUapraled ia termt
dtbeboleCOllCClltradoDi..lIopJottediny,..llb).ltshould
be 80UldWI ror 51 0aAs withHall mobility cIoN to 0 (hole
c:onceDtratioftCU X 10' c:IID-J) .'951 Dldle EL2 level is 1lDN-
cupied.
ne resuiCt ~ted ia FiJ. l(l.\) mike possible the
Itnijhd'orward evaluatioo oCthe Fetmi level poeitioo in 51
GaAI~. ,iva resistivity _ Hall ell'oct mobility. eon.
quendy, the EU occupadoD caD be cIetermiDM from ,...
I(bl~ thus, it becomes pcIIible co rdilbly caIcuI8Ic die EL2
conceatratioD from die opticII abIorptioIl measuremeats if
the AbIorptioa is due to die pboWioaiutioa of Ell. The
ELl "''lCUpatioa by electruas demMcllDGIt DOUcabI, ill
the reP- where the HaD .oct mobility SIiII nmains very
hip ud where die sip 01 die Hall .:oastIIlt indicates •
cIooiinInt OOlltributioD frocn dectroni.lt k thus evident thIt
oc:cupation correctionI to the opticaIabiorptioft of the EU
caaot be • priori iporcd cveu in the reaioa where the Hall
ef'ect ateaI\.ltCIDeOli iDdicatc lID a.ppareat 1ttOqJ)' ..-type
cJwacte.r oCtbe SI materiaL
1.0 GoA.
~t(
_i
J
I OJ
I
"..-0
t
o GAll 050 O~ 0.54
ArSfl\lC Atom fro,lion III Melt
m. is die dl'ec:ti-.e mila of coadlICtioIl-bud electmD1 IDd
m, = (m~~+m::tn is the denJity of_tel dl'eetive ....
in the v.-cebud (III aad 1I1r refer to li&ht an4 ileaV)' bolel,
rapcr;tive1Yl.
~cwvesotF... 1wcreClkulated for. mobility ratio
P.. 114, == 13, which iI • .,ext apprGUDatioft of tbeoretical
results for ionized impurity CODCefttraUoas of the ordn of
_1016 cm-!,t~ for the praently c:oauideted undoped
51 GlIAs. A value or 5000 cm2/V, wu employed for the
electron mobility, apia typical for uodoped51 OIAs.'~12lt
sholJld be noted that &be value or clel:tron mobility d'ectI
only -eMly the dccermitI&tioa of die Fenni fllJf:tD. Thut.
the results pftSClltedbelow canbe used very sadsfacr.orily for
electron mobilities tanJinJ from4OQO to 6000 em%IV•. The
foUowinl valua of dfcetive masses were uilliud: mIl
•
•
•
••Co6clll At
e-Mo
t
••
•
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The results or Ihe caJl;uladon oC the absorption c:oelli·
cimtCrom.eaprasioa (I)astumincN....zCOftS!IDt, but tWna
into K(:Ounl the chan'e5 in the Fermi mer,y are shown in
Fi,. 2(a). As seen in tbis fiJure. the optic:aJ absorption de-
crease caused by the dOlltnwatd ahift of the Fenni level is
quite pronounc.ed (or Fermi ener&ies located in the vicinity
ofthe effective EL2 enerlY.
for • CO'Ilparison in Fi,. 2{b) we mow the rq»r1cd
dcerase in the EL2 COfJClmtration,,·n udetermined by the
con15pondin,dec:rease oJr the optical absorption. IS' func·
tion ofchaa,es in the mellt composition lAs/G. ratio}. The
Ferm.letl~.y and .he "Mltftic atom f,action"lCaJes ofFip.
2ja) and 2(bl. respectively, were COJTClated using tbe data. or
HaJJ mobility and rC$istivity versUi melt composition rrom
aefl. 3ad 12. and the PIllWntly cakulated rauhs ofFi" 1.
A transition or the HalllliWbiJity (or tbe HaJJ constant RH
dlrouJh zero tdes place &. a critical As composition) which
provides a c:oevenimt ref'ereae«: point in CGlTelalinl both
tt.tJes. At Ulis point oaIy about ts~ 0I'1ht. EL2 is occupied
.itb electrons. wbile (or anenK: atom fl'llCtions in the melt
biJher than about 0.51, the ocxupAtion (l{ the EU ueeeds
90% and reatain$ eueDtially uachulpd.
TIle opUc:al Miorptioa c;iuuaJes in Refs. 3MIl 12 have
been attribuled ~,tirely to .. decrease in abe EU COD4lCftua-
don lFi,. 2(b}). However. a comparison wilb Fia· 2jal dearly
Mows that mott C'i the "apparent" cban,e ;n the El2 con·
eentration isdue to the decrease in its OO:UPQCY. When tu
I:OIltriblJtion (rom the "occuplllCY chan." is takal iDto
coasidcration. «he *I.... stoichiometry-induced l;han.e in
die W conceturation is represenled by the dolled line in
Fia. ~b).
The raul..ofFi,. 2(bJ anaJ)'ud in abe Iipt of the~,
ently ptOpClIed prooedure show that in the entire ran,e of
IDeltcompCllition the ELl CODOeSluatSon in cz.Jl'0YmOds
dcacucs lDOIIOIOG;ica1ly with decrcaIin. As/Ga ratio in tbe
....t. nisbehavior Is CClIIIistent with the ftlU.hS ofalimilar
ltUdyoIBricIpwl-1fOWDGaAI"~ .......uaJdecreaseof
the EL2 concentration was obIaved witb deereasin, As
preuure above tbe O1elt7
The Qov«: dependence isalsooon._tent with Iblo! model
ortbe 81.2 (ormation in melt.p-own 0aJ~ wbieb attributCIS
the EL2 to a native defect compleA iDvolvin, the IIIltilite
def'ect AIo. and UICIlic ¥acancics... This model coasIdm a
two-step procaI. i.e., (1) Ihe matioft ofpllium \'ICMcia.
Va.. duria&the~tion proccuj III the pottolOtidilica-
tioft miJr'atiOlloftbe Voe 10a neipboriD. As site laldina to
the (ormation ofahc EU defect compleJ. The upcrimental·
Jy c:lbMrYecI decrease oldie EL2 cow.:entration witb decreas-
tal As/G.. ratio in the DICit 15, accordinaty. due to a corre-
1pOJIdin, decreue of the VGe COftI:efttraliorJ ,duM,
toUdifica1ion.
The praent resulls show that die melt stoichiometry-
iDd~ (;ORvcnion ofGolAs from 51" type 10 tcmicxmdU(:l·
in, p type is moslJikely due to die increase in ·,h, reAduaJ
IhaJlow accepcor concentration with deereuin& AS/O. r.·
tio rather than to the rapid decreast of the EL2 conceAtra·
don proposed previously.U2.I) Such .hallo.... acceptor CQn-
centration increase. determined from phololuminnc:enc:e
and Han dect measurements, has indeed been reponed 19-2 I
and lias been .ttributed to point dcffC~.ZO.J'
In summary. we Ihowcd dlat. it the near·jmra,ed abo
torptiooinOaAsistobetdeaubein,duetolhephotoioni-
udon orEll. dim the use 01' dais absorption for the deter-
DWullion or abc EL2 C(IIIMItration in 51 GlAs requires
know1edae or.he Fermi efterlY (Ell ocr.upancy/. A pracli-
cal method was presented for abe determination ofthe Fermi
ener,f in 51 Oalt., from eleclriw measuremenls.
The aUlhon are arateful to the National Aeronautics
and Space Administnlion for lnaacial 5uppon.
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ORIGINAL Pj~.C::1~ ~~J
OF POOR QUALrt·~·
Microscopic model of the EL2 level in GaAs
J. taJOWIkl, ft. x..inlk.-, J.N. r,~••y, H.C. 'ItO' eod w. Walukiew1ce**
Ma••aehu••tt. lnatitute of technoloJ~. C..brid,•• Ha..lchu.let. 02139
Ab,tract. It WI' found that th. deflct fe'ponlible for tbe d~in~t
de.p donor Ec·O.76 .V (EI.2) 1Ja _1t·.rCNn Gu. aho introdllce. I
ah.llow donor level at Ec-0.025 eV. fbi. findinl -.k.1 po.,lblethe refine_nt of our utuH. defece M IIOdel of the EL2 {oranion
111 _It I~owth to • atero.copic IIOdel whifh account. for tbe, chua
far, ob.erv.d .1'ctfoulc behaVior of !L2 (includin. ie. _t.,tebl.
atn.). In ..tditton to the .nUdt. derect M ,che propo.eel
.efect center involve. en ar••nic v.clney VAl g: • neiahlooting .It••
Tilt. c~lex il lial11r to a DX center exhibitiol I lar•• 1.ttice
I'I1uat1on ener,y.
1. !!goduetion
'l'he h1ah rul.Uvity of "U1Id~ed" _It-lrCNrl Ga.u CrylUla il eluaed by I
donor-tJpe nltive defect Which ifttroduce. a deep lev.l (commonly refarred
:~1::n:~~; ~:::::d&:oE&::i::~~~~~~la:~~;~~~'an~~:t~~V~~~:.o.
v.cancy (W.~anlb. 1981). Rec.nt .cudi•• h.ve r.lated EL2'v1th the antl-
.1te ~.f.ct AlGa (Kaminlka 1981, Chou 1981, Lllowaki .t al 1982 .,b,e.
Schneider 1982, John.on et .1 198!). Ig our Itudy of the EL2 formation we
h.ve propole~ tb.t the IAtt.ite defect Ale (expeeted to let a. • double
donor) a. fOfMCd .. • re.ult of aa vacancy'ldarat1on to , .elahborins AI
.it. durin, the pOlt-srowth coollac of the cry.tal (Laaov.k1 et al 198%,
a,b,e). !lte ...tsn-lit ...i 11.2 to cht• .-U.ice defect ,,'e it po..:!bl. to
luccal.fully e~l.tn the dep.ndence of tbe 1L2 concentration on .rowth
p.r...tlr••uch II MIG. ratio in tile _1t, Gtl20 prla.ur. and concentr.tion
of .hallow donora end .~~.ptora. It t. allo con.iltent with the reaulta of
par"'rnltle r.aonanc~ .tudl.1 (Warner et al 1980, Schneider 1982). The
...t....nt of the EL2 t(l a IDlpl. entiatt. defect Its; ,hOVlvlr, doel DDt
full, account for thl el~ctronic prop.rti,. of ch. I~. and in ,articulAr,
for it. Ob••rved '~al R.t~~e. • ••• , te. lntro'uction of aoraal and ..ta.-
c.~le ICat•• (Vincent and 101. 1978. Vincent et Ii 1982).
10 thi. p.p.~ •• report r.aulca Vhie~ provide the fir.t .xp.rt-lncll .vi-
deIIee of che lJl.uoclueU«a of an acldf.Uonal .hallow donor by !L2 eenten.
'I'ha•• I'e.ulta ar. dbcUlllled tll cObjunetion witb I r.h_d ,efect IIOdel of
the EL2 c.nter which Coni!"'" not OD1y che anti.lt. defact Aa'i bllt 1110
i ---.....
'r•••nt a44r'I'1 la-titut. of Expert.lntal thy.lew. Wlr••~ VDiver.~cy,
Wan.. , Poland.
"*'araanlllt _ddnl.: laadtut. of ,hy.f.CI. 'oluh Acadetl)' of Sd.Dce. J
WlnlW. 'olend.
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• nei.hborlnl .r.enic vacancy, V • Tbi• .o6el aecount, for the ob.arvld&rowch-prop.~ty relAtion.hlp. Jut! •• the anti.it. def.ect .odel. In .ddi-
tion. hQVI.lr.. it mak•• it po••ibl. to ••pl.in all obaervld .lectronlc
prop.rti•• of the £L2.
Z. Expr.rll1tntal
Our study wea carried out on 0... cry.t.l••rown u.in, I Brid,aan-ty,.
apparatul vhich ·ll1owed very prlei•• control of the .rovth p.,...ter. 16
(Paf5e~8.t_,1 1982). The eleetr~ concentraclOD v.. vari.d blcw'ln SxlO
and 10 C~ by intentional dopth' witb Si, S. Se, T. (.hallow donor.).
The AI pr.,.url durin, the ,rovtb w...djuated b, ••lectin, 1ft AI .0urcI
temper.tur. b.t~••n 61) and 619·C. fhe t• .,.r.tur. 617'C (~4Ir vhl~ t~.
crYlt.l. with .lnl~ dl.10cation den.it, .re ~bt.1rt.d) .pp.rentl, co~r••-
pond. to optS.ua .tolchL~ttY ('.r••, .t :1 1~82). Rlilina (l~.rina)
the AI .ourc. cIIP.ratur. va. u,.d to incr.a~. (dlc~la••) thl coftclatr,tioa
of the E12. It ahould b. noted thlt the .anait1vity of the !L2 COIlcllltra-
tLon to th. AI .o~rc. t.-porlcure (i•••• to the ..It c~po.ltloni7decr''''1
with Inc~'I.Snl Ilectron conc~ntr.tioa. n. Tor·1l e.ceedln, 3.10 aa-~ thl
..It-,rown ~ry.tal. had an EL2 cOlIeentraUon below the d.Uctloft llait of
'bout 2xlOl4c.-3• irre.p.etive of tb. AI IOUrei t • .perature.
The cry.tall were charact.rized u.in,l(e) Hall effect 4~~ conductivity
....ureNnt. til the u.peratur.raRJe of 77-300 «. (b) Schottky diode DLTS
....\lnunt. of dnlp Levell; (e) prlciat 4ete,-.in.dOlu' CIt 1!L2 par_ul:"
uainl the lIlealUreNllca of tocal c.p.dclllctl cnnlient '... fUCPoctlli1l of
c••p.racure. bia. and the ~'Initud. of filliDI pul.... for htlh 11.ctrOD
concentration (n>1017) opticil G~,o!ptlqn ....ut....t~ of ELf cOQcentratioa
wet••110 carri.d o~t IIIIn, very thick lampl•• (up t~ S c.). Such ....ur.-
~ent••nahle thl ellalnation of hilh field .ff.~t., Which may load to an
'PII.r."t deen... of the d••p l.vel c:onclltntratJcn at hian .1.au-on concen-
traCSon.. tn .dd~tlon. Sl~ ~l.ly.le v.. employed fOf the d.t'~D.tiOR
of i.,urlty ~oncentr.tlon~.
3. Relultl .nd Di.eu.~
R.ll effect ....ure~"t.·re•••I~d .y.te~tic difference. betw.en the
l:..p.raCllr. depenll.nee af alltcc'con concenCracLon in GaAa crylltall contal,,-
tn8 ELZ and in the EL2-fre. ~ry.t.ll. The rll~lt. '1" IUMDIrl••d t.
WiS. I, where the ratio of roo- temperature to liquid nitro8~n te.,eratur.
ttloccron cone.ntration y. n(300 k)/n(77 K) i. plottod ••• functiQn of
th, Joe K.1ect~on concentration. S.-pl•• conc.tnin, ELZ .xhibit I ~otLcI­
abl~ d.c.~nue of n It lover temp.rature., II aanlfe.ted by y valuel l.rler
dian 1. Such II freeleout £5 Ml: ob.erved for ELl-ft.e 'lUIIpl•• for which
~ • 1.0~0.03 In ~h. cOftelntr~~ton raal. of 'xl016cncl018e--J. U.io.
re.1JIU Iroa (Rod. 1.975) it eillt b,••hOlln that in thil concelltraUon ran.e
the H.!l factor. r, do~. not difler .iJRilic.ntly 11'0. unity (I.e., r. 1
Ie 77 K dlle to d.s.ner_cy of Illtcltron .... gd 1<rcl.0S .t 300 It). Tbua.
the H.n factor l:&n b. ufaly i.nl)rd in eho 1"t.rpreut1~ of 11.. 1••
In Fl.. 2 the diff.rence a(300 ~) - n(77 K) il plotted Ie a function of
the EL2 cene.ntration, "EL2' It i •••en chat the chanl' in .l.ccroa coa-
c.ntretLOlI incr..... neauy proportionally to tt.a iner..,•• in !1.2 conee,,-
tration. Thi" approxlllltely, OII.•-tO'"one conehtLon 1.pll•• the pre••ace
of donor levII. w1th • conclntr'1;ton id.nticd to thl 112 conc.ntration.
Thia donor l,Yel, however, !IU.t t" slIch .hanover than tli. de.p EL2 donor,
Ee• 0.76 ltV. 1n ord.r to becOlie filled or IlII}1tied upon rdativll)' .mall
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Ft•• 1. "lative chinSi in
alectron eoneentratlon between
300 J: .nd 77 It in aUJ> in the
pr••ence IDd ab.enc. of Il2
Ihift. of the Fer~ l.vel (with-
t.D .$0 NV 'roa the cOI1ducuon
blDd edie) broucn, .bout by the
o:h_&e of n and/or of the
tllIPlr.tun.
, It Illouid be po1nted out thlt
the COllc.ntrlcion of other
al'ttton cr.,. (EL4. tL~. and
1L6) in the .-.pla. InvtlU-
.at.d va. about one ord.r of
..pitlld....Uer th.n )/EL2'
Thua. th.ir coatrlbutlon to the
ob.erved ch.nSI. of n can be
,.,l.ceed.
li~. 2. Ilectron fr••••out
(u300-II'7) v.. the CQA~entrati~l
of !I. 2 level
The t.ap.ratuf. dlpend.nc. of
electron concencraclon. neT). can
b. obta1ned by ccmlider1ns the
chari' hllltr.lity conditions. Which
for n-type ..t.r1.1 becQmllt
-
.. .
6 EL2 fREE 'ea.
o .... ~TAlIIING
W
llO'l ""'liMO <Uo" till"
.
o A •
o I Z J .,10"
CONCENTRATION Of' EL2 (em")
.110"',.------__-,
_ S
'I'
!
EI.
•
p(f) • 110+fl11.2 fl~fa (1)] (1)
whue a Ii .+-H- • •llfld N: .r.
tbe eontentrit1t... if 10n1~ed
.h.ll~ donora .~ 'ec~ptor •• r••-
,.ctivlly; and "SDCT} • "EL2
ll~f (1)] i. the eOftc.ntr.tlOft of
tOlltaed .hallow 'ODOr ~.1at.d to Wl fnCT)Jlt • the occupation.l fllncUOI'l
for cbi, ~¥el f (T) • 1/(1 + • laP (E -~/kT)JI I 1. chi ~.r.y l.vel.!r 1. the ' i 1".rlY. and & ... tb. ul.a.....cy tahor. Th. iF.nl .1I.rlY!r u t r.tllr. d'll'Il~'Jl~ _II :l.ttsv.lu. II~/~' cbtdnd frOll n Wlin. the
• aadlrd r.l.tiODlh1p. n 8 5.44al0 (.*r/.o) F1J2 (I,/kT). wh.r.~1J2(1./kT) ie th. r.nd. ll1rlc Intl.rd. ID 'l,ure ). the CeIIP.r.tllr•
• 111....ce of &he .l.llum ll_c_UaUlIIl i ••h_ for two "JIIlI•• v1th
'1ffe~••t 'optna l...~(d1ff.r.aC v.lll•• of ,1.ocrOl\ conc.ntr,tion,) .nd
11.0 dUfuellt CODc.nt::.tiou of the d.ep !1.2 ••or. C1.lm. "er' c41cu-
lat.. fl_ '!r1'"••eiOD (1) tlUna I -I • 25 MV p/l • • 2. "or bet'"
•.,1••• '004 ..,...nt it ollt,lIli. i.ewa'lI alcperl.-nt.l .,et calculated
..,'Dellac.. of ,1«etrOll cOIIc'Dtr.tion. It ~~ould '1 aote' tb.t qu.~lt.­
tati.' avid.ftc. of thi tllvolveaent of ••ballow donor 1.·~1 i~ the tL2
center hu beln ..1.0 prov1dd b)' ol.lr li'.C'lIf _tll'Y of th. p..dvation of
~l
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E1J by atgale hydrQa.n (L••~ki .t .1 198Zc). It w.. found tbat I
deerl••1 of IL2 cODc,ntrltao. re.ult. j~ • d.c;.... not oal1 of che coa-
cencrlttOQ of the d• ., dOllor., but 8110 of chI ahal10wer dOGore.
4. Micralcoelc Modll of EL~
Thl l.parl..nt.11y ••ta$lfih•• charaetirtetlci of th~ 112 cantlr arl I~
~lrlEld in t.'1.1 I and II. Table 1 includa. ~.l.t(oalhtp~ bltwe.D ILZ
and cryull arOW'th par.-terl, whit. Tlble II Ultl key chuutu1acicl
d.r1vlct trOll 11ntdcal ad photOlllctdca! phenOMna. Ve b.... recently
prop~.e. (Lalowlkl at 11 198%, I,b) thlt ILl t. f.orwed by thl .t,rlcl00
of a O. vacanc,. to _ Nt aUe durin, tha pOlt",rowtb caolua of tM
cl:Ylta1 arid thl lub.alluellt 10ruttOll of the ...tide. dilict A'Ga ad •
nal.hb:)rln. an,"ic YlellAC1 ...heNa ill n~. ,~, Thl ccee.nUIUoa af
..
.-AS
QrGG
A."~ /;6..~~'"(b)
Ft.. 4. 'onlat1oa of til. 111.2
¢a.p1Ix; Cll 11111~ vacaDe"
(b) AI V eClllpl•• forweiS ...
r..UltG!tMVc1 lliaration to AI
.It••
4,.---------....,
::
c:J 2
trI'
•
•
"L.--!..!-·J...,~6-.L-~8 - .....-:!IO
-¥ lK"t)
~I. 3. Ixparl..ntll (polnc.) lad
th.arltical (curve.) d'pln4encel
of3.1.etTon conc.ntration on10 ~T for aMi with "300.1.91x
101 ca-316(Cr!an.le.) 1114 '4300·6.10lClO r;a- (th'cl.a)
thia cnp1ax 11 • ItrODI fllGcUon of tM d.ctroa cORCIDUeUeft. a-4•
Thul. by ... lltdn. £1.2 LO IIlI auellit. daflc:t Mil ... Ixp1&iD•• unique
tlnure. ot W .udl "I eM luppr..llon au. GU\!hUIUon ot !lJ upoo
dop1n. with IhaUow donore. the henal. 1A ~L2 cOIIcentso.cloo UI'OIl
count.rdo,!n, wlth Icc.ptorl. lAd In incr.... in 1L2 coacI'4t~at.on w.1th
the toner••e of CltO pr...ure d,,~iq .rawth. Ttl... 1IIlICle1 allO 1.1I1n••
·th. eller 1n ELZ coneeDtretion upon iDcr... iQ. the ai/Ai ratio ira ch•
..It (..cr of 'll1i~ Y'~aDe)' cODcentraCLaa). ,
Th. Ibov. l~owth-pr~.rt7 r_letlon.hi,. CaD be _quell, _11 Illpl.lne41
wh.n the £12 cantlr conllatl naC only of In IUci.Ltl defect AI • but
allo of • nellhborill' an.n1¢ vanDe,. -'eCOl'dta, to Van v.chtla 191$
and La,aw.ki 1982•• the coacentrlCleft of an anti. itt dlfact lAta.) au4 of
the conc'Qtr.tL~lR o~ I ~a~l.x [AtG&VAI] for-.d Aurin. Va .t.ra'1oa CID
be .xpr••••d ~, •
(2.)
.........-
.'
O~~~(~ .. ~~-'~~ .. 'r,", ..••~ '::.]
OF \'(J<:);\ \.:\ •. :." Gillifum A "filld, IIJId /felli/ttl Com,lOIInd, J')82
(If....'h rae'..r ¥ff.cl ..- 11.2 ..ftr.....
All ..n ..~" or c:.CfIlUUl_ ... ...._11$ It .,. Ita.
"'0. nU." ,lit cr..... whh ..- Itx-. ., ~. a."•
..1l en..... '" ,"Hur•
• r lit. M/k. ...1••
'H.O,..un. Ctlic.an.U..... .....~ f' fl. 1"1u ..... .,.,,, , ....
~:-... kzO ,....~
Dop'", !lilh ~.11...
.""..."t... f' .......1 " ai, .U.....4llllO..e u..~.. t ••u~ "~
...' ... "'11) ~"
c..ter"'•• ft... IMNtH.f W ......1It '1 ..,lIU~
...."lW .....'ON _QllueU.
..,·gee
........r kwl.t
Rc"a.?ti .,
...u........, ......
a' .o·o.au .,
.ne1 .'••0 ft'" •
ctllUlllr.U.e1 "t-
..ler (...71) .VI lor
upt».. ff al"'_
",.n"'l.o,ue
~eU....... a-l .re..., el, Iti.
.....-&111. 'or Iat'"
" ...U"lt;,., ........,.
Ice _,..u .. &I..... ........rll
U ...'\1 ,. -e.aUeU_ .,
..' ....r 1e~d
Clel, no" .."rw4 ., ...., • I.WI•• 1.71w.\ .lece•• c__na-
U_
""'l'JOtI at f'cUOOIt .., ''-_t •..t., lfn
.-1, e' 1. el_UIIl .- ,uc.t " ... !t12
"aua" ...
.'
..4(~O.VAIl • 12!VGa) a (2b)
Wh.~. K1 and K2 Ire th. relction cODat~t.. (2.) lAd (2b} indic.te 1den-tSCll dependence of both clat.r. on t~••lectroD cooc'Qtratton (i••••
dopilll with .hlllow dODon -.od/or: aee.peorl) and on the eeac.ntration of
'tlliUM vacaDc!'I. To accQUftt tor tb••1.~troalc properti•• of tbe ~L2.
the ca-plex "G.V~ ..... to ~• .ore .u1t~r. thaft a .t.pl. IDti.it.
del.ct .410,' •
the ~.t .1cn1f1cant .lecerGD1c propertie. of the ~ include: (1) che
d••p do~or l,v.l at ! -0.76 eVJ (2) the .ballower donor at 1-0.025 eV
cltecu••,d abO'l'J (3) fhl coofi,urac1D1l1l1tnrur for ClptU... Sf he, .lec·
tl'ou (BlDr, and Lal 1977. "Dlka et ,.1 1'.2) I (4) the dual Q.tU'l'tt of
the c.nt.r tharlccerS••d by tvo .t.t••--1•••• a Do~l .t~t. lAd ...tal-
t.bl. CClt. (ViD~8nt and loil 1'il. Vincent It II 1"2). Thl latt.r .taee
i. ob.enld at low t..,uatul''' (T<120 .) 11ith ."flScilaUy 11$ .l.cnoll
cODC:lnt...Uoa.
In a oonfSIurat1aqal coordin.te (CI) d!..,.. _ atable It.te can b. repre-
I.Qtld by a low rdllUtion .Illll:,)' ('ii_ 51). whil•• _t..t.bh .uu
co~....pond. to I 1.1'" r.lax.t1oa .a.rl' (Pi,. 5b). A c~S..d Ct d1'Br~
J.:.
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of EL2 e.nt.~ p~gpo.,d by vtQc~nt and 101. 1978 II IbOND In Pt.. 'c. AI
1nd1clcld 111 1ft arrow, "h. tn.ttlaa h_ • _talcab1, to th••table
atace ia ch'l'lIal1, activat••• 1.•••• the _t••tlbll ltatl CIA H obillrv.'
only at raduced teaperatur.a (T<120 .). In IIt-V c~OUDd.With .c.t1,
covallnt bond1n, the I,.t•• wltb alar" lattici r,1laMt1oa laar" CanDot
ba , ..411y Ixplai.ne', Ion axpl.at101l. CA H .,paftntly ,lm"l• .., 'hi
ft,_ 5. c.U.uratt. coordtoat.
(ee) dl'lr for: (I) Jow lletic.
ral..act r.,; (It) lar._ lat-
tic. rel..atiOll 1",rI11 (c) IU
clater 1avol.:l.al both e.....
I.t
CI \ /. c., \J J
";y=,,V=
't'
n:t caDt.u U AI c. All."
Gwl ....' .l&t....tf.1}..ltudl.. til COIl-juactloa with doaor-iapurlt,-toduc.4
par.tateat photocOIl.ductlvlt, (LIlt
uacI Lo._ 1979. La. 1980). 'DIu.
are two .triki., ,tail.titi••
ltetwe.D OX clntlra aad tbl IU c'"
tar. (1) Accor.t.q to tba uc~o­
.coplc -odsl of Lao, .ad LolaD 1'7'.
cha ~X e'Dce~ ooaetsc. af • dODD~ ~
• catlOil .tt. pille aD atOG .'CIIIICJ.
'lb. ee-p1ell .how:\ 10 n,. "(tM
Altel donor plUl u"lllc vacAey) doel H10111 eo tM '" dlf.ct e.tlCOI7:(2J the propald ce dia'l"" of IX c:.utu h of Ch. I" t,pa .. the cc
41&11''' of I _c..tabl, EL2 atat••
'lbUI by Inalol' to IX clnt.n tba CClIIplall of ri,. 4 caD" eOl'ltdired U
rfllpoll.1bl. for the ..tutabl, .tat. of thl !L2 c."t.1'. TId.a _tuUhll
Itlt•• how.vlr. t. ob.lrv•• 0011 .t low .1.ecrOD coac.atraU.oa. vtllch
iopU.•• thlt the _t..t.abl, .tat. corr"pOIldl to Chi 11.2 e'llter V1ch _
lODiz.d .hll1ow donor 1.vl1 It Ic·0.02S .V. ror hlah el.ot1'OD cuue.atr.-lion only a nOrllal.ltlltl ia oba.n'" vb1ch ..,11•• that OAl, thla atat. il
\Ioutbb for aa occupied .h.llow dOllof'. Ae~ol'clJ.n11Y. oUl 111cr.... of ,1Ic"
troll canclncracl00 (••••• b, • (lIlia, p~l•• 10. Sohocck, dtodl) ¥bieb
her..... thl oecupatiOll of the Ie-0.025 IV dODor .hov,l. 1... to the r.-
covny of thl IL2 c.ntlr trOll the ..tutabl. atat,. Such All .U.ct b.
b.ln illd••d rlpore.d. howlv.r, it vu intlrpreta4 .. b.ta. du. to I~ un-
.plclflld Aua.r·llke proclII. It t. Ipp.rlllt that otbar ~d.1. of the kLZ
otlaln, i •••• th. 0KYSln t-,urity or tne o. VICaDC1 aod.LI. Ire in coafllet
with the a.,.r~ntll eh.rlct'tiltlel liltld In Tabl. I. Th..... t. al.o
true for the "0& intlnt1.t1al" alcro.cop1a aotlll 1\III.nd 11, Vlneftt .t a1
U'2. Iccotclln. to whlc1'l the traDlitl. ff. I norul to ...tllta1l1.ll aclte
t. r'lll.,d by trlalf,r of _ aa lutlratltla1 frQM I pOlition with O. ata.a
II RI.r.lt Qei.h~or. ~o • po.I~1.OQ vlth AI at~ .. D.lfilt A~llbbo~••
Thil aodel C&l:lQot IlqIilf.1l thl ".roup A" propertie4l of Tabll I••d. til.
Iffletl of .1lctrOll conclntration on the ..tut.bil Itlte.
s. S_..,. Ind CoucluI101l1
WI ,ropol' a aod.l of • defact clDter. conailtln. of an antilitl d.tlct
AltO aDd VAlt' vbleb, for the fiut U•• COA."ltIGtl,. 1.,1&1Aa the I.IQlqua
allftronla propertla. of thl £1.2 md the I'I1IU.C"".•bipl bet.l. the 11.2 ccm-
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CIQtraUcn anel ct')'ltal l~lJWth plr_ten. Suc:h .. GII.A....at nu4en the
!l~ eeDtlt VeTY Itallir to DI clRtert charlcttr1.1' b1 I 11~1' lattice
re1..at1on ..d Ixt.nltvel,. 'tudied in n:t-v ttmlf1 c~ounde 111 conjunc-
tlon wAth • poral'tent pnotoeonductivity pbenQ.ena. Out f'ndill, of the
ex1.tln~e of a _hallow donor level ...oclatld with th~ ~ v.. uaed to
explatn tho two lIItat•• of the 11.2, i ••• , a llIonal atatl .d • _ta.tlble
Itat.. It Ihou14 oleo b. noted tMt the ,ru.QcI of a .b.llow donor level
•••ocl.ted wtth the ~~ v•••~t cOO8141rl4 1D ,'Ivioul Itudi., of 51
0...... (Kartin It a1 1'80, BolH. It a1 11l82a.b)., IllPortant COIl••quenc•• of
tbh level for the cc.pen~.tlOl\ .chanin of nlaM will be pre'lnted ,1Ie-
~er. (Lalowlki et ,I 1981~).
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(Invited) GaAs MIS Structures-Hopeless or Promising?
Harry C. GATOS, Jacek L~GOWSKI and Thomas E. KAZIOR
MIUJ«"~uttsIllStillIl~ oITt~luro'Of}',CQMidl" MMIIK/llutllI01139. I).S.A.
Hip density Gf interface stales introdlJCle5 ulIOel'l'llruies in the study of GaAs MIS SlrUClu~;
lht! camplo'" chnnql zUllure of the Ga-As-oxide system 1m posed an additional problem.
The interface slates were fOUil~ 10 M\'e dilc:nm: e:nerlY positions about 0.1 and 0.9 eV below
the oonduction band minimum (\"Iljajr t~:l a continuous spec1rum of tlll:f'Jies) which are also
w\"Icleristic of Galls "ral" surfaces ,nO in~ndcnt of the insulator. On tht basis of the
cnerlY position and dYlWnic paramcters of intcrfact; ::l&les the commonly obscl"llCdanomalous
beb,vlor (e.•., frequency dispc:nion and capacitance hyster~ls) of Galls MIS structures can
be aceounted for. Results and arauments are pRSented indicating til;;! these d:ep SlItes are Ihe
main problem in GaAs MIS structures. Substantial decrease or their denshy i: wnsidercd quile
feasible and Ihus the development of GaAs MIS teehnolOl)' .ppears promisina incio<:d.
the insulator (e.g., dielectric c:ons!ant, ioniC
charge mobility and chemical stability) are
certainly important parameters b .he design
and performanee of MIS structures; '1he semi-
conductor-insulator interface properties, how-
ever, are critical and are the coD'rolling factor.
Yet these pr0i-.....rties arc not necessarily deter-
mined by the bulk properties of the two
materialS, although in some respects they are
dependent on them. Accordingly, detailed
characterization of the interface propel1ies,
understanding of their origin, and achieving
their control are fundamental to the develop-
ment of MIS structures. The indh'idul11 com-
ponents of the GIAs MIS structures asd the
importance of their detailed characterization
will be brieO)' considered below.
2.1 The semiconduct01
With its high mobility (about an order of
magnitude greater than that of Si) OaAs is a
lluperior material for high-speed devices. In
principle, crystallograpbically Ind electronicall)'
it is al50 a relati~ely aimple material. However,
its prepration in "high quality" single crystal
form presents substantial difficulties. Achieving
perfect stoichiometry i~ perhaps tbe major
problem. Deviation from Itoichiometry leads
to a defect 51ruetureH all upccts of which are
Dot as yet recopizcd, Dor, of course. under-
stood. Excess of two types of vacancies are
'1 Cma,lexJtles III GaAs MIS Slnctares-- introduced which ~ lead to macrodefects
Itdaenat aDd Extrillsic (disloeations) UG a muS_nude of point defects
The bulk semiconductor characteristics (e.g., ud point defect complexes, either intrinsic or
c:arrier mobility and lifetime) as well as those of IDVDIl/ins impurities, which in turn. iatroduce
11
I'. IIltTodudiNl
Th~ poiential of GaAs for electronic ap-
plications above and beyond those tlchievable
by Si has been recognized for at least 25 years.
Its high and direct energy gap and high carrier
mobility render GaAs suitable for clciting
applications such as integrated optoelectronics,
very fast electronic logic. and other circuits
and monolithic microwave systems. Although
OaAs devices (optoe!etironic microwave and
others) have been developed and have found
lignificant applications, considering its poten-
tial, GaAs has remained essentially the
"material of the future."
Extensive efforts have, of course, been made
to develop OaAs MU structures, which are
fundamental to elploiting this material's
po'entlal. Sucess can hardly be claimed. Is it
for reaSODS i:nherent to the material or beQuse
of nmite~ reseatth ud development ctrbn
that OaAs applicatiuns have not advanced
beyond their infancy stage? We need to COD-
sider this equation.
The intent of this paper is to present the
highlights of the results of MIT's electronic
materials group in the overall context of the
results of other groups, rather than to review
comprehensiveJy all of the published studies Oll
the luhjett.
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tl'llPS, rcc:ombination centers and carrier coQ'-
pensation effects. No bulk sinBle crystal
approaching crystalline and chemical perfection
bas ItS yet been grown.
Of course. high quality epitaxial layers have
been achieved on poor quality bulk substrates
and res~table device technology has been
developed on subh layers. However. in conlrasl
to the earlier prevailing views, epitaXial layers
am not immune to the substrate defects.2 )
Diffusion of these defects can readily degrade
the el'itaxiallayers as devices perform demand-
ing functions (e.,., at high temperature, higb
carrier injec\ioD, and under high energy radia-
tion).
We do not believe tbat the. problems
associated with bulk crystal growth are in-
surmountilble; simply research anu develop-
ment commensurate with these pr(\blems has
not been tarried out. For example, the number
of publicatioDs in the period 1971-J980
recorded in the Chemical Abstracts on the bulk
crystal growth remained Ilt an average of ten
per ,eal.'. Paradoxically, durina the same period
publication of <.iaAs devices increased from
less than 100 (in 1971) to more than 1000 (in
1980). It is encouraging to record, however.
that in the last three years research on bulk
crystal growth and bulk crystal studies has
increased sbarply worldwide.
2.2 Tire semiconductor sutfaces and inler/aces
Intrinsic SUrfAce Slates are to a luge mtaSure
determined by the electronic configuration of'
the surf.acc atoms. In the ellS: of Si each
surface atom has a dangling electron {resulting
from the termination ('.f lattice). These electrons
generate surface stat~ (energy levels) within
the pp.a, In GaAs the s~rlhce atoms have no
dallsJin, electrons: for reasons cliscussed many
years aa04) the A5; surface atoms have a pair
of unshared elcctro~s, whereas Ihe Oa atoms
have DO unshaRd el~;;;trons. Indeed, no in-
trinsic surface staltc~ were found within the
p!:'.SI State& introduced by the As atoms are
i.D tbellalencc b4nd (As sublattice) and those
by the G. atoms are in the conduction band
(Ga. sublattice).
11 would, thus, appear that the OaAs surfaces
would prcsent less of a problem with respect
to surfaco states than 5i. In pracdc~, however,
the reverse is true.
Surfa..e statcs in "clean" and cspecially in
"real" surfaces of Si have bcon studied exten-
sively and effectively.3) The tield effect proved
to be a most powerful tool. In "cleao" surfaces
the density of states was found to be about 1015
cm-2• a value ~lo$C to the density of surface
atoms, confirndng their association with dangl-
ing bonds. On "real" surfaces the density of
thcse states decreased by 3 to 4 orders of
magnitude and varied only within a nllrrow
ranse upon various surface treatments; tbis
decrease was attributed to the saturation of
danglina bonds by oxygen and to a nearly
matching between Si and its native oxide.
Thennal oxidation decreased the density even
further. In today's 5i MOS structure tlte
density of interface slates is insignificantly
small (typically lOll ~m-2 or smaller).
Studies on OaAs "rcal" surfaces have been
very Iimited.lSl Perhaps the major reason has
been the fact that standard field effect analysis
cannot be carried out because a minimum in
surface conductance could not be obtained.
Employing pulsed field measurements we
identified in an early study') surface states about
0.4,0.7 and O.geV below the conduction band.
In a later litudy,II employing pulsed field
techniquc5, the main state was fQund to be 0.7
and about I eV below the conduction band;
the5C states were found to be essentially in-
sensiti....e to cf}'stalivgraphic orientation, etchin,
treatment and gas ambient. We concluded ill
that study that the surface states are associated
with crystalline defects in the space chuge
region rather than with particular abrupt
termination of the lattice at the surface. By
meaD$ of surface pnotovoltage spectroscopy,
surface states 0.7 and 0.9 eV below the can·
duction band were also found. Again. no
variations in the energy position of the surface
states or the surface barrier (0.55 eV) were
observed in various ambients.·)
Thus, from the ahove studies (allowing for
inherent small errors) it is clearly shown that,
on the real surfaces of OaAs. there are two
main discrete surface states; their enerlrJ
positions at 0.7 and 0,9 eV below the
conduction bllnd are independent of chemical
treatments. ambients and doping level of the
crystals. These various treatments and ambil:nt
have onlv relatively small clTects OD their
characteristics such as their ~pturc cross
..
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sections and densities.
In extensive X-ray photoemissioll stl,ldiet,
employing "clean" surfaces, Spil;tll' and co-
workerslO) have found thac submoDolayer
<:overage of oxygen and various metals ii)-
troduces two main discrete surfaces with the
above energies. They attributed thC5C slates 10
missing Oa and As atoms at the surface as a
result of the interaction of these clean surfaces
with tbe ambient species. They also found that
these states lead to pinning of the Fermi level
at the surface.
A number (Jf studies have been devoted to
eleclronic ,charac:teristics of GaAs-insulator
interfaces employing C-V and I·V techniques,
thermal and optical transients, and DLTS.
The resuits of these studies are not in general
agreement regarding the interface states. Thus
employing C-V ml:asurements on GaAs--Si.1N"
structures, a U.shaped distribution of surface
states was reported extending over the entire
gap. 11) Studies (In C·V and 1.V GaAs-Si02
and OaAs-Si",O~N~ and (laAs-oxide structures
showed a U-shaped distribution localizell in the
upper half of the p:ap with a minimum at 0.36
eV}.1) Similar results Weji~ reponed from
studying GaAs-oxide structures with saturation
surface photovoltage measurements.13 ) On
the other hand, a U-shapcd distribution within
the lower part of the gap with a minimum near
J.t eV below the conduction band was reported
on OaAs-Si)N. and GaAs-oxide struc-
tures.14.15.16J On the basi$ of DLTS studies
on MIS structures discrete interface states were
reported in the vicinity of 0.416) and 0.65 tV
below the conduction band.11 )
the dillcussion of tbe models proposed in
the above investigations to account for the
experimental results (Fig. 1) and conclusions is
beyond the sc()Jle of tbis paper. However, in
view ofthe inconsistency ofthe rer;,tled results,
the inevitab!~ question must be asked. Is this
Fi,. J. Reported U·5haped dislribullon of int,rfa«
ltates.
inconsistency due to the complexity of the
GaAs-insulator interface: in the MIS structures,
or is it due to uncertainties stemmin~ from the
measurement techniques? This question will be
addressed.
2.3 The insula/or
As pointed out earlier, excellent character-
istics in the Si-SiO~ interftlCe are readily
attained because of tht nearly perfect com-
patibility of the Si with its oxide. The GaAs-
native oxide system to begin with i~ very com-
plex from a thermodynamic as well as from a
kinetic point of view. Numerous phases an
exist as a function temperature, and morCQver
ASz0 3 is thermally unstable in the preserJce of
GaAs leading to the formation of elemental
AS.III The huild'UI) of As at the inteTfac~ has
been reportedI., and models have been
proposed to account for the kinetics of this
build-up, which has been observed 'after
oxidation. as well as after subsequent an·
nealing treatments. The introduction of inter-
race states by free As has, of course, been
considered.
Oxide formation bas been obtained by
thermal oxidation, anodic oxidation and plasma
annealing. Anodic oxides have exhibited the
most satisfactory dielectric propertic:s20) ala
though results obtained with plasma oxida·
tion21 •Z21 are quite good.
In a number of instances anomalous C·V
behavior of the OuAs-oxide Interfaces has been
rcported. lti ,13,231 Some aspects of the
anomalous behavior we have accounted for
by establishing that significant negative electric
charge, as high as 1012 q/cm- 2 , is present in
oll.id~s formed anodically or by plasma dis-
<:harge;Z4) by thermal annealing at 7Q-180°C
we were successful in eliminating this charge.
Although Ga-As oxides wit,h satisfactory
dielectric propel"ties have been acmeved 201 ). it
is unlikely that they will serve as an insulator
for MIS structures because they are thermally
unstable and chemically reactive.
Numerous other insulating films have been
studil:d. among them•. Si)N4 • Si02, Si.OyN..
and Al~O). Although ShN. appears quite
promising. iilufticiellt work bas not been carried
out as yet leading to a definitive conclusion.
ThUi, we believe that the problems associated
with the immlator properties are both inherent
_.........- ~ -~--.:.
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add extrinsic. Ga-As oxides, for reuollS
ullrelated to their dielectric prc;lCrties (chemic:;!
reactivity and thermal in~tabiJiIY) appear to
be io.berenUy uBSuited for GaAs MIS stsuttura.
Reprdic. olber insulating film$ such as
SiJNc, the problems could very well ~ ex·
trinsic and funher, extensive, researeh and
development work might lead to their resolu-
tion.
2.4 Measurewwlftl
The .vaib1biUty of ooly limited definitive
mmlts. the prevailin, uDCertainties and ill·
consistencies io experimental data "nd funda·
meotal understanding !'Cprding surface states
ooth on real surfaces anti t'!t in~::!~. are to
.. !~r~ measure associated with eXPllrimental
tecbniques aDd measurements. AetlWly. the
high densities of these states and tbeir cncrBY
POSiti0'4 deep ioto the gap render powerful
cxperimental techniques unsuitable 01' impair
their precision, accuracy. and/or reliability.
For the investigation of surface states 00
real s\trfaces. d.c. or a.c. field effect techniques
havc proven to be powerful indeed in tbe
~ oHio and SiMI and also InSbm surfaces.
as they provide acc.urate insight into the enerBY
position. as well $5 into the dynamic parameters
of tbe surface ,tates. As poillted out earlier.
these techniques are not applicable to GaAs
surfaces. Surface photovoltage spectroscopy
capable of providing a very deta~led analysis (If
the surfaett state structure of high cn.er8)' gap
semi~oDduetorsJ6) becomes much less effcectivc
in the study of GaAs surfaces because of the
relatively good cOInmuwcation of tbe surface
states with the bulk.271 Other. generally power-
ful, techniques, sucb as thOle based on pulsed
fields, X.ray. and UV.r;lectroD emission sr;cetrg.
iCOpyl01 lead only to a partial characterization
of tbe surface states.
Regarding the study of interface statcs in
lICtual MIS struelur~, thc majority of the
investigatioils have relied on capacitance based
methods. HowevCI, in those investigations the
electronic behavior of the MIS structules has
exhibited a IllfP majority carrier hysteresis ~Dd
• fliJDilicant frequency dispersionUi.ZI.UI of
the positive gl\te bias capacilance. AlthouJh
these investigations have revealed important
aspects of the Oa.t.lil MIS structures, no entirely
consisteDt models have emerged relatin. the
observed aoomaloWl behavior to 1M in~ft-~
~~.te r;tr'~t...... it is a very difficuJt probleJD
iodced to dctermi..,. conclusively unknown
parameters from anomalous charaeteristict,
~rly when the oature of the anomaly
itself is Dot clearly ufJderstood.
DLTS. eYeD as applied for the chuac:teriza-
lion ofdeep levels in bulk crystals, is unique for
its ,robin. power. rather than for its precision
in determinins the dynamics of deep levels.
Thus, much or the uDcertainly and con-
trovel')' associated with MIS structures is due
to the limitations of tbe available tcchDiquel.
However. limited as the techniques may be
generally. we believe that the strODI points of
each *hnique have Dot as yet been utill~d in
• complimentary mode from wbich • com·
pasite but reliable pictu~ may emerIC.
13. ........,. Diacnte '-tV r.terI-.:e States
We bypothesiud that nOD-.llquilibrium c:bars-
ing and disebargiol of the interface states in
r.apacitancc·based uehaiqllM might be tbe
major ea.USIl of the reponed dis~..repaneies
between the surface state eonfigurati<lD 00
GaAs real surfaces (disacte eDergy state1i) and
at the GaAs·iosulatioD iDtecfaee state ~OD.­
figuration (continuouI- energy distribution) and
also of the inconsistencies in the mults ofmaDy
investigdiolls on GaAs MIS struelures. It
was this hypothesis that motivated our in-
vestigation of interface states through the
analysis of the spcetral and transient respon5Ct
of photostim\llalcd currents to MIS struc-
tUfC$.2I1
The measlUCD1ent prcx:edure is schematbllly
iUustrated in Fi,. 2. Figure 2(a) represents the
FiJ. 2. &hemal" illuttratlon of the procedure em-
ployed ill IIIIUlIfIDIIIllt of photodheh&r,. of in-
letfaoc ftltal.
....~r•• · ...
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MOS structure with a midual amount or
~harge trapped at the interface. A large positiVI:
bias filling pulse is applied to lJIe ptc, Fig.
2(b). creating an instantaneous current spike.
T.lUs spik~ represents the lowering of the
surfll~ potcl1tial barrier and filling of the
interface states. The gate \'oltage is t11~n
,witched to a negative bias to drive the: GaAs
into depletion; sinee tbermal Fneration is
Dett1igible, the states remain filleli. The lirue-
ture is ther, illuminated with sUbbandpp
DJOD~hromatic light and che current moni-
tored. Fi@, 2(c). When ht'~£.-E., (E. is the
enerV' position of the trap relative to the
eonduetion band minimum) electrons are
cllcited from the trap to the conduction band.
-here they are swept away from the interface
by lhe: farge: electric field. and are recorded as
discharge current, In the absence of thennal
generation (low temperature) and negligible
concentration of r«ombination ~nte:rs (high
tuniC(': barrier and no minority carriers) the
photodepopulation (If interfa~ sutes can be
described ali:211
dnt/d/= -/a.n,. (Ja)
or
","""tOe-·ff; 't=(ltri)-J (Jb)
wbere I is tbe photon ftux. III is the photo-
ionization cross SCCIion. II, is tbe concentration
·ofelectrons in a dirocrete interface state, and n,o
their initial concentration. Thus. tbe photo-
discharge curreDt J=qdnJdt becomes
J(t) ...J~-·fl where 1 0=-q/g,n,o' (2)
It is thus apparent that the relaxation time ~,
of the discharge provides .a measvre of the
photoionization cron iCCtion, wbile the product
JOT Jive& the: iDitial discharge in the interface
states. The total charle transferred from the
interface upon iIluminaf.ion can also be obtained
as
4Q....J:' 1 d, 0'
For a liDste state totany depnpulated IAQ.I""
fn.o·
It should be Doted that this experimental
procedure provides a limple mcaD5 for dis-
tinguishing betwCCll di5Cfete statel lIDd lcales
continuously distributed in enef'Y. For 'a
diM:rCte ltate, only or (or iIIj) depends on photon
enel~, while "'10 iI • constant independent Qf
the enerlY of the pbotons utiliud ill the: photo-
diS(lo.T&e prOCCSl. 1bU5. AQ.. should exhibit a
$aep-likr. energy dependence, i.e., AQ•• -O for
Irt-<:.Ec-E, and IAQ..laqnto for he>E.-E"
For ,tates with condnuous energy distribution
both t (Oi' CJj) and n.o depend on energy.
Figure 3(8) show, a typical current transient,
By repeated filling and photodischar~ng of the
interface traps at various photon energies and
by determiniDg the integrated area of tach
cuneot transient. the eotal charge. 4Q..,
removed from the interface is obtained as a
(unction of he Shown in Fig. 3(b). A definik
step-like lJIreshold ill 40," is found at 0.7 eV
remaining constant until O.SS eV where a ,"ond
threshoJd appears with Q.. apin becoming
eonstanl. Identic:al step-like behavior as a
fuD4:tion of photon CDerIY was exbibited by the
iDdependcatJy JMaSllred roduet Jot (as poiuted
out above fAQ..I-Jot=qll,o)' This beha\/ior
is characteristic of discrete traps.
A quantitative analysis bucd on eq. (2)
yields the following trap parameters: £11-
O.73±O.OJeV, NiI-(,K I012 cm-l, 17r;""=3x
10- 11 gnl; aDd £'2-0.87±O.03 eV. N'2-
1.S>< JO!J c:m- 2• e.r:'i"=IO-n c:m2•
The cacrl)' position of these deep interface
states is in good apement with those reported
for real .unacet as well as tho~ with sub-
monolayer oxygen coverage and deposited
metals as seen in Table I.
In contrast to surfaccs with low oJlYlen
_I,
-
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Table J. Naill 0&.\1 DismIc SlIrfa«Jlnrufac:c Sea...
O.9±O.~'''' O.85±O.05'" 'x 10" an-a
Hiatt dcnsil)' W1low states
in tile vicinily of CODdlM:lion
and waJence band·edeca
0.9 101.0"·11
Slalftl only wakJy
alfllC:ted b)- ambient
0eI.ft E.-E. N , E.-~ N, E.-E. H,SWf... (eV) (em-~) (ev, (em-a) (tV) (em- J )
---------------------------0.70 to 0.15' ...,
GoAs
coverage, the <iaAs-thick oxide interfaces
exhibited a bigb density (-I014~ - J) of
shallow donors and acceptor pain: photo--
cxtitatioa of the$e pairs J~ 10 .. JiPDtic
pbotoioDizatioD of deep interface slates witb
rates .oJ times greater thaD direct transitions
into the condue:tion band 1$" result of eaerJY
transfer from tbe excited donor-a«eptor pairs
to deep states.n J
SimUar resuJts on deep interfaec statts were
obtained on p-t)/pe OaAs MOS £tructurC$:l9}
ECO~'[~
01
Q~
b. &; -E~Ey .'2"" q ,10" 10" 10'· 101t Mu klIl'Z)
Fi•. 4. Dis.crete inlcrfIoe $latea in GaAa MIS
struClum,
Ell
!]~
I ,
E\lX .•;Oxide v" ',¥,
Melal
Au
F~. 5. Summuy of fMl1Y dil,sram of p-type GaAa
MOS .1l'UCture.
and on MIS structures with GaAs-SiJ N4
iDterf.ca.301 We consider these findinp
significant, .. they lead to the imponanl
conclusioD, inferred by invClti,.tioas on real
surf"". lbat the enerBY positions of interface
stateS an; independent of the condllc;tivity
type of the semiconductor and the nalure of
the insulator (Fi•. 4).
A summary of the results obtained on p--type
GaAs MOS structures .....th photodi54;harge of
interface states and internal phQtoemissioD
mcasurementsZ9l is shown in FiB. S.
§at. RftGI_tIoIl of £.trmIIc COlD,~xltlea
We believe SQme important problems con-
tributing to the complexity of th~ analysis ot
experimental results, of the underSlandin! of
the behavior of OaAs MIS structures, and thus
assessing the application potential of such
structures have been f6olved.
The findin, that the interface state!- are
independe-.1t of the pature of the insulator, but
are characteri.tic lJf the real GaAs surfaces.
essentially eliminates the need to consider the
insulator as a sillliticant factor in the behavior
of the MIS lItrucUlres and identifies the m!ljor
<:<lDtJollln, p.rttmeter.lnterferencc from electric
charles in the insulator can now be diasnosed
and elimillateJ.
The est~bljshmetll of the presence of discrete
energy interface Slates led us to an i.ovesti.ation
where capacitance measurements ....ere c;arried
out OD. OaAs Mas structUfC$ in conjunction
with pboto- a well as thermal emission.30) We
found that all essen,;:!1 features af the
anomalous behavior of GaAs MJS structurei.
such .. the frequency dispersion and the e.v
hysteresis, could be eJlplained l'n the basjs of
the pinnin, of the Fermi level and the time-con-
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Table II. Role of Inlcrface Slales in E/oclrkallchavior of 0 ...... MIS Slrvttura.
J7
Elfoel
AppcIrance of plateau
in C-V maracterittil:\u,
Frequency-temperature
dispcrtion
capture of lree c:Jrrial
at interface
C·V hysteresis
Ettplanalion
Pinni", of fermi level by hip density
interf_ ''latn
Froque~·tcmperatul'Cdependence of
lime ~onsl»nts ~iJted with c:harain.
and dlschartln, of InlldKe ~les
Thermal K1lva1ion over .~nace barrier
5lro", lime dependence of emission of
c:aniert from inte1face ltalll
Commenl
-~---
SwflilZ potential vuiatiop
(:hIract,rislies of MlS dcvi,," ehana"
with operation f'requen.c)" andior
wmperature
Al low !m1Jlenature IUrf_ potenl~l
\'lIIia with ICmpcrllurc
C&1ISeS drift In MIS devices w ilh lilrlll
ltanti of the cbarling and discharging of the
hi"l density discrete energy iuterfac:e atates.
A brier lummary or lome of the mults 15
l\re5eoted in Table n.
We certainly do not intend to imply tbat tbe
molulion of the min complniti:s ,$IOCi.ted
with tbe study of the GI"S MIS structures
means that all extrinsic problems .te IOlved.
We dD believe, howevCl, that investigations on
GaAs MIS structures ClD DOW be more sharply
and ell'ectively foc:used.
IS. 1aIlerct'IIt ........ ad Poteati.1 ProDIse
The high densit)! of discrete energy interface
states is indeed .n inherent problem in aaAs
MIS 15 they .re essentially "intrinsic" in aaAs
real IUrfa:cs. Their cnergy positions 0.7 and
0.9 eV below the conduction hand (these values
Ibould not be considered more .ccurate than
:to.OS tV) appear to be inyariable. Surfaces,
of any orienlltiol1, cut. polisbed. and etched
exhibit tbe same llat" reprdle55 of etchant,
eccWDS prooedure. or ambienl to whk:h ibey
are lUbsequentl~ exposed.'·...) The ume
.Ilted ~ fonned on cleavtd (110) stare free
IUrfaoeJ upon lubmonollyer ~ytralt with
OIYICD or various mellls. IO) E.,en when thick
olUdeti are IfOWpJt) or other iDiulaton are
dcpositcdJOJ OD lbcIe surfaces, DO basic: chanlC
bkes placle iD their surface ltale cODfiluration.
The hip deasit)' or ....now donor and ac·
ceptor pIi... we rtported at aaA,,·tbic:k oxide
interfaces") may be .,.rt of the basi<: .urface
structure, but they c:aonot be detected by
tecbDiques employed 00 real surfaces.
The conclusioD is inevitable: (be a.As
surface or iaterface staleS oriai~k in "tli"
ckfectl. Spicer ad coworkerslO) ha\l' wiped
them to miuin, G. aad As atenln II a rault
of interactions of tbe ,~rfaee with chemical
spcc:ies.
D=cp levels are 110t unique to the OaA5
IUrfaces. A Dumber (more than S) of deep
levels, both dODor and ~ptor types and
unrelated t~ impurity Atoms, are I'reStnt in
melt-grown aaAs c:rystals.UI Although tbey
have been attributed to lattice point defects
(an11 their complclIu) DO assignments to
'p"ifi~ d~recti have been made with "NiDty
with the exception of tbe major .nd most
'tudied deep level (rerc:rred to as EL2, 0.82
tV below the conduction band) whicb we have
assigned to the antisite defect AsGa.33) ID
'"ignment beiDg widely ae«pted.
We wUl OUtJiM briefty the behavior of tbe.e
levels. Their dcnsity is lignificaotly affected by
biBb temperature treaunents.34J apparently due
to IItdce defect interactions. Even more
mterettin, we consider the findin, that their
CODCtDtration is affected by the stoichiometry
of tbe erystals and tbe praence of .hallow
dODor and &QCCptor impurilie~.HI In fact, by
controJlius tbe 11oiehiometry aDd the impurity
concentrarioa we have Fown deep level-free
eryIla1'''' apparentl)' as the mult or minimiz·
ins fbe point defect concentration. More
recently we found tbat by introducioS bydro,en
in OLA.., ery,aal5 in a hydro,en plasma dis-
cbar,c or 3OO·C. the EL2 Icvel j~ wmplctely
pullv.ted.n )
At thin, time Ihcre are DO sound reaSODS to
lead Ui to the conc:lulion Wt tbe deep iOlcr·
race states and the bulk deep ICI/cls are identical
or different. However, lOme ~trap(l)atioD of
our bowledp OD deep bulk levels to the
interf'ac:e ltalel, eveD 011 • speculative basis. we
believe to be appropriate, as both types of
kvell mUit be dirce:tly or indirectI)' vacancy
..
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Vacancies arc inellitabl)' "frozen in" in OilJ\S
cJ')'sw.: they must tben be pment in the
surface reaion. The fact that no lunace states
are found in clean cleaves surfaces" simpiy
,uguts tbat cithllr their concentration is below
the detection IImil$ of the experimental t~b·
niqun (if the surface states Irc due to vl~Dcin)
or their coneentr.tiolt i, below a eritical value
neceuary for the formation of point defect
complexes (if the surfKe states are due to point
defed complexel). In either case, it is reasonable
to assume thit tbe "Crozen in" c:onceotr.tion of
YaQocies should play. role in the density of
IUrface and interface states. Unfortunately.
no systematic studies have been carried out on
lbe density of surface states for crystals with
relatively low Yaca~ eonc:entration (LPE
Ja)'ers) and for ">,slals with hiah vaQncy
concentratioD (melt-Ilown crystals).
Thus. it i. reasonable to hypothesize that the
density of surface state. can be d«reascd,
hopefully to an acceptable value for malt
quality MIS strudures. by the growth of
"appropriate" crystals, by 'p"ial treatments of
OaAs-insulator iaterface or both. Appropriate
crystals should be as close to stoichiometry
IS po$sible aDd contain vacancY-leltering im-
purities luch lUl Si. Special treatmeDts "Il
iovolve the Introduction of Yacancy·.cttorin,
impurities (such as 8i) durins the (ormation of
the OaAs-insulator interfll.c:e. the Introduction
or deep level passivatinl species. such II
hydtoSCn. and heat treatments of the O,A..
insulator structure.
We believe that our hypothesis is justified OD
the bail. of present knowJedse: we mUit.
therefore. coaclude that OaAs-MIS structures.
rar from bellI, inherendy !lopeln•• are most
promisin. (0: a,q ellcllin, GaAs-MIS tech·
nolo8)'. We also bciiollve, however, that mud!
more extensive uul intensive research and
development efforts. lhall in the past, mUit be
devoted to all "components" of OaAs-MIS
.lructure.
f6.. s-r,
The immense poteatial of GaAI for MIS
appJiQtiOtll, rar beyoad those of SI MIS
tecbnoloiY .... Dot been realized beQute of
the hip densi')' of interf'ace .tates and because
0-..\, aDd Us nadve oIidet Jack the elcetrouic
"- --"-- ~. ~&~~---------
clOmpalibilit)' (if Si and SiOJ • However. it bas
been eitablished tbat 'he interface staces have
djSCff}teenerBY po$i'ion~. wbicharc indcpendfJll
of tbe surla~ tr~tmCllt or the insulator. and
tJv.:y oriainaw in lattice defect••
Th: knowledp 01 tbe energy positions lind
dynamic parameters of tbe interf", stAtet
made it possible to understand the perp/f.xing
anomalou. behavior of the O.As MIS !ltrue.
tures (c.,., frequency dispersion and cap"itanee
by.temis). Thus. these states constitute the
main inherent problF:m in the development of
deyje:c quality GaAs-MIS struc:tufCI.
However, with ful1her uhderstanding of the
orialn of these states and tbeif relationship to
the drfect structure of thc ~ry5tals, it appears
quite possible that control of their density to
desired values i. achievable. Thus. OaAs MIS
.tructum. far from beiftS hopeless. pre~nt ,ea~
promise (or Dew breakthroughs in MIS t"h·
nolo81·
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Shailow donor ••soclateet with the main electron trap (EL2) In
melt-growl1 GIAI
w. Wlruldewicz. J. Lagowakl. and H. C. Gatos
JltIWlClrlll«U Irvtilllt: q,f'Ttc"MIII1. Ctlmb,iIJ,t. MlUl/lclllutt# 02139 omc'r '.f" ,', • • .. ;
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A systematic analysis ofHaU cfecl Dieasurements on alar.e number ofmelt-p'OWD OaAI
eryatU witb dll'erent concentrations oftbe:~or deep trap IEL2) revealed the praenc:e of. I¥ew
shallow donllf level (2~30 meV below the condu~tjon bandl with llOIICCIltrationslbDUar to those
ofthe EL2.1biIIindin. indicates that the EU centeris.doubledonor~stin&orthedeepEL2
donor atE~ - 0.16 cV and uhalJow donor ltate. The presenet of tbe abaJIow donor state sbowd
have importantooasequenca in the formuJIlion ofagompeusationmceW!~mm_·iNuJatin.
Ow.
PACS aumber's: 72.20.My, 72.IO.Ey, 7•.50.Ge
flO. I. DependelN:leol'theelectl'OllClllllClmtraliOll(~ll. "ITI-II!"'I
OlIlllmpmllllt 1ft GaAa 00II11i111111 EL2.10\II13001- 1.2'>< 10" em-J.
HaLl'" 2.2>< 101' cm~J; (6\l1(JOO) .. Ulx 1011• NaLl .. 3.0X 10'·
em~ J, Curvw are lJIeorI'lCj~y cakulalld from F-4S' 121 Nld (JI-tw ifIll.
EU concentntion and illleDSitivity to the As lOUr" tenl-
pature (i.e., to die melt compositionI decreases .,jth in·
erwina electron COIaCCfttration II. In flCt. for II exceedin,
3X101' cm- J abe melt-pown crystals bad an EL2 concen·
tration below the detection limit of about 2X10.4 em- s,
irrapcctive oftlle IOUrcc temperature.
Reprerentative experimanal data of tbe HaJJ constant
venus temperature (or two IImples ~tainin8 EL2 are
dlown in Fi,. 1. It is aeen that &bero i5 • lyatemati41 mcrease
of the electron concentration with iacreasln. temperature.
'J'JIU beba~or indicatel the existence of • donor Jevel the
oc:c:gpancy of wbiob chules l~bltantiaJly in the temper.·
ture ran,e employlld. for ELl.free tample5, the cban.es or
the electron concentr.tion were fOWld to boe about one order
ofmapitude Amaller.
For a quantitative treatment of Ibe rree-anier rtee·
zeout causecl by the lhaUow dODor we have determined tbe
~peratW'e dopmdenl:e ofthe loti] electron concentration
'rtlm the clpression
N(n .. "0 +Nib [1 -I.(TH. (1)
where "0 == N: - N;; Nt and N; are the conccntr.·
Itucommonlyaccepted that the biah r~istiyjty or"un-
doped" lemi·io.suJatin, Ow rttlwts from the compema-
don of ,hallow ~ton by deep donors (EU) located At
Et - 0.76 eV.I.-4 The 1UU0w~tOJ"larc most likely due
to residual carbon impurities.2.-Thequestion ofthe onsin of
dae EL2 donor is more une:enain.'" MOlt recently, EL21w
been attributed to theQrilite defect Ala. complelled with a
..dve defect (e.,., an uscDk \'~)' OIl • aeiihborin.lat·
doe IUe) rather dian to Iny impurity or ta • simple native
defect. 10 The fint indication of tne association or an Iddi.
tional dOllor with EL2 ..II provided by our l1Il:CIlt findinJ
that the EL2 is passiv.ted by atomic hydroFtti tbis passiva.
tlon is ac:companied by • !felter decrqse in • free-elcctron
<:GaceDlr.tion lban expected from tbe eliminationof. sin,Je
cbup' ,~ donor atilt at E~ -.0.76 eV.· The questian of
the &:Urlutale ortbe EU complel iscritical Dot only in tn':
undel$tandiD. of the on,in of tbii center, but also in tt,e
quantitative eaplanatlon ortbe compensation m«:JwUsltJ of
eemi.insubti." {SII OaAs (Rd'. 2).
In this letter we report the nlults ofaayltematlc .tudy
on a Jar,e Dumber of Bridaman·srawn crystals, aimed at
atabJishin. the pretenr.e and the parameters oftne shallow
donor II40Ciatcd witb ItL2.
The Itud)' WIS petf"ftQl'S on eemiconducting ,.·type
GIAI since the cleep lcv~}£ can '- rCldily _nnined with
Sob(lUky barrier capaeit"I'Scc (I:urrentl trantical measure-
rDenl$ and the s1utlJow c:lunon can be conveniently measured
from the temper.ture dtpmdenet ofthe HaJl efect and the
conductivity. Samples ,vere p'own usin, • BridpnaJlotype
.ppantus.!hicb aiJowclll very precise control or the Ifowth
parametm.II The eleclron concentration WIS varied
between J016 and JOI1em-,by intentional dopin, with Si,S,
Se, and 1'0. The As partial preIIure durin, the p'owth (i.e.,
the As/G. ratio In the melt) lIuldjusled by selectin, an As
lOurc:e tempertture T.. between 613 and 619 'C. Raisin.
IlowmnJ)T", WISused to incrase(decrwet theconcentra-
tion of the ELl.7 for CfYIW' witb electron concentration of
about 1016 em-J the employed ran,e or T", ..bled the
modulation of the ELl coneentradon by a lactor of 2. The
I I I
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flO, 2, Elo.::lron frcczcolI1.1f13OOJ - 11[771 va Ell I;Oncenlralion. The del:'
Iron ~oncmlralion "1)00/ in Ihe _pin tallied from 5x 101·Io:lx 10"
em- t •
.
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ELECTRON CONCENTRATION (em·')
flO. 3. Relalive chlllie allhe (kctl'Oll (:OrK:elIlralion ..*""" V5 eJel:ltOll
con«nlralion It 300 K in lhe pnNllCt Illet~of ELZ. Solid line was
c:akularcd ulin, Eq, (2).
In Fi,. 3 the concentration ratio r= n{JOO)/n(71) is
plotted as a function of electron concentration n{T) for a
lar,e number of samples. It ;$ clearly seen tb.t there is a
systern.tic difc:rence between tlte EU-eontainins and EL-
free !lamplcs. Thesamplescontainin, ELl exhiblt'noticea-
ble decrease of" at lower temperatures, as mlUlifested by r
valUe5 larger than one. Such a frcez~aut is not observed for
EL2·free samples for which r remains 1.00:l: 0.03 in the
concentration rln,e 5XIO"SnSl0·1 cm- J • This result
provides further support for lhe one·t()oOne correspondence
between NID and NEU'
With the aid ofe:cprmions (11 and II) we have calculat·
ed the theoretical dependence of n{3(0)/1'/!71) on the free-
electron concentration (which determines the Fermi energy)
wumingaconstantconc:entrationofNsD := J,x lOl6cm- J,
eqUl\1 to the average conlimtration ofthe El.~ in the sampl~
emplDyed in FiS' 3. Otherparameters were Ill-ken thesame as
in linins the data of fig. 1; i.e., Bexp(aIA) =::Z and EiD
=: 20 meV. The theorelicJ! results are represented by the
..... 3
!
i
II
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tions ofIbe ionized donors an,11 aceepton. respectively. N'D
is the total concentration of the ELl-related shallower d0-
nor; EF i$ the Fermi ener" determined rrom the free-elec-
,. tron concentration. It is assumecl bere that an)' shallow hy-
dro&cnic donon and ICcepton (at concaltr.ti"", ND and
N.. , respectively} m comptetely ionized in the considered
temperature ranp (no IIlcuu.rable f"tezcout wu round in
the EL2-free material),. whue the new, 1_ shallow donor
NSD determines the cban.. Dr die electron concentration
wi!:h temperature. The oc:cuplllCy ftutctioa for this donor it
""en by
f,.{T) =[geJlp(aJk)expl-E~D -EFl/kTrl, (2)
whereg is the dtaenency factor. Here, it is assumed that the
ionization ener'SY E$D is linearly dependent on temperature
ESD -EiD -aT.
The factor , depends on deaenency of the shallow
state. At prClCn'. no information is available on values ofthe
de,eneraey factor and of tbe Cfmperalure coellic:ient a. Ac-
cordinalY, theproduet, ellp/.a/k )must be createdasa /lnin,
parameter in tbe analysis of the experimental data. The ul·
cul'ted results ofn{T) - 11(771 ysl/Tobtaiaed from Eqs. (2r
(4jwilhrelp{alk) .. 2are sbown In Fi,. J(dashedaftdsolid
lines); n(77)::;:N: - N ..- .. const.ln these Weuladons the
foUowin, values of independent v.riables were used: E ~D
"'" 20 meV.· N
'D = I.IX 10
111 om-3 (selid Iinel and
E~D =2! meV atKI NID ;;< J.6X tOl6 cm-3 (dashed line).
The above concentrations or the new donor are in .ood
.sreemerlt witb the EL2 concerltration in tbetwo samples,
i.e., 2.2X 1016{Ol.nd ).OX 101·1~}.respeetiv,ly, Thev.lue
seXp(alk 1= 2coresponds to asimplcstcaseof'ahydrosenlc
type donor II = 2j a =0). It should be noted, however, that
for, explalk I flnalns from 2 to 6, • load iittin, can be
<lbtalned by Jntroducin, a 30% challae in the ncw donor
concentrationNSD and takingEID values in the range2o-30
meV. For Bexp(alk )<I the ellperimenta! data cannot be
satisfactorily fitted using eJlpressions (2) and (41.
The woc:iation ofa »hallow dorior with the EU center
was further investiaated employin, about 200 samples in
which the EL2 concentration varied from below the detec-
tion limit about .x10.6 CID-J• On aD tbese samples HaJJ
elect and conductivity measurements at 77 and 300 K were
carried out, and their EL2 concentration was determined by
5ehottJ:y diode transient ~pacitance mwurements. Repre-
sentat~ve results are shown in Fia. 2. The approximately one-
to-one oorrel.tion between 11* -"71 and EL2 concentra·
tion implies the presence of II donor level wllb
concentrations which are the same as those ofBU.
s"condary·\un muaspcctroscopy (SIMSI analy,i" car-
ried out on 16 representative samples containing EL2 and
EL2·free did not reveal any relationship between chemical
impurities and the new shallow donor. It should be also
pointed out that the concentration or other el~tron traps
(EU, ELS, and EL6) In the samples investipted was about
oneordcl'ofmliSt\itudesmal1er than that ofEL2. Thus. their
contribution to the observed chanlet of" can be ne&l~ted.
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eolid line on Pi,. 3. It is seen that the theoretic.l cutve is
consistent with die "eraJ tendency of die expcrimenw
da... The scatttro(the ellpmmentaJ points .bout this curve
i,expected, 'MIhere uediferenees in the EL2 c:oncentra·
tion in the samples.
In our measurements we have assumed th.t the tem·
perature dependence ol'he Hall coefticient il entirely deter-
mined by the cban,es of the electron 41Oncentralion in the
temperalure ranae '7-300 Ie.. This assumption is valid when
the HaU f.ctor cleaned IS the Hall·to-drift·mobility ratio
, - PH/Ptl ii temper.ture independent. The value of the
H.II factor depends on tbescauerins mechanisms determin·
inB tbe electron mobility and on the electron statistics. The
fact that the mobUitics in the EL2-containin. and ELUrCle
samples were similar indicates that the same iCltterin, pro-
cesses determine the mobilities in both cases; the electron
statistics are also the lime, since the .....ples bad the same
electron concentration 'at 300 K). AQCOrdin,ly. the observed
changes in electron c:oncentration IS • runction o(tempera-
ture in the EL2-e<mtainin, samples IFiS' J) are not due to
chan,es in tbeHaJl ractor. Indeed, mwurementsofthe Hall
constlnt canied out foueveraJ typical samples at very blBh
""anetic fields (up to 140 kGsI. at whkh.uHB> JO' and the
Hall factor'N approaches unit)'. showed that the conr.entra·
lion di8'erence n(3OO) - ,,(71) is within IS% the same IS that
determined at low _petie fields.
The present tlftdinp have two important implic!llions
reaardina the orisin of the EL2 and the quantitative treat-
ment ofthe compensation mechanism in 51 GlAs. A$ point-
ed out above, there is increasin. evidence that the EU in·
volves the antisite defect ASo_ not aJone. but in a com~lelt
with another native defect (ti1ost likely an arsenic vaeancy).
The present discovery ofan additional shallow donor state
associated with theEL2 defec:t tosether wllh recent theoreti·
cal calculations on the antislte "-to. eneraY levels12 Cln be
con5idered as additional evident:e apinst the association or
the EU with the antishe defect alone.
The increased concentration ofionized ,hallow ~teR
indicaled by the present findinSlCCQunts fortbe typical mo-
bility values in 51 OaAs. Let us consider 51 OIAs with the
EL2 concentration N 111.1' 5in~ in this material all sballow
donors must beionized. the lowest ionized impurity concen·
....tion should exceed 2NELl' On tbe other hand. the materi-
al will be semi·insulatin& as long IS the coneentration of ac-
ceptors does not exceed 2NEL1' The doubly ioaized
EL2-reJated defect will et'ectively tealler u four .epar.tc
centeno Therefore, the effective c:oncentration of ionized
IeItterm, centers will be <.6N1l.1' However. in ".type un·
doped Gw the deep EL2 level is often almost enlirel)' un-
oocupied. Therefore. in such material the lotal ionized impu-
rity con;enlraliGn should be close to 2N£L~' Considerina II
typical EU CC'4luntraul>n in 51 GaAs between tOI! Ind
2X IOl6cm-3. oncoblain". ~ODcen".tionofiollized impur-
itiesbetll'eet\ 2x 101$ and 4X 10.6 c:m~). Employin, the reo
lults of theoretical CIlculations 01 electron mobility in SI
OlAs in ReI: 13. we find that mobiUdes In the samples em-
ployed in this study should ru,e from 5500 to 3000 c:m'lVs.
Thii rUBe Is in ,oadapeeasent with experimental values of
electron mobilities lne&suM! in undoped 5i GlAs. 1-3
In lummury. we found th.t I new shallow donor with
the binding enCflY 20-30 meV is associated with the center
responsible for tbe EU. neconcentrations ofboth the new
shallow donor and duu ofthe deep EL2 donor were found to
be the same in a t:iven sample. ne present find ins accounts
for the reported mobilities of 5i GIAs and indi~les that
compensation in 51 Ow must require sh3Jlow acceptor
concentrations ,realer than .hose tlt' EL2 rather than
small,r. as previousl)' supposed.
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The eleclrlcal behavior of GIAI-Insulalor Inlerfaces: A discrete energy
Interface atate model
T. E. Ktzior,'l J. lagowskl, and H. C. Gatos
MtJ#I#JIIIMtts lrufitlll' DITnhfUJtOty, OImbrid", MtuMlc"lIMtts 02IJP
(Re«ivod 5 November 1982;~ted for publi~tion 2... Jan\lif)' 1983)
The relationship between the electrical behavior ofGaAs Metal Il1$uJator Semiconductor (MIS)
dnlctUfes and the hilh densitj diserete eneta>' interface St8t" (0.7 and 0.9 eV below the
conductionbaRd) was investipted utUizinc photo- and thermal emission froID lhe interface ltates
in coqjunctitll1 with capacitance measurements. It was found that all essential features oftbe
anomalo\l$ behavior ofGaAs MIS structures, .~lch as the frequency dispersion and the e-v
h)'stere$is. oan be o~plained on the basis ofnonequilibrium charsin, and discharsin, ofthe hi,h
density discrete onerlY interface ltates.
PACS numbers: 73.«).Qv. '~.20.Jv
INTRODucnOH
The development of a GaAs Metal Insulator Semicon-
dugtor (MIS) tecbnoloa>' bas not thus flf been realized be·
caLlIe tho C-VbcbaviorofOaAs MIS stfl,lc:ture is typic:ally
cllaJuterized by a larle majority carrier hysteresis and a
pronollllced ft'equency dilpeRion. This anomalous behavior
basbeenattributod toa hi,h density ofinterfacestateswith a
OOIltinuous enetlY dlstributiQD throuSbout the enerIY
pp.I.1 However. liD interface ltate distribution model has
-uquately or wwnbiauously elplained this anomalous be--
uvior.
A number or inv""tipton have proposed a U-shaped
coatinuO\lS distribution ofstates with maxima near midgap
and nc_ the band edJes 1-1. most of these studies were per-
formed USln' capacitance teehn:ques. whicb present serious
difticulties due to the anomalous capacitance bebavier orthe
GaAs MIS stl'\lctures. Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy
fDLTS) meuUroPlents have Jed to mconsistent results such
" the inconclusiveidentification ofastate with an activation
aerlY oro.)' eV below the conduction band.aa continuous
distribution or states with a pqk orO.43 tV below the con·
duction band.9 and fA discrete state with an activation enerlY
of0.38 cV assiJ11cd at mid,.p.l The latter state is part ofthe
morccolllplcxlnterface State Band (ISDI mooel in which tbe
presence of interface ltate bands associated with the semi-
conductor bands are invoked in an araempl to explain the
anomalous electrical behavior of tbe GaAs·insuJator inter-
faces. I .U.1 Th~ above anomalous behavior has also been at-
tributed to the eDstenee of • eompensated layer near the
Jemiconduetor Illrface which iI the result of anodization·
indUced IUrface cWna,elO•and also to an OVllr4lOmpensated
surface layer which is caused by • hiBh density of dillCrete
interface states near mid.lp eltcndins lpacially into the N'
mic:onductor buUt.11
mYeltilaticms of "real" lUri'aces of GaAs b)' pulacd
leld ·lfect techniques and IUrface photovolta,e lpec:ll'OICO-
py revealed tlte presence of two ltata with discrete merlY
poIitioas at 0.7 and 0.9 eV below the conduction bandl J-l<4;
their enerlY poUcionswere found to~independcntoforien·
tation and lurface preparation procedures. Surface ltates at
these two energy positions were subsequently observed on
GaAs surfaces with. submonolayer coverage ofoxygen and
oharioul metal adatoms I '; it was proposed that these states
must also be present in the GaAs-thick oxide inCerfaces. 16
In an ocrJier study a high density (lOn em-I) orintet·
fief; states with disoreteCIlerlY of0.6' eV below the conduc-
tion band (E. - E,-O.6S eV) was identifi~ at the OliAs-
anodic omde interface employin, DLTS.17 A similar high
density discrete mterface state was I1so found at GlIAs-
ShN.. interfaces.'1 Employina a pbotoionization dischuae
current techniquel9-U the presence of the ptatc was con·
finned, and its dCllsity WM determined to be about SX IOU
em- '; inadditionasecondstate0.9eV below the conduction
band wu ob&ervod; furthermore, a aipntic photoionization
process involviDg a hiShl)' elf'ec;tive indirect discharge ofthe
deep states was discovered. III Tbe interface state model
which resulted from this tatter study together with earlier
proposed models ate shown in Fig. 1.
In the present study a detailed analysis of the capaci-
tance characteristics of GIAs·anodic oxide and GaAs-
Si3N.. ttnctures was carried out utilizing photo- and ther·
maI-discharle of the higb density discrete enersy interface
ltates to mVCGtigate the relationship between the characteris-
tics of tltese states and the anomaloU$ electrical behavior of
GaAs MIS structures,
EXPERiMENT
Wah quality ,.-type Uquid Phase Epitaxy ILPE) and
Vapor Phase EpitaXy (VPEI GaAs epiWlial layers were used
in this study with electron concentrations ranging from
7X1014 to 8X10" em-3. EpltaXiall!lyers were chosen since
melt·...own Ga.~ exhibits biah densities of deep levels, of-
ten comparable to the rree carrier concentration, DLTS
analym performed on motalllCaUCOIIduc:tor (MS) structures
formed on adjacent aamples from the ume wafors ihowed
that the: conccntrat.lon of bulk lraJl5. wben dota:tablc. was
< 10-2 times that or the electrOn concentration. At worst.
the bulk trap densit)' corresponded to a density or ,rapped
charae in the semiconductor lpace char,e r-=sion U ordcrs
ofmasnitude less than that trtppcd at the interfa;;c. Thus. in
this stlady, charse excban.c with bulk traps played IS insig-
Dificant role in comparison &0 tut with interface traps.
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(100 to 450 K) are presented in FiJ$. 2and 3, respectively. As
seen in these figures a "plateau" ian arrest In the capacitance
increase with mereasina voltage) appean in the C-J'curves
at values C... < Cr where C, is the insulator capacitance; thla
"plateau" capacitanQC value. C, becomes the limit of both
the high frequency and low temperaturepositivebias capaci-
tanc:e. As shown in Fi•. 4, the ratio epIC] increases with
increasln, electron concentrlttion, fot both the OaAs-oldde
lUld GaAs-Si,N4 structures.
It has been postuJated21 that under equilibrium condl-
FlG. 2. Typical c- V~harac"ri..l::soflt·OaAsMIS SlfllClUfell obtAincdau
rWlction ofprobilll frequency.
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For OaAs'anodic oxide stnn:turea. oxide layers were
formed using the AQW pU'lCe&S IAnodization tn Glycol and
Water)2Z in constant current made V, -= 100 J!. A em-3) un·
tit a predetermined thickness. typically 2000 A. was formed,
The anodization current was them allowed to decay to <3%
J" to complete the oxidation reaction. Hiah resistivity oxides
I> IOu IJ em) were obtained (rom this procedure,
For OaAs-Si~N4 structures, the SiJN4 1ayers. typicaJly
1000A. were deposited from a mixture ofSiH4• NH4• and Nl
in a parallel plate R. F. plasma reactor [Plasma Enhancc:d
Chemical Vapor Deposition). MIS structures were fanned
by evaporation ofsemitransparent Au layers on the insula·
tor.
Th" MIS structures were mount«l on a variable tem·
perature cryostat jtempcratlUe ran,. 10 co SOl) K). c..J'
characteristics were recorded usmsastandard conflauration
(function aenUltor-currmt preamplifier.lock.in amplifier).
The variable parameters were probing ftequmcy [2 Hz to 1
MHz). temperature. pte bias sweep rate and photon cnerlY
of sub-band.pp monochromatic iUuminatlon. The illumi·
nation WAS provided by • halogen IanlP and & double prism
monochromator.
ShlmGno, Morilonl, NOlOI
£1 -----.----- (0)
flO, I. OIAs interface aute mOlkb: (a) U·sIIaped dislribuliCIII obUlinecl
from c:&padllllce bued measurements IRcI'I. 1-4); lblllllilied defoct mockl
{Ret. 161; leI Ollllllodel derived fl'\llll pholoionizalioo dUelw.e eUl'MIl
analysis IReft. 19-1ll.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. F~rrnl"v" pinning
Typical capacitance characteristics recorded as a func·
tion ofprobing frequoncy (5 Hz to I MHz) and temperature
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tion$\ a plateau can appeaJ: in the e-VcharacteristicsofMIS
stru~turC5 due to the Fermi·level pinning by discrete trap:> at
the interface, In tbe interfaces prelf.<!nth· studied higl! density
discrete tr~s were found to be present at E~ - E, -0.7 eV.
The relationship between thc plateau and the discrete
traps can be found by euminina the c:apal:itancc relation-
ships. For bigh probinB frequencies the interface stllte ca-
pacitancebecomes negliBible and the total MIS capa,l:itance.
CTOt ' can be approximated as due to the depletion capaci-
tance, CD .lUld the insulator capacitance connect,..d in series:
lICTOT = lIC" + tiel' (1)
wh:re CD =" (qm:,I2"',)'I%,E. is the semiconductordicleetric
constant. and Y. is the surface potential.
When tile Fermi IEFllevelispinned bythedisc:rete1rap.
·Ef , the surface barrier becomt!i '1:'=E, - EE' Thus, from
Eq.I1) the plateau capacitance C,,:::::CTOT is obtained as
. eriC,,,,. C, [~2IE, - EF l/qlne, + I] -'. (2)
The Fermi entr8~ in the bulk. EF.(measured with respect to
the condUction band edge; can be determined asa function of
n from the relationship
,,== 5.44 X J01slm.rImollJ2FIIJ[E,.IkTI. (3}
where FI12 is the Fermi-Dirac integr..t
The dependence of CpIC, on the ele<:tf(ln concentra-
lion ".alculated from ~;, (21 ancl (31 is showr. in Fig, .. (solid
linel. It is seen that the agreement between the experimental
data and the theoretical treatment is excellent, indicating
that the fenni level does become pinned by the
E, - E, 0::: 0.7 eV discrete states present in GaAs MIS
Itnactures.lt i~ alsoofinterest to note that the present model
leads to. much better agreement with experimental data or
Fig... than the rcc:ent model oHlef. 11 based on a concept of
interface U'lIpli clltendins spacially into the tittDiconductor
bulk. .
To further understand tbe elect of the interface states
on the capacitance ciwacteristics. we will consider the
charge balance
(4)
. ii
and the summation of the voltage througl(out the structure::
V_ ,= Yl + J', .f. J'.... !i lSI
Here Q_ ud Q, are the charges at thb sate and in the
insulator, respectively; Q.. = (2q£1I Y. }1f1i,s tbe semiconduc-
tor space charge, 0 ..... qll, is tbecbarCt ., interface statC$,
", is the densit~ oftrapped carriCl'S; Y..... ~d V, are the bias
and insulator voltages. and V... is the di!'~rence between the
ICmiconductor and the metal work functions. Considering
Gauss' law for a sheet ofchuge on an in~ulator we have
Obi.. = C,VI • ii {61
!Combining Eqs. (4), (S}, IUld (61. the follo~ing ellpression is
iobtained for the applied. gate bias. .
i V_ ,,,,qn,le, - (2qe.IIV.)112IC,- fJ,/C, + V..... (7)
. Charging of the initially empty interface traps begins
,when the Fermi level at the interfacemoves up to the vicinity
of£, (i.e.• qV. =:£.. - BTl. A corresponding valueofthe bias
voltage VloW aVo defines the onset of the capacitance pIa-
, ttaU in C-V characteristics.
Yo = - [2&,,.(E, - E,.W12/CA - Q,IC!
+(E, - EFl/q + ",..... . (8)
The voltage at which the traps become completely ftlled,
qll. =: qN, (the Fermi levelis still pinned). is i
VI = ,Nile, + roo 1(91
A relation between the voltaJe inerease W. - Yol alont.be
capacitanceiplateau anrl the density of interface traps. !V" isll·obtained byJ~mbining Eqs. (81 and Pl. wuming OJ "" bono.
stant: :.' ! I
"
N, = C1(V, - Vo)/q. (101
As seen in Fig. 2. the voltaiC iDcn:uc along the plateau
of the hiab frequency (I MHz) ourve is - 30 v. tVois about
- 10V, and "'1-20 V. is at the breakdown field ofthe insu-
lator.) This voltage increaseeom:spondsto a trapdensity. N,
of about 6X10.2 em -2 (tlle insulator capacitance
CJ = 3.2SX 10-8 rem-Z) whieh agrees very weU with the
density. N,=5XJOI2 em-I. of the tn/po E, -0.7 eV re-
ported in earlier studies.,9-,· ;;
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" = SX lOIS); the capture rate decreases with det':easing
temperalure as approximately expf - O.6/kT) and it be·
comes negligible at low temperalures. In this case the inler-
fac;e traPJ and the conduction band can no longer~ in dy-
namic equilibrium. The Fermi level is not pinned by these
traps. In order to fill the traps the surface barrier must be
lowered by increasing lhe gale bias to oome new value. Ac-
cordingly, at the low temperature region, the onset of the
capacita.,ce plateau (which corresponds to the onset ofelec-
tron caplure by interface traps) will shift to more positive
gate bias, i.e., to lower values of the surface barrier.
The value of Yo corresponding to the capacita!lcc pla·
teau can be obtained from the time derivativCl ofEq. (61
dQ.../dt = C1dV,ldt. (121
Substitutins Eqs. {4l and (5). and taking d /dt = 0,
dQ,ldr == 0, Eq. (12) becomes
(qdn,ldt- dQ",ldt) II: C/(dYbi... ldt - dVl/dt I. 1131
Along the plateau, dV,ldt = 0 and dQre/dt 1C 0; thus, Sq.
(131 becomes
qdn,ldt =q{N, - n,le". 114)
Substitulinl Eq. (111 into Eq. (14) and solving for V, yields
V, = - kllq In [ Cid~"'.... ldt ]. (IS)
u"uT1J(N, - n,)
Thus, y. varies linearly with lemperature; the slope is weak-
ly dependenl on InlaY_lat) and Inln" I.".• on the bias vol·
tage sweep rate and on the camet concentration. It should
be noted that an order of magnitUde change in either bias
voltage sweep rate or carrier concentration [as determined
from Eq.jJ)) leads to only a 2% change in Cp • whicb is well
within tlll\experimental error of typical C-YmclISurements.
Ass«n in Fig. 6, the experimental points Y,(T) for T 200 K
agree very well with values calculated from Eq. (151 (solid
linel_
This rcsull confirms that the capture ofcarriel'$ "y the
interface traps occurs through thermal activation over the
surface barrier. For T <250 K the interface traps and lhe
conduction band are not in dynamic equilibrium and q~
varies with temperllture. For T> 250 K, the interface traps
FlO. 6. Surface potenliai va temperature: (al predieted behavior based on
temperature dcpencknce 01 fcnni·lcve! posilion; 1M O. observed behavior;
IOlid line. approximatel)' Ii_ temp.rature dependen~,
20
, Yllktl, (1lI
"ross. section and lJr tile thermal
level pinned by the discrete traps
.v, (E~ - EF~O.I eV for
.......--BOK
J.-1---120K----1
~1...+---1GOK.----1
J-l-I-oI--- 220 K---..l
_~L....,J.,44_--300K----1
-10 0 to
GATE VOLTAGE (VOLTS)
I MHz
tWo' SOO rnV's
n' !nlO"
o -20
400
where Q,
velocity. k
flY, =£. - "-.
B. Captur. of carriera
As pointed out above. the plateau capacitance Cp ap-
pears when the Permi level at the surface approaches tbe
empty interface traps. As shown in Fig. S, Cp exhibits a low-
est value at approximately room temperature, and it in-
creases wilh decreasin, temperature. Vsing CIT) data from
Fia. S and expression 12), one can calculate the surface bar-
rier V,(T) correspondin, to the capacitance plateau. Results
are given in Fig. 6for T < 2'0 K, VI decreases linearly with
decreasing temperat",r., whereas ror T> 2S0 K it becomes
independent of temperature.
The results in Fi,. 6 indicale Ihat the capture ofcarriers
by the interface traps. and the lS!ociated Fermi·level pin-
nins. is a temperflture dependent process. This process can
be explained bV ' ,"jdering thal an electron must overcome
the surface I 'w der in order lo be captured in an
intenate tm' ""r. Tate ofelectrollsby the inter·
face trap , asdescri~ by the standard
ellpr~
d.
The above estimate and the raults of FiJ... show that
the capacitance plateau ia C-" characteristics can be eA-
plainedas due to the pinningolthe Fenn! level.ift the vicinity
of the £~ - 0.7 eV iaterl'ace trap. Along this plateau the
semiconductor spKe char,. reSioD is in depletion even for
large positivesakibiases; Ibe nepti,·~ chuse. induced in the
semiconductor, accUDIw..tcs in the interface traps rather
than in the space chuae reaton.
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FIG. 7. C·" cbaraclClrUtics obgjRed \Inder Ihl' inftuence ofallb-band·.I"
IIlOnochrmnatic mumlnalion: III ill tbe duk; (2/,\1-= 0.9 eV &lid I = to"
pbClUlUlcm'l; 1)1 Jw - Ii - 45 meV WId1- 1013 photons/em' ..
D. Depend,nee of hy Or) chlrglng Ind
~'8Chlrglngof 'ntertl. elates
As seen in Fig. 8, tbe capacitance behavior is character-
ized by a large hysteresis. This hysteresis is dependent on the
bias voltage swroeprate. dV_Idt, (sec Fig. 9) and it becomes
especially prono\lnced at low temperatures (see Fig. 101
whereby a thermal release of elect1'ons trapped at the inter.-
race is negligible. At 10 K the dark capacitance (Fig. 10,
CUI'Ve 1) is shifted by approximately 20 V with a reverse biu
sweep. On the basis ofEq. (10) this shift corresponds to An,
ofabout 4X 1012/cm2. Curve 2 (FiB. 10) represents tht dark
capacitance behavior following the reverse bias sweep ofcase
I; it is seen that thecapacitance cun'efor the second forward
bias sweep is shifted to large positive values ofgate bias indi-
cating that charge remained stored in Ute interface states.
S~bStquent1y. the MIS structure was illuminated with sub-
band-sap light to remove tbecharge trapped on the interface
The solution ofEq. (17) yields:
n.{t I = NTTr+ Nl'rl,eT + t,)exp( -I IT), (18)
where l' = I/(er +e, + r/; toT =D'"vTN, -exp - tEe - E,II
kT is the thermal emission r~te; e/ = u/l is the photoemis-
sion rate; (1, is the photoemission cross section; I is the pho-
ton intensity. and N, the density ohtates in the conduction
band.
Thus, 1" is both temperature and illumination depen-
dent.
Returning to Eq. (16), the tenn wr is of major impor-
tance. For ClJr)tl, Eq. (161 reduces to Eq_ (11. This limit is
achieved for "cry high frequcn~ies tin this case 1MHz) andl
or very low temperatures; in both cases CTOT-+C,«l,<. For
(')1'<1, lICToT = l/(Cb + Cu ) + I/CI • This limit is ob-
tained at low rrequencies (< 10 HzI and/or high tempers.-
tures (in both cases Cror-+C/l. ForWT- I, intermediate fre-
quency and/Qr ternperature, the full expression of Eq. U61:3
used. and CTOT ' for pos;sive gate bias, satisfies inequality
C, <CTOT < C,. liS observed in Figs. 2and 3.
Thus, with increasing temperature (1' decreases a.<; elf
increases) and/or decreasing fr~juency the value of CroT
increases. Under illumination. e, contributes to the decrease
ofT and consequently CroT increases.
It must. thus, be concluded that the temperature and
frequency dependence of the electrical behavior of OaAs
MIS structures is due to the temperature and frequency de-
pendence of the time constant. T, i.e., ortberate ofchange of
the charge trapped by the interface states. This dependence
is observed in tbe positive billS capacitance characteristics
where CTOT varies with 41, l' and C.. and not with Cf) (V,
"'" constant).
where C.. is the interface capacitance. An expression for l'
can be derived from the ellpression for lrap occupancy
changC5
1 dQ" dn,
- -- =~ .... D'"lJrIJq dt dt .
exp( - ql'. )iN, - PI,) - (eT +e,}n._ (17)
eTkT
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and the conducttonOand remam 1n a dynamiC equlltbnum
and the Clpacitance plateau corresponds to the pinning of
the Fermi level (di~ussed above! Ind the surface barrier
9Y.!::!:E. -- EF which varies only weakly with increasing
temperature.
C. Frequency and tempel1lture dapandflnce Of C-V
behulor
It was shown in Figs. 2and 3that. f£;r positive values of
,ate hiM, CYOT increases with increasing temperature and
decreasing frequency. As seen in Fig. 7. CTOT is als!') depen-
dent on sub-band-gap iIIuminati"n, because of the enhanced
emission (photoionization) of carriers from the interface
states. In fact. the increase in CYOT is more pronounced un-
der illumination h l' =E. - 45 meV, consistenl with tbe
finding tbat under such illumination the photoionization of
the deep interface states is much more efficient than under
II v::= 0.9 eV.I9-21
On the basis oftheer<perimental results ofFig. 7 and the
above discussion on the capacitance plateau we propose the
frequency, temperature, and illumination dependence of the
positive bias total capacitance can be explained in terms of
the frequency, temperature. and iJlumination dependence of
the inl\:rfac:e trap capacitance, COl'
According to the treatment of Ref. 23, GTOT can be
expressed in terms of the probing frequency, and the time
constant, T, of the inaerface states, u fenows
C,
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further ~Dfirmed by the fonowing ellr~rimtl1t. The rewerse
biauweepwasamstedstuoltaae Y'(FiS. 81mdCTOT was
recorded VCI5115 time (insert FiJ. 8'. CTOT increased "'ith
time until it reacbed the value ofen" of the forward biN
sweep (in this case C,,). The rate of this discharse was found
to be enhanced hy sub-band· gap illumination. Thus, it ap-
pe.us that for sufficiently 1(In' times (very slow sweep rates}
tbe hysteresis becomes negligible.
The time dependent hysteresis indicates that the traps
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reducuoa of hystereWs caD be CODuDll«' IUld the low tew-
peratun: capaciaancebehavior caD be shifted to ,,:'y position
alon. the voltqe axis {curves" aDd 51,
At clewated temperatures hyf.teresis becomes less pron·
ounced as thermal seneratioo besins to play an increasinB
role in tbe di5chatae of~be intmace states.
The dependenceof ,Ale hysteresis OD the bias $\Veep rate
(FiJ. 91 indicakd that tbe emission of trapped carriers from
tbe interface is time depmdmt. This time dependence was
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Commenl
appearance ofpillau in QlplICiWICC
eh.uacteri5tirs
frequency/lemperature disp'nloll
C4p1ur" Orll~ carlien. II inlerface
pinnill' (IfFermi k,'el by hi'" dm~i1yillten_ IIIIfIlU polCIltiai variation restricled to d.,Jlrlio/l
IlIlU II £, - E, =0.1 ,N ~bar~"Jim, amilCOllldlifioz never ruc/lt$
,,"llIlIlIWion
frequtr1c.1Icmperalurr~dm,e~·time ~etUlicIo ofMIS devim ~""II~Cwith
con5tatlll""Cialed .'itb cllar,In, and di$Char,in, oper.lioa frequency MId/olterllpt'ralure
of inlerfacut.les '
thermal AClivation over .urfue banwr for low aemptrlClire .,.lIon. 5urface potential
waritIo with Iemperature
.10000' release ofcarrier> trapped b)' jnterf", .1a1C5 ~II~ drifl in MIS devices
. .
are not in dynamic equilibrium with the conduction band;
the liurface potential V, charJgcs With gate bias and filled
traps mQve above the Fermi level; their discharge is then
only weakly dependent on pte bia!> but strongly dependent
on time. In the high frequency limit. the lotal capacitance
behaves as
IICTOT = (2 V,lqn£.11 12 +1IC,. (19)
where V, is determined by Eq. (7J and wber,
If, (I I=II, eAp( - t h').
Thus. the emission of charge rrt;~m the interf," $tat~.
in addition to its dependence on temperature.freqlle-ncy. and
illumination, is aJso strongly dependent on time.
E. c.pacttance cherecteriaUca: theory venu.
expet1rnent
Low temperature e_perilnental capacitance character-
istics ..ill now be compared with tbeoreticaJ results calculat·
ed from Eqs. (I) and (7}. Low temperature '10'15 chosen to
eliminate tbermaJ emission of trapped carriers and to
achieve the condition Il.11')o I wbere CTOT =e" fOT positive-
bias. Soilltion of£qs. (lllnd (7Iror~=oand ,,;: 5Xl01~1
cm~ ~lded the results (points) indicated in curve J in Fig.
I t. The capacitance behavior is simply ideal for deep depIc-
tion or tbe semiconductor space-ebaJ'gt region. Th~ points
along curve 2 were obtained ~suxnin8 an increase of the
interfac.echargen, by4X IOU/em'. (In both cases thcctJcu-
Jalions""CfcArriedolltforq:>O.J2 cV,J.e.• theva!ueDfCI'
at this temperature). The 8Jfument between the caJculat~.'d
points lIIId the uperimenlal curves is very lood.
8UMMA~YANDCOHCLU~ONS
The iDtIuence of the high density interface states with
discrete caleTi)' on the electrical behavior of OaAs MIS
struetura is sumnwizecl in Table J. AI temperatures
T> 250 Ie the bigh density of tbete stales pins the Fermi
level DNI'midpp and restricts surface potentw v.nations.
At lower temperatures the capacitance plateau dtirts to low..
cr llUrf'ace barrier values to aIlo... electron capture by inter-
face traps. The main featUJ'CIi of the lIlomalous electrical
behavior of the Ga.IuMIS stnactures.eipeciaJly the frequen-
cy dispenion and the Jarge hysteresis~ be readily e:ll-
pJained on the basis of the dependence oftbe time constant
associated with the (;harging and discharling ofdiscrete in-
terface SlalCii at E~ - 0.7 eV on the probing frequency. on
temperature. on illumination. and on jime, The prMndy
observed effects of the interface states on the C-JI'behavior
of OlAs MIS can account fOT .he ~ntJjctjn, results (0b-
tained by capac:itince-based t~hniquesJ reponed in the liter-
ature: on the distl'ibution of the OW·insulator interface
states.
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FJec:tron mobility Umits ill a two-climenlional
eJcc:troD 10: G.As-GaAJAs heterostructure.
W. Walukiewkz: H. E. Ruell. J. l..IIowiki. and H. C. (i.CDt
1IMs«1tIMru lUll,. qf T«~lIMI>" c IrIMMIt" OJIJP
<aeceiwed %6 JM\IIIJ' >
A lheorclic.'al model MIl fonnlllllled for eklctron ..lterinl in aI~"" 1M 0Dftf'1Md in
• Irianlular fl(ltenlill well. For Ihe first lime. Ule dJeecs 01 iIIlenar.iJtlIftd ICIllCrint were inducted. All in.
herenl mObility limit is impowd by pMnon..... IIIId rtlllOle ImllUr:l)' _lIerilla. In....,,~ _ucrir"
_IS fOIiM CO ., • "t1irlWll role in delaminilllCM. ,nobility limil. The modcllCll;lllllntecl YCf)' alilf,,-
torU,. for the rctlONd tJecUon rMbilily d1IrKieristict lot GlA~3aAtAi helCrOflrllCllI....
The Iwo-d!mcntional eleccron liS conftned .1 • GIAIAs-
G.A~ inlerf." has received a IrC.lI de.1 or .uenlionl - I "--
cause its unique transport cbarl~e,islics pia)' a key roJe in a
new pneralion of ullJl-hi,h..peed .miconduetor de"ices.
Thus_ In "Mleai".I)' doped" GwAIAs-G.As heleroslJuc·
turCi. clwrons confined It Ihe CiaAs l.idc of Ihe interface
and tePal'lted from their puent donoR. whKh .re in
alAIAs, hI"e exhibiled mobililies IS hiah IS 2J( 10'
cm~'VI;J Ihis "ldut is lbou, one order or ma,nitllde I'Clter
than that Kllicvcd in Ihe hilt!est-PUrity bulle alAs.'
Two-dimensional electron .ranlPOft in a trian.ular po.en-
tial well was «iain.lI)' formulated for silicon Inversion
lIym.' In subse4uent publications.t - U different tealterinJ
mem.nisms which eonuibute to the eleclron mobility in
GaAs.c:;.AIAs heterOftruC1urn hive been discussed. In
this Rapid Communication we ,ePOrt on 'he filit ~k:ulalion
-of th. mobility limits for the two-dimensional electron liS
ulin. a trw,ular .ell approximalion. and c:onsiderinJ the
first-exdted lubblnd. All mt,ior KIIuerin, pr~es .ere
induded.
We _ill consider • GaAIAs-GaAs helerOlitruC1ure with a
trianauln potential well on Ihe CiaAs I.ide as .hown
te:bematic:ally in Ihe insen of F;'. l. Electrons are supplied
to the well from ~hl "seleaively eloped" GaAIAs~ an un-
doped (iaAIAs "5PKCf" rqion lllparites CiaAs from the
.....~pe doped GaAIAs rePon. The momentum of e!c4;trons
in the potentia) well i. qUlnti!ed in the , direction (perpen-
dicular to lhe interfaee) rcsulti41 in the ,p1itlin. of Ihe
thr..-dlmcnlional c:ondu:tkin bind Into. ledes of two-
di~'\l.ioil.1 .ubbands. In Oioi. IrCltmen' of ,~ron Irans-
port "rallel to ttle interface we ....e inlo lK'COunt IWt' ener-
IY subbands~ the pound .ublland and the fir.t ell(ited one.
Tile COIICSpondlft' eleec.on ....e functions .re described us-
inl variational solutions Whereby wave-function ..attleters
are related to the electrOfl flCld within the tlilnlular weU.'Cl
The elctlric field. in lum. is related to lhe concentration of
ionized remote impurities in G.AIAs. NI. CO the 'PICer
thickness d• • nd to tile tbncen"atior. d ionized ICCePtors in
the IjJhtly ,.type O.As bulk fljion. a.elation.hips between
the pertinent parameleri are .tablished \lsin, ...ndard eklc-
trosatie consideration."II
The excited subb:1nd becomes ~ importance when the
Fermi ene,,)' equals Ihe ener,y teparltin, the ,round and
the e.eited ,ubband. In Ihis case. in .lJditl~nto .tltes In
the &round .ubband. the states within the excited lubbanc.i
become aveilable for el~ron IUlteril'i& leadin, to an .b,·upt
increase in the anerin, ralts. The electron concentfltion
,t which luch i1ncrsultbend Kltcerin. OCCUR is determined
bf lhe electric rlClld in tbe well.
FO! the conI.idered PI densh} 0.1-1)( 1013 gn -2 the «-
eupation of lhe excited sublwtd is limited onl)' to the states
,l the YCry bottom tJI the lubblnd. Thae .tales corrapond
10 vcry small wive veclMS. Thus. the momentum trlnsfer
for inlerlubband Dllerin, can be lIIcen. to • lood Ipproxi·
mation. IS equal 10 the: ."e vector or e~ron5 in ehe
around subblnd. ncrOl'lnllioft-potentiat and pietoelectric
ICOUS1K: llfIonon auerin, rales were c:alcullted...,umin.
lhat tile two-climcnsloMl electron IIItes Ire coupled ltlroup
a spherically IYmrnelrk ICIllerina pOtential. Intcrfiubblnd
DtS".Cl
K'I , f I
2 to
Temperature (K t
FlO. 1. Temperalure dr,'N=." the ",Oft mobility in
GaAIAl-GtA. IMfero,uuaufII, ..mA... IIIICIopccI spacer.
Points are elperimental dill rrtlm ltd. , for .,. interf~ carrier
density or J)II lO" cm-2• Tbe __ am Clllculaled mobililies It
IhiI cmiCf denlil... _lib a JClirlOfe ionized impurily c:otI(efItrl'ion
or Ule 10" cm-J. hi 1M linen nit IlWJlllic !!UUClure of •
IIIOdlllalioft4oprcl helCroaNCti''C iljJivett Khemltall,. £0 IJIll
£, rerer Co die pound ..ltd flru..xatecl IUbNncls. re:specliveb';
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FIG. 2. I!*tron mobilily .t 5~ 17 K lit inlerf_ carrier densi·
ty. Soijd and open circla cone5llOfld 101M experimental data 01
Ilof'. 7 mwureclir. the dark, and under iIIumin.lion. re,pectivt.I)'.
Theorelical motlJllliei were c:alctIlIlect 1I1i11, remOle .nd
lNIdlaround.ionized imJlUrit, colanlrationl 01 I.IIC 10" and
lie IOU cm-~, r"pectively. The lnse" Illowslbe efl'e~ orfntcnu,,",
IMtId .~tlerin.. The lIpper curves correspond 10 the inlrl!ubbalKl
mobility. while tho lower ,ur\'OII inchlCle Ihe eIT", of inleltubblUld
Kllleril1J wilh biOldeni"1 plr.meler r - 0.5 meV.
turos. It is Men thl' the aareemenl between theory .nd ex-
pcrim~nt i, very aood. If Ihe ~nlribulion from backaround
impurity SClllerin. is deduded from lotal electron mobilill/.
Ihen we oba-in I mobilily limit which ~'e refer 10 as "in-
herent." As seen in Fj~. 1••1 low lemr-:;,atuFtl$ Ihe: 10lal
mobility v.lu.. are: 5Omew'~.t lower than Ihe inherenl mo-
bility values. as are the uperimenlllly obtained lo'.I!.li';s.
This difference is. of course. rudill/ atXOunted for by the
presence of impurities in OIAs at a l(lvel of about 8)( IOU
em-I. .<\.11 absolute mobilily limit can be ..rived .t by
deduC:linl from the tolll electron mObilil)' the $CiUerin,
contributions from bllckll'ound and remotiC il'llpUrilies IFi•.
I). This absolute limil. howelo'er. is nOI realizable since che
presence of remOle Impurhin is ne«lSSiry as Ihey provide
Ihe electrons to the lwo-dimension"\ 11$ in OaAs; thul. the
"inherenl" mobjlil~ must be considered IS a realislic limit.
At conSllint lemperalure the electron mobility in • two-
dimensional ps depends on the lIS density. This depen·
dence results primarily from the oncr,y dependence of the:
scallerina rates. "Qwever... leen in fia· 2. in tbe ~se of
alloy disorder sullerin, • stron, addi1ionll eleclron density
dependence derilo'el ,'rom the increased renetralion of lhe
el«lron p.s into Ihe aaAIAs layer. with inc:reasinc eleclron
4en~il)'. As has beon di"lI55ed pr,viou5ly. II pronol.ln,ed
I5Qllerin, for bath sc.anerin, mechanisms mullS in a mobil-
it)' drop of aboul 3~. compared whh JUIl inlrllubband
IUllerin•.
Alloy disorder Kateerin. triIes from eleclrons which have
penetrated into Ihe OaAIA,. Since the penetration 'Ironal)'
depend. 011 lite electron tne,.... the resulliftJ electron mo-
bility decruset raPidly wilh incr.uin. el~lrcn 5U 1Mnsit,..
The intersubband ,"uerin. e3'ec;t _omes ve.-y pro-
nounced in Ihi, cate owin, 10 a IlrO'll' overt&f of the paI1$
of around and excited subbMnd w.lo'e funclioni dCll:ribitll
Ihe penetration inlo the barrier. the sutlerina ralts for re-
mete and backlrounci-screeneO ionized SCllIerinl5 were cal-
~ulaled by modi(yinl the approach, orilinally developed for
,ilKori inversion layers.' Inlcrsubband contributions to
b1ckpound an4 remote ionized impurity scallerin, were
found I!> be import.nt; however. in the c:uc of remole ion-
ized impurily sanerins. ils 'Oftlribution is diminished wilh
IMfealinl Spacei' lIIIidth J. Al l(lw electrM densities lhe
parameter definin, screenin. of ioniZed impurity ~tlerin.
depend on temperalure. resulliR, in I temperalure increase
of the ionized impur.ilY conlribution to the mobiliticl.u
This eff", bKomes S;,nirlCllll .t lemperatures cxe-cedin,
about -to K. Sjn~.t IheM lemperatures the mobility is
pnonon limited. lhe weak lemperature dependence of ion·
ited impurilY SCllterin, does not affect ~he temperalun:
dependence~ the IQll1 mobility.
In O\lr apprQa(h Ihe remOle impurily cOnCenlYalion il
delermined by the equilibrium eondillon for the Fermi ener-
ty.1I Therefore, the only filti". plrameters in our calcula-
lions Ire the backJr0und·ionized impurity contentrllion and
the remOle ionized impurity c;oncentration in the spacer, In
pr"licc. the aim i$ 10 minimize residual impurity concentra·
lion in both Ihe spICer .nd in lhe wcll. In the followin,
mobilil~ calcu!.flion we ....iII nc,lect the: spacer contribution.
sinc:c It similar residual impurity lellols the sallerin, em·
c:iency by blc:klJClilnd impuritl' in the well is rar Irealer Ihan
by thO$e louted in the J~acer. II Polar opli~1 phonon
Selllerin, in I Ihree·dimension.1 approxim.tion, app~opriale
for bulk aaAs (Ref. 14) wu included at hi,her temper.-
lures. We did nOI include jnlerfa~ r(lushness "iUcrin.11
,int;e ulremely f1~t interfaces are rabri~ted by molecular-
beam epituy (M8E); in these slructures alloy disnrder
sallerin. (inherently present and included in our cah:ula-
lion) an be nlore ImpOl1anl than scaner!n. by surface
,ou,hneu.
Electron mobilities were cakulated ..sumin, th.l the clee·
Iron ... rem.ins dc,enc:r,te oller lhe (;()JIsJdered r'1,e of
temperatures aM electron densities. Therefore. the 10111 re-
I...lion tirne wu obtained from lhe lum or Ihe individu.1
IQ,tlerin. rltn.P.nlmelert llsed in c:lllc;ulations were taken
from Rd,. 1S~nd 16.
The c.onlriblUion of lhe various SQtterina processes to Ihe
temperalure dependence: til Ihe electron mobililY In the
rlnp 2-100 K is shown I. Pi,. 1. II it Men lhll with dc-
crcuin. temperature the predominant Kltterin, mech.nism
.hifts frl,lm po.... optical phonon. (domiMnl for T> 90 K)
to lCOUSti( phonoru (for Ihe rtftp of SO~ T > 1S K) and
finally 10 ionized ImpurilY atterin" which clelerminos tbe
mobllily near 0 K.
The temperalure dependence of Ihe total elec;tron mobili-t,. ,"ultina from the conlribulions of III saue,in, mechan-
isms, is shown IS. $ODd line In Fi,. 1. Experimenla'mobil·
Ity cla1l are allo shown (solid circles) from mcaliuremenlS
on state-of·the-art, very·hiah·purity OaA.-o.AIAs struc:.
~I"15~
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calculalions prOVided a 100d description of fe~entl)/ re!'orl.d
hiSh electron mobility characleri!!:c~ in such heleroslruc·
lures.
phonon,
~-...----.-.------.-..---.. " , .
absolute limit
.,..-..
remote impurih_.· ............ _
" --......... ./.~ ~.-"to' .....~.,.,. inheren'limil/./.,...~
.. /' bockground..:Jo-.. ..~/ . uri!:'- ...-........
~'/ Totol
to'..---..----r----r'"""':::lI"I
~I'"... >
-z:.
i
FlO. J. E1«ton mobililY Vllucs al maximum ~nduClil/ity
(fN,,,,,) \I. splceT width (or Oao-AIo,As·OIAs hcteroslruClure It 5
K. The "101.," curvc corresponds 10 a bac:kll'ound impurity ton.
C1CntTa";m of 1)( IOU tm-).
Tile lulhon ,rate(ully lcknowledile Dr. Hiyamizu for fur-
nishin. experimenlal del. prior to publication. The aUlhors
are 1150 "Iteful 10 Ihe Nalional Aeronaulics and Space Ad·
mlnisltilion for fin!n~ild support.
drop in eleclron' mobilily OCf:urs II .bo\ll 1)( 1011 crn-',
,"Sultln, from Ihe onset of the intersubb.nd sullerin,.
The contribulions of the intersubbandsuuerin. 10 inlilvi·
dUll ~l1erjnl proc:eues .re tbown in Ihe insert of Fi,. 2.
The 10111 electron mobilily. obulned from Ihe sum of III
conlribulions to eleclron scallerin•• Is shown for S .nd 17 K
in Fi•. 2, 100ether w!lh ellperimenlal results of Ref. 7 which
were obtained usira pcf5i.lent photoconductivity to vary the
eleclron densily;11 it is leen lhat Ihe 'arumenl is very
.DOd, lSSumina a backaround impurity concentration of
Ix IOu ern - J. It shoUld be noted lhat the experimental
mobilities, as I (unclion of eleclron ",ncentralion. exhibit a
mlximum II aboul N~"" 7)( 1011 ml ~ 2 cOnSiSiL:nI \'lith our
theorelic:al findin. (FI,. 2). The inherenl mobility limit
O.e•• usumlna no back,round impurity sc:auerincl II SKis
also thown in Fia. 2. It 15 lien lhal the upper Jimil is ap-
proximately 2)( 10' cm'/V, for N, .... 7x 1011 c:m-~.
Illthou,h it is of no practic:al silnificanc:e. we also sbo..-o' in
fiJ· 2 the Ibsolute mobility limit. j~c.. '$Suminc neither
blck.round nor rt:mote mobility allerinl.
A very important characlerislic of Ihe OaAIAs-GaAs
slructure is the undoped aaAIAs tpacer width; by increas-
ina Ihe spacer width. the efficiency of remote impurity
Duerina is de(reascd and concurrently the density of elec-
trons trllnsferred to Ihc well is decreased. Therefore, ther~
must be an oplimum spacer width. at which poim the eon-
ductivity (the produci of mobilily and elcctron densitY)
reachn I maximum.
The dependence of the electrc:\ mobiliti' on :;paccr width
II SKis shown in Fia. J. II i~ seen Ihat the lotal mobility
reachcs I mlllimum; Iho: 5Pa«lr width II which this max-
imum O(.(urs decreascs with increuin. backJrollnd impurity
concentralion. Aclually. the inherent mobility limil (no
blck,round impurity stallerine) increases with Stl.ccr width
.nd londs lowlrds I ,honon-llmlled value It Jarae spacer
widlh. whh;h is .hiO In ...reemenl wilh ellperimenaal Irends.
IS repol1u! in Ref. 7.
In conclusion. we proposed & model for the eleclron mo·
bility in two·dimensional eleclron ,.s which look into c<1n-
Ilder.tion intersubband $CIuerin,. MoblJity limits were Ihus
determined 81i functions of lemper.lure. electron density.
and spac:er width in GIAIAs-OaAs heterO$lrUClures. These
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ON THE DISLOCATION DENSITY IN MELT-GROWN GaAs
J. Lagowski, H. C. Gatos, T. Aoyama(a) and D. a. Lin
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Hassachusetts 02139
ABSTRACT
We have discovered a striking relationship between the dislocation
density and the Fem energy in melt-grown GaAs,. Thus, a shift of the
Fermi energy from 0.1 eV above to 0.2 eV below its high temperature (1100 K)
intrinsic value increases the dislocation density by as much as S orders
of magnitude. The Fermi energy shift was brought about by n- anc1 p-type
17 -3doping at a level of about 10 em i.e. one to tWQ orders of ~gnitude
below that commonly employed for impuri~y hardening. The pronounced role
~t the Fermi energy 1n dislocation dons1tites ~st be associated with the
dependence of the point defect. interactions on the charge state of theae
defects. 1.e. on the occupancy of the associated electronic levels. It
appears most likely that these interactions and thus the dislocation den-
sity are controlled 1n a critical manner by the con~entratlon of gallium
vacancies. SiDdlar post-~olidification defect interactions were recently
proposed in order to explain the formation of th~ antis1te defect ABC
. a
and the a~6ociatedmidgap level EL2. OUr findings permit the 1dentifica-
tion of regimes of thenaal stress. Gtoichiometry, Fermi energy and 1m-
purity h&rdening which are of fundamental importance in the formation of
di$location in the melt~grown GaAs.
(e)Qp leave f~om Nitachi Re8ea~ch Laborato~1es, Ibaraki, Japan. '
Presented at the Third Conference on Se~i-Insulating Ill-V Materials.
Warm Springs. Oregon, April. 1984.
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INTRODUCTION
A reductiou of the 4ielocatloR density in ~lt-irQWD sinSle crystals
is perhaps the most important materials p~~blem in GaAs IC's technology.
Dislocation free GaAI 1. commercially available but only heavily doped
with a donol' concentration tans1ns from 1018 to 1019 ell-3 • Selld...in.ula-
tins material, currently used for IC
'
• has been r~cently obtained dislo-
cation-free by utllizinS doping with isoelectranic impurities (sroup III
~.d V elements) at a level of 1019 to 1020 em-J.(l)
It has been a common trend to treat dislocations in melt-grown erys-
tala. and. particularly in crystals 'fawn by the Czochralski liquid encap-
sulated (LEC) technique, within a framework of critical stress models. (2,3)
Such models assume that 4islocatlons are ge~e~ated in the solidified ma-
terial when. the nul stress exceed. certain edUcel values, which 1. _
supposed to be iI well-defined characterbtic oJ! ehe I114tedal.
IlIIPurity eU'ects on dislocation denaity(l,4)have been attributed to
various mechanbms I)f blocking the propagation of dislocations (e _g_ strong
localhed boundingP> differences in tetrahedrltl radii between the imp\,lr1ty,
and the host atoms~6> and·i~ur~ty-d~fectblocking cO~Plex_s~1) They are
phenomenologically treated ae i=purity hard~Ding effects which increa~e
the value of the critical stress. Such treatment is an extentiaR of that
developed for elemental semiconductors (Ge alld 51) and it does not take
into account the unique stoichiometry aspeeta of GaAs related toa finite
existance resion. It 1s of ineerest to note that the effects of stal-
chlometry on the dislocation density·in CaAs were originally reported in
~he mid 60's~8) The systematic demonstration of the critical role of
- 3 -
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stoichiometry in the seneraeion of di~locQtion has been provided in our
recent study on GaAs grown under minimized thermal stress by the horizon-
tal Bridgman method in which st~ichiometry 1& controlled (5nd varied) by
controlliDS (Yary!n" the aTsenie source temperature. 'fAe • We have found
that the dislocation density exhibits a sharp and very pronounced mini-
mum at an optimum arsenic te~erature TAs • 617 ± 1·C.(9) We have further
found that .rowth under "off stoichiometry" conditions leads to high dis-
location densities which exceed those found in crystals grown under pro-
nounced thermal stress.(9.l0) It has been sugg~sted that stoichiometry
also plays an important role (in the form of stoichiometry dependent crit-
ical stres~ indislocation formation during LEe growth of GaAs. (11)
In ehe present communication we present exper1.ental results which
shed a new light on the role of defects 1n the dislocation formation in
GaAs grown under low thermal stress; we show that in moderately doped crys-
tals the dislocation density is controlled &y the Fermi en~rgy.
EXPERIMENTAL
2Single crystals of GaAs with a crose-sectional area up to 2cm were
grown ~wing a hori%ontal Bridgman 4pparatus especially designed for the
precise control of srowth parameters. (9) The growth wae carried out in
a high purity fused quartz boat (specially treated to prevent the melt
from wetting the boat) or in a pyrolyt1c boron nitride boat.
A aeries of experiments were carried out to investigate the effects
of stoichiometry on the properties of GaAs. In these experiments the ar-
aenic source fAa' temperature WaS decreased (increased) irom 62JoC to
6l0·C (from 610·C to 623'C) in discrete steps of I·e to 2·C at 1 to 2 hour
..... .J''::: ~,_ _ . _.!!=:io - --
.1·
.. It -
intenab clu:responding to J. to 2 em of growth. The corresponding melt
composition ranaed from approximately 0.49 (610·C) to 0.51 (623·C) ato~
fraction of arsenie.
Undoped. 51-doped and Zn-doped growth melts were employed in these
experiments. The crystals with free carrier concentrations (both holes
16 -3and electrons) below S x 10 em were ~rown with addition of GaZ03 to the
melt in order ~o reduce che silicon contamination. The carrier concentra-
tion was determined from Hall effect and conduct~vity measurements. D1s-
locations wer~ revealed usins molten KOH etching.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Effect of StQiehiometEY
Ourpreviou8 investigation of lightly ~oped n-type crystals has shown
a striking correlation between deviations from stoichiometry and disloca-
tion density. We have established an optimum 4rsen~e source temperature.
. (9 10) .617 t Ioe. which leads to a ~inimum dislocation density.· The present
gro~th experiments confirm these results and further $how that the sallle behavior
is also characteristic in 11gthly doped p-type GaAs crystals.
In Fig. l·we show the dependefic~ of the dislocation density on the
arsenic telllpe~ature TAB forp-type and n-type GaAs crystals with a free
carrier concentration of about 1016cm-3• A minimum dislocation density
3 -2
of about 10 Cll:l 18 obtained at an optimum t~MPerature 617 ± 1°C. Devia-
tion f~om this temperatute leads to an increase of the dis10caein density
by as lIIL\ch as two orders of magnitude i. e. t~· :;tisloc8t1on densities which
ar~ comparable to (or even higher than) thOB~ found in GaAs ~ryst41s grown
under large thermal scress"s. (l-)}
.-- ........ ...-:
..
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In Fig. 2 we show Nomarski contrast photomicrographs of etched sur-
faces of three segments of a p-type crystal. !hese photomicrographs show
sharp changes 1n the dislocation density during grovth in raaponse to
8toich1ollWtry changes. Dislocations rap1.dly vanish in the cry~tal as TAs
becomes closer to the optimum value. On the otber hand dislocations are
get\e;:ated as TAB iii ,sbifted aw~y from an optimum value _ Exactly the same
behavior has been observed predously in lightly doped n-type GaAs. '1'llese
findings indicate that non-stoichiometry induced dislocations
do not readily propagate with progressing crystal grow~h. accordingly
they must be in a form of dislocation loops rather than edge dislocations.
Effects of Dopine
We have reported previously that, in cry8tals grown under carefully
Ddnim1zed thermal stress, n-type doping eonstitu~es A very effective means
. (10)for-cne virtual elimination of non-stoichiometry induced dislocations.
This dramatic effect of doping is observed for a donor concentration of
about lOl7 om-3 1.e. significantly smaller than those involved in impurity
hardening phenomena believed to block th~ propagation of stress induced
dislocation. C1 ,4-7) This relatively low level of doping is quite suffic-
ient to convert c~ystals with high dislocation densit1es t NO' grown under
arsenic deficient conditions (tAB ~ 613°C. ND ~.105_106cm-3) to d1s10-
-2cation free material (ND < lOOcm ). The same 1s also true for crystals
grown under arsenic rich conditions.
The effect of p-type doping is very different from that of n-type
doping. The differences are evidenced by the Nomanski contrast photomicro-
graphs of Fig. 3. It 1s seen that for crystals grDwr. under optimum
,- 6 -
stoicbiometry 1nCTease in the acceptor concentrat~rs increases the dis-
location density 1n contrast to the effect .resulting from an increase of
the donor concentration. It is al~o seen in Pig. 3 that GaAs with a hole
concentration of about 5 x 1017 exhibits a high dislocation density
(5 x 104 to 5 x l05cm-2) which could not be minimized to any signifi-
cant extent by the optimization of the ars~nic source temperatu~e. The-
effects of the conductivity type and carrier concentration on the dislo-
cation de~sity in G~\s grown under optimum TAa ar~ quantitatively summari:
in Fia. 4. It is seen that the transition form n-type to p-type material
enhances the dislocation density by as much as five orders of magnitude.
~\e Rele of Fermi Energy
The key to understanding the formation of dislocation in GaAs grown
unde~ low -thermal stress lies in the fin1te existence region of CaAs.
Accordingly the type and concentration of point defects (e8pecially of
vacancies and their co~l~xes) in a solidifying crystal 1a controlled by
the melt composition (1.e. the ar~en1c source temperature). During the
post-solidification cooling defects 1n the crystal become supersaturated
and interact forming other defects such as defect complexes and disloca-
tions.
We have suggested, in conjunction with the antiaite defee' model of
EL2, that the relevant defect interactions "are controlled by the migration
of gallium vacan~ies.(12) The same model uf gallium vacancy migration
can explain the effects of the conductivity type and of the carrier con-
centration on the dislocation density in GaAs. The fermat ion of dislo-
cations in GaAs upon condensation of vacancies re~uires the participation
.-, - ~ -~_ ....:- .... ~~~ .'.
1
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of defects from both the Ga and As sublattices. However. the pl:ocess can be
initiated by only one type of defect. such as VCa" since the corresponding
defect. VAd can be created upon migration of VGa • The point defects in
. GaAs lead to localized electronic levels. The o~cupancy of the levels.
i.e •• the charge state of defects is controlled by the Permi energy." The
charge state of defects determines their concentl.'ation. m:Lgration and abil-
lty to coalesce.
Transition from p- to n-type C~S caused by intentional ~oping
shifts.the Fermi energy upw3rds in the energy gap incTeas1ng the concen-
tration of negatively charged acceptor-type defeces and decreasing the
concentration of ionized deep donor levels. According to ref. 12 critical
post-solidification defect inter.actions take place at a temperature of
about 1100 K. Thus, in Fi~. 4 we have indicated the Fe~ energy values
of 1100 K corresponding to the carrier concentration at 300 K. (13) The
correlation between the fermi energy and dislocation density is evident.
The plateau of dislocation density coincides with a constant Fermi energy.
On the n-type region the dislocation density decreases when the ad·ded
donor concentration becomes comparable to (or higher than) the intrinsic
carr1er concentration at 1100 K; n1 (1100 K); while on the p-type region
the dislocation densi.ty increases when the acceptor concentration becomes
comparable to n1(1100 K). This relationship is consistent with the crit-
ical role of a gallium vacancy which in GaAs leads to an acceptor level
close to the middle of the energy gap. The downward shift of Fermi energy
caused by n- to p-type transistion increases the fraction of neutral gallium
vacancies which promote condensation and migration of vacancie!i! required for
- 8 -
the formation of dislocations.
It 1s of tnterast to note that the importallceof galliWll vacancy has
previously been suggested in accomlting for the stoichiometry effects'O)
and also in conjunction with donor impurity hardening in dislocation
blocking by complexes of donor atom-gallium vacancy. (7) The role of
Fermi ener~y h.. ,s been discussed in the dislocation IlIOdel as a factor alter-
ing the propagation of dislocation and thus also affecting the low temper-
ature value of tne critical stress. (4) To our knowledge the correlation
between Fermi energy and dislocation formation 1n GaAs reported here is
established for the first time.
Different Reg!:mes,..2L.1mpudty Effects on Dislocations
The present finding together with literature data made it possible
to define regimes of fundamental importance in the formation of disloca-
tiona in melt.-sr<lWD GaAs. Two mechanisms of dislocation f"T'iDation should
be distinguished: (1) stress-induced glide dislocations which are gener-
ated by an excessive thermal stress; and (2) nonstoichlometry-ind
'
ced dis-
locations which 3re generated upon condensation of excessive vacancies
into dislocation loops. As shown in Fig. 5, dislocation densities corres-
ponding to both of these mechanisms overlap over a wide range of the dopant
concentration. In strictly undoped material (without electrically active
or iaoeler.tronic impurities) the lowest disloeation density 16 contr.olled
by the stoichiometry. The Fermi energy effects on the nonstoichiometry
induced dislocations are significant for dopant concentrations exceeding
16 -3 . 17 -3
about a x 10 tm • Donor-type impurity at ~oncentration 2 x 10 em is
sufficient to eliminate completely nonsto}cpiometry dislocations while
.-.- __ ...-SI:;; _~_ _ ••_~ ~ __
.. W"~ .. " '1,"""
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aec~ptor impurity increases ~he dislocation density.
The thermal stress-induced dislocations.are generated at a teUlpera-
ture which is 'much closer to the melting point than 1100 K corresponding
to nonstoichiometry dislocations. Thus. the effects of Fermi energ, on
propagation and multiplication of stress-induc~d dislocations would re-
. Ie -3quire high concentration of electrically active dopant, exceeding 10 em •
As shown in Fig. 5. this concentration range overlaps with that considered
in other lIimpurity hardening" phenomena. GaAs free of stress-induced dis-
locations is typically grown with electrically active dopant of concentra-
tion well above l018cm-3 or with even higher concentra~ion of isoelectronic
dopants. The effectiveness of impurity hardening in GaAs is a function
of stoichiometry.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig. 1. Dislocation density vs. arsenic source temperature
(stoichiometry) for lightly doped n- and p-type GaAs.
Fig. 2. Photomicrographs. of etchea cryrotal sUrfaces from
different segments of a GaAs crystal.
Fig. 3. Photomicrographs of etched surfaces of GaAs crystals grown
under d1f~erent arsenic jource temperatures and under different
doping conditions;
Fig. 4. Dislocation density VB. 300 K free carrier concentration.
Upper portion shows the corresponding values of the
Fermi ener$Y at 1100 K.
Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of dislocation density in GaAs VS. free
carrier'concentration and conduction type.
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OXYGEN-RELATED HIDGAP LEVEL IN .GaAs
J. Lagowaki, D. C. Lin, T. Aoyama(a) and H. C. Gatos
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Camb ridge, Massach\lsl!t ts 02139
ABSTRACT
We establlghed that in 8ridgman- as well as in Czochr.lskl~LEC-
stown GaAs there Is • deep level related to oxygen, ELO, with essentially
the same activation energy (825 ~ 4 BeV) as EL2; however. the electron
capture cross aection of ELO 1s four times Greater than that of EL2.
In conjunction with measurements on "ox,aen-free crystals~' containing
only EL2 we formulated practical procedures for the evaluation of the
(EL2J/(ELO) concentration ratio fro~ DLTS measurements. The IR absorp-
tion spectra of GaAs containing only EL2 and £L2 + ELO were found to be
essent1ally the same indicating the need to re-examine the absorption
characteristics of EL~. The present results answer the question of long
standing as to whether or not oxygen is responsible for 8 deep level and
confirm recent finding that EL2 is not the only midgap level in melt-
grown GaAs.
(4)on leave fro~ Hitachi Resea~ch Laboratories, tba~akil Japan.
Pre8ent~d at the Third Conference on Semi-Insulating III-V Material~.
Warm Springs. Oregon. April. 1984.
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INTRODUCIION
Deep enerlY levels in _lt~grown GaAs have \~ec.:1ved • great deal of
attention .. cOlIPens.dna centers responsible fOl' the hip resistivity
material nqu1:ed for IC appl:lcatlon.. The compJ.ex electrical and optical
properties of this uted,al have been cOllllllOnly itLterpl'eted in terms of
"the one deep level IIICldel" with only one IIlidgap lionor referred to a!i EL2.
However. moat recent discoveries of midgap levels other than EL2 (1). and
especially of the oxygen-zelated level EtO. (2-4) have delllClnstrated that
the simplistic one midgap level (EL2) l:oQcept of _It-grown GaAa cannot be
valid. These findiDls raised once agaln the question of lonl standing.
b oxygen iQvolved in wJ.daap .Dersy levela in _It-grow GaAs? We have
addressed this question in our extensive experimental studies in"the last
three yeara. Our results (5) confirmed the earlier findings (6) of the
oxyg6n-induced suppression nf S1 contamination. We have also identified
indirect effects of oxysen doping (5) such as increase of the electron trap CQn~
centration, a decrease of the excess carrier 11fet1~ and the suppression
of the 1.2 eV luminescence band. These effects resulted from getterlns
.
the silicon lmpuri~y from·the CaAs melt rather than from direct o~gen
involvement in electrically active centers.
In ou~ most recent study (3) we have succeeded in the identification
of an oxygen-related midgap level,' ELO, in bridgman-grown GaAs which ap-
pears to be very similar to the midgap level in oxygen 1~planted GaAs (2)
and in LEC GaAa (1). In the presunt co~unicatlonwe discuss the p~oper­
ties of ELO and compare them with those of the native defect level EL2.
..
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We also present practical means for distinguishing between the two'
lIIi(igap levels.
EXPERIMENTAL
IIOxysen-doped" GaAs crystals were grown in • horizontal Brldpan-
type (Ra) apparatus utilizing quartz or PBN boats. Oxyge~ doping wa£
realized by adding Ga20J to the CaAs ehar~e material at a weight fraction
ratio Wca 0 /WGaAa varying from zero ("o~gen free" crystals) up to 10-3,2 3
or by filling the grDwth ampul neh oxygen gas to a pressure up to 300
Torr (at room temperature). The upper li~ts of added oxygen exceeded
by about one order of aaguitude the doping l'anse utilized in the study of
ref. 7 which faUed to recognize any IIlidgap levels other than the EL2.
The oxyaen concentration in our "oxygen free crystals" was below
16 -3 16 -310 ~ ,and ta the heavily doped ones it was 1 to 4 x 10 em • as deter-
mined by SIMS analysis. Our heavily oxygen-doped crystals remained con-
16 -3ductinB (electron c?ncentration ranging from 0.5 to 2 x 10 ~ ) due to the
presence of sulfur impurity in the stcrt1ng ~terial.
Deep level characterization was carried out using transient capaci-
tance measurements. photocapacitance t~ans1ents (ir.duced by monochromatic
light) and optical absorption .-.surements. The features of our trans-
ient capacitance system included: <a> DLTS with variable duration filling
pulses; (b) direct determination of the capacitance relaxation, c(t), by
recording with a aignal .~ragin& technique; the various ~asurements
could be electronically stored and directly compared. (c) precise temperature
cDntrol and monitoring with ~~ absolute accuracy and reproducibility
better than O.I·C.
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RESULtS AND DISCUSSION
Midasp Level Parameters
The primary diffil.lluty in st~ldy1n8 ELO steu from the striking sim1-
larity between j!:os parllJllll!ters and those of EL2. Accordingly, when bath
ELO and EL2 are simultaneously present t.heir unique separation 1s hardly
possible without refe1:ence to standard material ~ontainlng only one mid-
gap level.
In our study the crystals grown without oxygen doping and containing
only EL2 were used as referenee. In Fig. 1 we present Schottky barrier
capacitance transients corr~sponding .to electron emission from midgap
levels in oxygen-free and in heavily oxygen-doped GaAs. The capacitance
relaxation, C(t), in oxygen-free material (Fig. 1a) is perfectly exponen-
tial consistent with the standard emission equation for a single deep
level 6C_oCo.-te1 , where t is tiMe, ~CO is the magnitude of capacitance
changp.~ and e1 is the emission rate. The oxygen-doped crystal (Fig. Ib)
b ~ ~ -tel ~ 0 -te2exhi its a two-component exponen~ial tran$ient: ~C·oCle + uC2e I
witn the slow component corresponding to EL2 emission as measured in oxy-
gen-free material a By subtracting the EL2 component we separated the
transient corresponding to EtO and thus we were able to deteY'lDine the ELO
emission constant e2 and the ELO concentration (from oCi). We have carried
out such analysis of capacitance transients recorded over a wide tempera-
ture range 270-450 K. The results are summarized in Fig. 2 in the form
of thermal activation plots T2e-1.vs 103/T for EL2 and Eia levels. Least
square analysis yields for EL2 an activation energy EA • ~l5 ± 2 meV and
-13 2
an electron capt~re cross section ana • (1.2 ± 0.1) K 10 em; the
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corresponding values for XLO are EA - 825 t 5 meV and
-13 l .0na • (4.8 t.O.6) X 10 C~. Empirical formulas for emission rates are:
-8
for EL2: ei1 •~ x 10 exp (94
T
SO) sec-1. (1)
. T2
-1
sec (2)
where T is tne absolute temperature in K.
We consider the above EL2 parameters more accurate than any previous-
iy published ones due to a much gteatel' range of e~perimental data (8).
We ~ropose that these values be used as standards for midgap level iden-
tification in GaAs.
It is not clear at present whether oxygen is directly and solely
responsible for the midgap ELO level. Theoretical study (9) and experi-
mental data extrapolated from GaAsl P (10) indicated that an energy-x x
level of mtygen "tom on a~senic site should be located in GaAB about
0.79 eV below the con.duetion band, i.e., very close to ELO energy.
~LO Concentrat1o~
As pointed out above, the activation energies of the electron end.s-
sion rates are very similar for ELO and EL2. Accordingly. both individual
levels exhibit DLTS peaks of identical $hape. However. the iLO peak tem-
pe.ratu~e TELO is shifted to a temperature lower than that of the EL2
peak, TEL2 , due to the larRer value of the electron capture cross section
(Ona (ELO) =: 40
na
(EL2» • Using the emission rate fomulas 1 and 2. the
DLTS peaks can be exactly calculated for any giv~n boxcar gate setting
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t 1/t2 (or an emission· rate window (t2-t1)/ln t 2't1). When ELO and EL2
are simultaneously present at concentr~tlonsNaLo and NEL2 , respectively,
the result1a8 DLTS peak will cccu~ at a tempe~ature. T
eff , dependent on
the concentration ratio of the two levels. As shown 1n Fig. 3. the' involve-
ment of two levels in an overal DL'I'S peak is not by any tIleans evident.
The half width of the overa~l peak 1s onl~ ~rginallyla~g9.r than the half
width of the component pea~8 corresponuing to the individual levels. It
is thus clear that the involvement of two levels of dmilar eotlrgies can
be recognized more ~eadily from direct capacitance transient measurements
C(t) (Fig. 1) than from DLIS measurements. Nevertheless. when the sample
temperature is precisely monitored, the ratio NELO/NEL2 can be accurately
dete~ned by deconvolution of a DLTS peak into components with emission
rates d~scribed by eqns. land 2 (as done in Fig. 3).
The relative concentration of midgap levels.~an be quickly evaluated
from the position of an overall DLTS peak using the calculated values given
in Fi.g. 4. It 1s seen in that figut'e that increase of ELO concentration
gradually shifts T
eff from a temperature characteristic for EL2 peak down
to a temperature of ELO peak. The shift 1s linear with X =NELO/(NELO+NEL2)
up to X a 0.6. Furthermore, the shift is very similar for all rate windows.
Thus. X can be very well approximated by a simple relation:
•
x • 0.05 x AT (3)
where AT(OC) is a difference between the actually measured peak position
and the position corresponding to EL2 only, e.g•• measured in oxygen-free
GaAs. (Botb meaSl'.rements should be made with the same emission rate Window;)
> "\>
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EtO Identification Using Sbort Filling Pulses
The above procedure assumes the identical initial occupation of ELO
'and EL2 within a depletion layer. In our recent work on £10 identifica-
tion (3) we have discussed a very effective means for enhancelllent of the
relative eontribution of 'ELO to o'verall transient capacitance signal based
on utilization of short duration filling pulses, whicb preferentially fill
ELO and hot EL2. As shown in F:tg. Sa the magnitude of capacitanc~ transi-
ent corresponding' to EL2 decreases when a short duration filling pulse is
used. A corresponding decrease of the EL2 peak height is seen in the
DLTS spectrum of Fig. Sb. Howp.ver. there 1s no shift in a peak position
and no change in emission rate 1s observed in Figs. Sb and Sa, respectively.
In oxygen-doped GaA.s (Figs. 5c and 5d) a decrease of the filling pulse
duration produces more significant changes. 1'he increased contribution to
&La in respect to that of EL2 (the effect 1s due to larger capture cross
section of ELO than that of EL2) is clearly seen in capacitance ~ransients
of Fig. 5c. A corresponding shift of an overall DL~S peak toward lower
temperature is visible in Fig. 5d.
Using the procedures discusse~ above. we have identified ELO l.'lot only
in the heavily oxygen~dDped HB GaAs grown in our laboratory, but also in
COIllDllH·cial DB GaAs (typically Nno/NEL2 .{, 0.3) and in LEe-grown GaAs
(NELO!NEL2 "" 0.25). The presence of ELO in these crystals is not sur-
prising. since they vere grown from melts containing oxides (usually
arsenic oxide added in HE melt) or ~ncapsulated in B203 (LEe).
~!rent Effects of Electric Field
Pr~ferenti81 filling of ELO (as comp8r~d to that of EL2) is also

..
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observed for 10DS duration filling pulses, when the magnitude ~f employed
pulses 1....lleT than the barrier heigh (i.e •• Insuff1cie~t to complete
the flllinS of all levels within the depletion resion. DLTS results ob-
tAined under such conditions could be easily 3dsinterpreted .s anomalous
phenamena such &I: an increase of the emission in low electric fiel~s, non-
unifora distribution of levels beneath the su~face; or a spectrWD of atd-
iap ieVllla rather than two levela only.
Interference in the deteradnatlon of the ELO/EL2 ratio can also
result froD app~rent effects of strong electric fields on the electron emis-
sion. We have investigated the effects of strong fields (up to 4 x lOSV/c.fA)
uslna the double pulse technique of ref. 11. and we have established that
both levels eXhiblt a small field eohancement of electron emission, well
within the ranse of the Poole-Frankel efflict. In contrast. we observed very
pronounced el.ctrlc field effecta. however only with diodes having large
revers~ btas currents. We refer to these effects as "apparent" field ef-
fects because they originate in Schottky diodes with poor characteristics
rather than in the naure of EL2 and ELOa (12)
Optical Absorption
It 1s evident that the one midg.~ level (EL2) concept of melt-grown
GaAa cannot be valid ud that the llidsap level properties of GaAs blat be
re-examined in view of the presence of DOre than one level •
Re-examination of the midgap level properties 1s especially urgent
with respect to ~he infrared absorption (13) commonly utili"ed for the
determination of the EL2 concentration in selld-insulat!n. GaAa. In Fia. 6
we present optical absorption and photoion:':'zation capture croll section
.: ....
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spectra for oxysen-free GaAs containing EL2 only and for heaVily ottYgen-
doped GaAa eont.ininl £La and EL2 tn .pproxii~tely equ.l concentrations.
It i8 aeen that the results for both crystab are d1DO.t the .... The
~.t plaua1ble'explanation of tbeae re.~lts 1s that the ~Ptic&1 properties
of ELO and of EL2 are .tailar. Indeed both levels exhibit .tailar spectra
of electron photoionization capture cro.. section. What is even .are sur-
prislnl 18 that both leve.la exhibit quite similar intracenter tr~sitlons
10 the reglon 1.05 < h~ < 1.3 eV -.nifested by the difference between the
optical ab8orption and the photolonization cross ••ction (shaded areas in
Fla. 6). The aiwdlarlties between the EL2 and the (ELO + EL2) properties
could be accounted for if the £LO contribution to optical absorption is
negllaib1e in co~osltlon to that of EL2. Perhaps very precise .easure.entS
on crystala containing different ELO/EL2 concentration ratio (curTently in
prosress) should UD1quely resolve this issue. ~n the _anwhile. we mst
conclude that infrared ab~Qrptlon .easure~nts 1n melt-grown GaAs should
be treated as a _asure of midgsp levels rather than as a unique _asure
of the EL2 only.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Pil' 1. capacitance transient co~re8pondins to electron emis.1oa (a) from
..
only one level EL2; (b) from two levels EL2 and EtO "t.ultaneously
Pia. 2. E-tss1on rate the~l activation plot for EL2 and fo~ the oxygen-
related level £LO.
Fia. 3. DLTS .pec:trua (rate window 2S.6a-' of heavily oxygen doped GaAs
deconvoluted UoI1na experimentally detel'mined emesioD rate.~ of
!L2 and ELO va. temperature. (Compare with ref. 1)
F1S' 4. D~TS peak temperature VB. deep level coacentration ratio. (.ee
I.ext)
Fil. S. DLTS spectra and capacitance transient: (1) for lonR duration; and
(2) for abort durati~n filling pulses (see text).
F11. 6. Absorption coeff1cient Q; and photoion1zation crol•••ction 01
(determined froD capacitance transient) for 0KYlen doped GaAs
containing no eel EL2 and for 01CYBP.n free GaAs contdn:f.na only
EL2.
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REAl. A.~D APPARENT EFFECTS OF STRONG ELECTRIC FIELDS
ON THE ELECTRON EMISSION FROM MIDGAP LEVELS EL2 AND ELO IN GaAs
J. Lagouski. D. G. Lin and H. C. Gatos
Mas~Ach~setts Institute of Technology
Cambridge. Massachusetts 02139
J. M. Parsey. J~.
A. T. &T. Bell Laboratories
Murray Hill. New Jersey 07974
M. Kaminska
Institute of Experimental Physics
Un1~erslty of Warsaw
Warsaw. Poland
Abstract
The effects of strong electric fields, up to 4 x lOSVfcm, OD the
electron emission from the GaAs dominant midgap levels EL2 and ILO
were in~estigated b~ employing differential capacitance transients
on GaAs-Au Schottky diodes. It was found that, in diodes ~ith normal
reverse bias characteristics. both levels exhibited a small field en-
bancement of electron emission. well within the range of the Poole-
Frenkel effect. In contra~t. very pronounced "apparentll electric field
effectB were observed in diodes with large reverse bias current.
Thus. tq~conflictln8 reported results on the magnitude of the field
enhancemen~ of the electron emission from EL2 must be attributed to the
characteristics of the Schottky diodes employed rather than to those of
EL2.
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Midgap levels in GaAs have received a great deal of ~~tention as com-
pensating centers responsible for the high resistivity material for IC applica-
tions.! The complex electrical and optical midgap-level properties of GaAs
have been generally associated with only one deep donor referred to as EL2. 2
3 4However, most recent discoveries' of midgap levels other than EL2, and
4
especially of the oxygen-related level ELO. have shown that the simplistic
one midgap level (EL2) concept of melt-grown GaAs is generally invalid. Fur-
thermore. the electric field ionizatiott of EL2 has been a controversial issue
because of highly conflicting experimental results. Thus. a dr.amatic field
enhancement of the electron emission (up (( 7 orders ~f magnitude) has been
5 6
reported.' In fact. a new model of tunnel emission enhanced by coupling
1
with phonr.ms was proposed to account for these results. On the other hand.
in otber studies no pronounced effect of electric fielda on the electron emis-
8 9
sian fTom EL2 has been found. •
In view of the importance of field ionization in the determination of the
deep level characteristics by means of junction-based measurements, the present
study was undertaken to investigate the effect of strons electric fields on
the electron emissi?n of midgap levels particularly in the light of the newly
identified ELO. The same approach was employed as that in the identification
of ELO. i.e •• detailed capacitance transient measurements in conjunction with
4
measurements on reference crystals especially grown to centain only EL2.
GaAs crystals were grown utilizing a horizontal Bridgman-type apparatus
10
especially designed for precise control of the gr~wth parameters. Crystals
containing EL2 and ELO at similar concentrations were grown by adding oxygen
in the growth ampule (at a pressure of about 100 Torr at room temperature) or
4by adding equivt.lent amounts of Ga203• These "oxygen-doped" crystals were
..
-,
-l-
semiconducting n ~ 2 x l016cm-3, due to the presence of sulfur impurity.
Crystals ~ontalning only EL2 (and a shallower trap EL3 at concentrations 5 to
10 times smaller than that of EL2) were grown wi thout oxygen doping_ They
17 -3
were n-type, S1-doped, with n • 0.5 to 1.5 x 10 em at 300 K (doping at
higher levels leads to the rapid decrease of the EL2 c~ncentration)ll.
Schottky diodes were prepared by evaporating Au on the As(lll) surfaces after
they were chemically polished (using borax). etched in Hel and rinsed in deionized
water. Diodes with minimum reverse bias current were obtained when the samples
were transferred immediately after cleaning to the evaporator with a base pres-
sure below 10-6 Torr.
The features of our transient capacitance apparatus includedt (a) precise
temperature control and monitoring with an absolute accuracy and Tcproducibility
exceeding O.l·Ci (b) direct determination of the capacitance relaxation, C{t).
by recording w!th a signal averaging technique; the va~ious measurements could
be electronically stored and directly compared.
The effect of electric fields on the emission rate was studied using dif-
~e same as in refs. 6 and 7./
ferential capacitance measurements, In this approach two capacitance transients
Cl(t) and C2(t) are monitored following the application of filling pulses of
a magnitude V and V +AV , respectively. For small values of ~V • (we havep p p P
De! ( (used AVp~O.l ~Qlt). the differential transient AC(t) = C2 t)-Cl t) corresponds
to traps in a narrow zone of the depletion regiDn with a well defined electric
field value, determined 'by V and the net concentration of ionized impuritiesp
+ -ND -NA • n.
Typical diffe~ential capaCitance transients obtained with GaAs containing
only EL2 are shown in Fig. 1 (8) and (b). It is seen that at 383 K there is 2
small field enhancement of the electron emission (by a factor of about 1.5 •
• an1fested as a faster ~ClbC decay). This small emission enhancement conflicts
o
with the result:s of refs. £I and 7. ho'Wever it agrees very 'Well with
- 4 -
obtained with a new technique9 designed to minimize effects of reverse current
• and dopant inhomogeneities on deep level emisslon~
"'";;cent.ly reported resu~ At 293 K the efft~ct becomes more pronounced.
The transi~nt8 do conform to an experimental decay, AC/AC • exp(-e t); it
o n
shotlld pe pointed out that the low field values of the emission rate. ent
ar~ consistent with the recently revised values for EL2. 4
The observed behavior is consistent: with the Poole-Frenlel effect whereby
the enhancement of emission frem localized levels 1s caused by an"effEOctive
12lowering of the potential barrier surrounding the trapped charge. The rela-
tive increase of the emission rate in an electric field,~. (associated with
the decrease of the barrier by oE(~) is e(iJ/e(O)~6E/kT. It 1s seen that the
effect becomes less pronounced with increasing temperature. consistent with
the results of Fig. 1. For a Coulombic barrier in GaAs 6E = 2.25 x lO-4(~l/2
where oE is in eV and 1;15 in V/cm. This change in the barrier in the Held
of 4 x IOSv/cm would lead to a 200-fold emission rate enhancement at 293 K and
about 70-fold at 383 K. Experimental values are 4 and 1.. 5 at 293 K and 383 K,
respec.tively. This much lower magnitude of emission enhllncement is not sur'·
pristng, since the deep tl'.idgap level is expected to be far more localized tha.n
the Coulombic canters.
In some instances much larger field e,dssion enhancements were observed
than those in Fig. 1 (a) and (b). These apparent enhancements were found to
be invariably associated with GaAs-Au diodes exhibiting relatively larga reverse
biss current. Typical results are shown in Fig. 1 (e) and Cd). These results
were obtained on the identical GaAs sample as those of Fig. I (a) and (b).
Thus, after the results of Fig. 1 (a) and (b) we~e obtained from the GaAs-Au
diode with characteristics shown 1n Fig. 2 (diode A). the Au layer was removed
and the CaAs As(lll) surface was cleaned as outlined above. However. before
the new Au film was evaporated the cleaned surface was exposed to the room
ambient for a few hours. The resulting diode characteristics are shown 1n
- 5 -
Fig. 2 (diode B). As seen in Fig. 1. the field enhancement of emission
rate for diode 8 is 30 and 50 at J8~ and 293 v. i 1 1~ ~. respect ve Y. .e•• Duch
greater than for diode A.
It should be emphasized that both diodes exhibited the same C-V
characteristics. the same ionized impurity concentration and the same Con-
centration of deep levels. Also. for both diodes impurities and deep levels
were uniformly distributed within the depletion layer. Thus. the large
leakage current in diode B must be attributed to inadve~tent surface
effects stemming from oxide layers andlor surface contaminants.
Thus, rev~rse bias current of a GaAs-Au diode can be responsible for high
field electron emission enhancement apparently via impact 1onization. lJ The
role of the revers~ bias current becomes perfectly clear by comparing ~o
transients in Fig. 1 (d) designated as VB1 and VB2 ; they were taken at the
same low elec~ric field, 1.8 x lOSV/cm, but under two different reverse bias
conditions indicated in Fig. 2: VBl • -9.5 V, J1 • 5 x lO-4A!cm
2
and VB2 ~ -4 V~
-5 2J2 c 3 x 10 A/em. Of these two transients only the one obtained at the low
current density yields an emission rate which is equal to the low field value
for EL2. For the higher current density the emission rate is shorter by almost
a factor of two. This result shows that the effects of the reverse bias cur-
rent can be appreciable even under low electric fields, apparently because
impact ionization enhances emission from the levels in the entire aepleti~n
region; this behavior 1s in contrast to the real electric field effe~ts (Poole-
Frenkeleffect or electron tunneling) which are primarily associated with level~
locat~d in the ~igh field zone of the depletion layer.
The study Df the electron emission from the oxygf.n-~elated level ELO (in
the presence of EL2) was carried out using again differential capacitance
transients. but in conjunction with reference measurements on oxygen-Cree samples
- 6 -
containing only EL2. The presence of both levels l~d to two-component exponen-
o -te 0 -tetial transients AC • 6Cl e 1 + 6C2e 2, where e1 and e2 are the emission
rates of EL2 and ELO, rp.spectively: the slow component was the same as
14
emission from ELl as measured in oxygen-free crystals. By subtracting the
EL2 component we were able to obtain the transiont corresponding to ELO. This
plocedure could be carried out reliably only for low reverse bias current
diodes, provided. of course. the EL2 ~ontribut1on was well defined fro~
• reference measurements. We found that emission from ELO Is essentially unaf-
fected by electric fields. Up to fields of ~3 x l05v/em the emission rates
were the same as the low-field ones given in yef. (4).
For diodes with la~ge reverse bias currents, the separation of the
transients Is a veT}' complex task. Nevertheless, we observed for no signi-
ficant electron emission enhancements by reverse bias C'll:rents which were
qual~tat1vely similar to those observed for EL2.
Our results on the electron emission from the two mldgap levels are shown
1n Fig. 3. They were obtained with diodes exhibiting low reVerse currents
and thus they must be considered as representing the l~per limit of the real
effects of electric fields. These re~ults are in agreement with those
reported 1n refs. 8 and 9. In Fig. 3 we prese~t also results fro~ refs. (6.7),
which show unusually layge enhancement of the total emission rate. It was at-
tributed entirely to field-induced tunnelling from EL2, enhanced by pbonons.
But in view of the present findings. the unusually high emission rates cannot
be attributed to the behavior of EL2 and ELO in electric fields. They must
be considered only appaTent field effects and should be attributed to other
factors such as impact ionization or the involvement of midgap levels other
.~
•"
than EL2 or ELO. The very good agreement of present results with those
of ref. 9 Is consistent with our assignment of the apparent field effects
to a large reverse eurrent.
In summary, we have identified the real effects of electric fields on
the electron emission rate from the two majQr midgap levels ELO and EL2. In
5fields up to 4 x 10 V/cm electron emission changes did not exceed a factor
of 4, which is well within the range of the Poole-Frenkel effects.
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nGURE CAPTIONS
fig. 1. Differential capacitance transients of EL2 for GaAs-Au Schottky
diode With normal teVerS6 bias current (a and b) and for diode
with large reverse bias current (c and d); see text.
Fig. 2. I-V cbaractefistica of G~-Au Schottky diode with normal
reverse bias current (diode itA") and with .large reverse current
(diode "B lI ); see text.
Fig. 3. Emission rate of the midgap levels EL2 and ELO vs. electric
field. 0._ - present results obtained with diodes of normal
reverse bias cu~rent; A - corresponds to experimental results
af Ref. 6 and solid line corresponds to theoretical electron
tunneling model of Ref. 7. The enhancement of the emission rate
in Ref. 6 and 7 represents the appa~~nt effects of electric field
related to the diode characterist1cs.
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FERMI ENERGY CONTROL OF VACANCY CO.\LESCENCE AND
DISLOCATION DENSITY IN MELT-GROWN GaAs
J. Lagowski. H. C. Gatos. T. Aoyama(a) and D. G. Lin
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge. Massachusetts 02139
Abstract
We have discovered a striking effect of the Fermi energy on the
dislocation density in melt-grown GaAs. Thus. a shift of the Fermi
energy from 0.1 eV above to 0.2 eV below its intrinsic value (at
high temperature. i.e., near 1100 K) increases the dislocation density
by as much as five orders ~f magnitude. The Fermi energy shift was
brought about by n- and p-type doping at 8 level of about IOl7cm-3
(unde~ conditions of optimum partial pressure of As. i.e., under
optimum melt stoichiometry). This effect must be associated with
the fact that the Fermi energy controls the ch~rge state of vacancies,
. (i.e., the occupancy of the associated electronic states) which in
turn must control their tendency to coalesce and thus the dislocation
density. It appears most likely that gallium vacancies are the critical
species.
__ _ -.-I! _~_..- ._ ......;...A. ~ _;;..
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It has been a common trend to treat dislocations in melt-grown crystals,
and parti~ularly in crystals grown by the Czochralski liquid encapsulated
1-5(LEe) technique, within a framework of critical stress models. Such
models assume that dislocations are generated in the solidified material
when thermal stress exceeds certain critical values. The decrease of dis-
location densities by electrically active impurities3- 6 ~t levels >lOl8cm-3)
and by isoelectronic tmpurities3•5- 7 (at levels >1019cm-3) has been treated
phenomenologically as impurity hardening effects which lead to the increase
of the value of the critical stress. The effects of melt composition on dis-
location density in GaAs were originally reported in the mid 60'8.8 More
recently we have shown that stoichiometry plays a key role in the generation
of dislocations under minimized thermal stress. 9 ,lQ By varying t~le arsenic
so~rce temperature, TAs , (i.e., arsenic partial pressure or melt stoichiometry)
we found that the dislocation density exhibits a pronounced mdnimum at an
optimum TAs '" 617 ± 1DC. We have further found that growth under "off stoi-
chiometry" conditions leads to high dislocation densities which exceed those
found in crystals grown under pronounced thermal stress. lO
In the present communication we present experimental results which shed
a new light on the dislocation formation in GaAs grown under low thermal stress;
we show that in moderately doped crystals the dislocation density is controlled
by the Fet'llli energy.
Single crystals of GaAs with a cross-secdonal area up to 2 cm2 were
grown using a horizontal Bridgman apparatus especially designed for the
precise control of growth parameters. 9 The growth was carried out in a high
purity fused quartz boat (especially treated to prevent the melt from wetting
the boat) or in a pyrolytic boron nitride boat. The arsenic saurce tempera-
ture t TAs , was varied in dis~rete steps ·of 1° to 2°C, at 1- to 2-hour intervals
{ . .,+'J
'",
,;
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corresponding to 1 to 2 em of growth. Lightly doped (5 x l016cm-3>. 8i-
doped. and Zn-doped melts were employed. The carrier concentration was deter-
mined from Hall effect snd conductivity measurements. Dislocations were
revealed using molten KOH etchiug.
In an earlier study we have establisheuan optimum arsenic source tempera-
ture. 617 ± IOC, which leads to a minimum dislocation density in n-type
10
crystals. The present experiments confirm these results and further show
that the same behavior is also characteristic in lightly doped p-type GaAs
crystals. thus, in Fig. I we show the dependence of the dislocation density
on the arsenic temperature, TAs , for p-type and n-type GaAs crystals with a
free carrier concentrntion of about l016cm-3. A minimum dislocation density
of about l03cm-2 is obtained at an optimum temperature 617 ± 1°C. Devia~1ons
from this temperature lead to an increase of tbe dislocation density by as
much as two orders of magnitude, i.e., to dislocation densities which are
comparable to (or even higher than) those found in GaAs crystals grown under
large thermal stresses.
By increasing the doping level (but still maintaining it below the impurity
hardening regime) we found that the effects of p-type doping are entirely
different from those of n-type doping. These effects of conductivity type
and carrier concentration on the dislocation densj,"y in GaAs grown under optimum
TAs are quantitatively summarbed in Fig. 2. It 18 seen that the tl:ansition
from n-type to p-type materi~l enhances the dislocation ~ensity by as much as
five orders of magnitude.
The key to understanding the formation of dislocation tn GaAs grown
\yn1m1ze~
underlthermal stress lies in the f1,t1ite existence region of GaAs. 1. e., in
dev:fations from stoichiometry at or very near tbe melting point. Thus, the
type and concentration of vacancies in a solidifying crystal is controlled by
..
_..... .- ...::.-
....'...
•
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the melt composition (i.e •• the arsenic source temperature). During the
post-solidification cooling vacancies concentrations exceed saturation in
the crystal, and vacancies can coalesce to form defect complexes and dislo-
cations. The formation of dislocations from the coalescence of vacancies
requires the participation of vacancies from both the Ga and As sublattices:
hence a minimum in dislocation density observed under opt1~um melt stoichlo-
metry (Fig. 1) is due to a minimum value of the product of the gallium vacancy
and arsenic vacancy concentrations. In general. the formation of dislocations
can be initiated by only one type of vacancy, such as VGa , since the corres-
ponding defect. VAs" can be created upon migration of VGa •
It is well known, however, that vacancies in GaAs lead t~ localized
11
electronic levels. The occupancy of the levels, i.e., the charge state of
the vacancies. is controlled by the Fermi energy. Obviously, the charge
state of vacancies must determine their concentrati.on. migration. and
ability to coalesce.
Transition from p- to n-type GaAs caused by intentional doping shifts
the Fttnlli energy upwards in the energy gap increasing the concentration of
negatively charged, acceptor-type vacancies. and decreasing the concentration
of ionized deep donor levels. According to ref. 12, critical post-solidification
defect interactions 1n GaAs take place at a temperature of about 1100 K. Thus,
in Fig. 1 we indicate the Fermi energy values of 1100 K corresponding to
the concentration of free carriers measured at 300 K. 13 The plateau of the
dislocation density coincides with ~onstant Fermi energy. On the n-type
region the dislocation density decrea$es when the added donor concentration
becomes I:omparable to (or higher than) th~ intrinsic carrier concentration at
1100 K, ",'hile on the p-type region the dislocation density increases when the
- -- ~ .... ~--.:.. ... ,'~ ---- -~
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acceptor concentration becomes compars?le to the intrinsic carrer concentra-
tion at 1100 K. This relationship is consistent with the critical Tole of
VG~' which in GaAs leads to an acceptor level close to the middle of the
11
energy gap. The downward shift of tne Fermi energy caused by th.> n- to
p-type transition increases the fraction of neutral VGa whicl} can readily
migrate and coalesce to form dislocations. In the n-type region the fraction
of charged VCa is increased, and th~s their coalescence and consequently.
dislocation forcation is impeded.
The thermal stress-induced dislocations are generated at temperatures of about
1300- 400 K
which are much closer to the melting point than 1100 Kwbare nonstoichiometry
dislocations are formed. Thus, the effects of Fermi energy on the propagation
and multiplication of stress-induced dislocations would require a high con-
18 -3
centration of electrically active dopant. exceeding 10 em • This concentra-
t10n range overlaps with that considered in "impurity hardening" phenomena.
In summary, we have shown that the Fermi energy controls the dislocation
density in GaAs (under minimized thermal stresses) since it controls the
charge state of t.he vaca~cies, and thus the extent of their coalescence.
These phenomerla must characterize compound semiconductors in general.
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FIGURE CAPt'IONS
Figure 1. Dislocat~on density VS, arsenic source temperature
(melt stoichiometry) for lightly doped n- and p-type
GaAs.
Figure 2. Dislocation density va. 300 K free carrier concentration
for crystals grown from optimum melt stoichiometry nnd under
optimal thermal stre$ses. 9 Upper portion shoys the correa-
ponding values of the Fe~i energy at 1100 K.
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ELECTRON MOBILITY IN MODULATION DOPED flETEROSTRUCTllRES
W. Waluk1ew1c~a). B. E. Rud.b). J. Lagowskl and B. C. Gatos
Nass.ch~6ett$ Institute of Technology
cambridge. Massachusetts 02139
A model for electron mobility in a t~o-dimensional electron
.as confined 1n a triangular well was developed. All major 8cat-
tering processes, i.e., deformation potential and. piezoelectric
acoustic, polar optical, ionized impurity and alloy disorder were
included as well as intra- and inter-subband scattering. The ~del
18 .pplied to two types of modulation doped heterostructures, namely
GaAs-GaAlAs and InO.53GaO.4,As-.AlO.52Ino.4SAs. In the fot1ller case
phonons and remote ionized tmpurities ultimately limit the mobility,
whereas in the latter, alloy ~isorder 1s a predominant aeattering
process at low temperatures. The calculated mobilities are in very
aood asreement with recently rep~rted experimental characteristics for
hetero8tructures.
..
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I. Introduction
Tn~ advent of ~dul.tlon (or .electively) doped hetercatructurea (MDK)
has prompted a wave of studies. both theoretical and experiaental, on the two-
dimensional electton gas (2DEG). As MDH with exceedinlly high electron
mobilities have been obtained. a new challenge 4S50ciated withtbe under-
standins of the transport properties of the 2DEG haa emerged.
The concept of aeparatina electrons from their parent donor. 1n semleon-
du~ttng a,ltema was originally proposed by Esaki and Tau,l However, it vea
not until Molecular loam Epitaxy (MBE) technology wal sufficiently developed
that such structures were Sfown.2 It soon became apparent that these type.
of structures are the key to a new generation of biBh speed semiconductor
devicea.3-7
Hany of the studies concerned with electron mobility treated the confining
potent!al as a square well: thiS treatment 18 only applicnble to Multiple
8-11Quantum Well Stru~tuxes. However. the highest electron mobilities have
been observed 1n Sinale Quantum Well Structures. where a triangular potential
well 1& a better sutted approximation. The framework for the treatment of
two-dimensiDnal elect~Dn transport in a triangular well vas originally developed
fOl~ sUieon inveraion layers. 12-14 This approach was adapted to the tnat.-
ment of Beatterins by ionized lmpur1tlea, by alloy disorder, Qnd by surface
roughne.. in GaAs-GaAlAs HOH. IS The treatment, however. was limited to intl"a"
8ubband leattering. and therefore it was not applicable to higher 886 densities.
Effeet of doplns of GaA1As on the ele~tron mobility in GaAs-CaAlAs heterostruc-
tures haa been also consldered. 16 S~nce in MOM ionized impurity seattering is
sub8t~ntially reduced. even at low temperatures electron phonon interaction
oonstitutes an important mechanism lim1t~.ng electron mobility. Tne problem
of electron phonon scattering has been addressed in general terms,. and the
.-. _ ....-t _....:&._ .- _:;
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difficulties a pTopet description of optical phonon scattering would entail,
especially at higher temperatures, were pointed ~ut. lh18 Electron .obilities
have heen also calculated for GaAs-GaAlA8 MDH taking phonon 8cattering into
conside~.tlon~9 however. the calculated valuas a1.e .uch lower than those
reported recently.20.2l A simplified approach to 2DEG .cbility calculations
in a triangular well bas been carried out by adopting fo~ulas valid for a
square well potential and using an effective width taken as the average separa-
tion of the electrons from the interface. 22 In addition to these stmplificatlons
alloy disorder scattering was not taken into account •.
An 1IIIpo~!'.ant feature of an electron las confined in .. 2d potential well is
the quantization of the electron energy in the potential well leading to a
splitting of the three-dtmenslonal ~onduct1on hand into twD-d~en61onal sub-
bands. The importance of inter-subhand scatterins has been implicated in numerous
experimental tnve9ttgattons. 5 ,o.21 t 23 To date, however. apart from treatment
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of the phonon scattering. • the mobility calculations of 2DEG in MOH'have
bee~ carried out considering only tntra-subband sc.tte~lng.22.1S
In this paper we have formulated a .odel to calculate electrDn mobiliti~s
in 2DEG confined in a triangular well. taking into consideration all major
£cattering mechanisms. and considering both intra- and inter-subband scatter.ing. 24,25
This paper has been structured as follows: In Section 11 we discuss essential
features of the MDH ueed for the confln~ent of the eleetTen 88s. Also, the
energetic structure of 2DEG in a triangulaY well is described. The relaxation
times for all the considered scattering processes ln~luding intra- as well as
in~er-£ubband transitions aTe Dbtained in Section III. Relults of this section
are then applied in Section IV to calculate characteristics of the electron
mohility for MDH based on various conductiug systems. The results are compared
wi~h published exper:tmental data. SUllDllary and conclusions aTe liven in
Sflction V.
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II. Electronic Structure of Sinsle Quantua~
We consider the single quantum well at the interface of two semiconductot's
of different electron affinities and band gaps. As show" schematically ~n Fig. 1.
the larger affinity semiconduetor (S1 at z ~O) is nominally undoped. wll1le the
lower affinity semiconductor (S2 at z < 0) is selectively doped. i.e., it
contains the undoped region -d < z < 0 (eoJlllDOnly referred to 88 the "spacer")
and the region z £ -d highly doped wi,th shallow donors. As 8 result of the
e!ectr.on affinity difference, eleetrons from the donors in 82 are transferred
to Sl. and accumulate 10 the vidnity of the interface; this Tesults in a strong
electrie field perpendicular to the interface. This field leads to a quantization
Df the energy band .tructure~ ~he subband energies and their separation depend
on the electric field. In general. the electric .field varies with the distance
from the interface. and an accurate description of wavefunctions and eigenvalues
would. require elaborate nWlleric:a1 calculations. However, :1t has been found that
the single quantum we~l of the MDH can be effectively apPl~ximated by a finite
triangular well. In this approach the eigenvalues and wavefunctions for the
ground and first excited subbilt'lds can be expressed in a simple manner, using
Dne inclependent parameter related 'to the electric: field within the well-For
the gTound subband (0) and excited subband (1). the wavefuMtions an: 14,].6
b z
it exp(oo of" )
(b3/2)112
o
(la)
~ + 2 1/2 b1z.
1JI1 (r,z) • .lcx,ky ('r)X1(z) • ~kiK,kl\3) z(l-Bz)exp(- '2" '
o
where ~k' k (t) is the two-dimensional plane wave
~, y
A • [3b~b~/4(bo2_bobl + b12»)1/2 and B • (bo + b1)/6.
(lb)
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The par8llleters bo and bl were evaluated by comparing the roots of the wave-
functions and their f1~st derivatives lor (0) and (1) subbands, 8iven by eqs.
(la) and (lb) with roots of corresponding wavefunctions derived from the
Airy-function solutions for a triangular well. FDr a given effective mass of
the electron, ~~. there is a relationship between b
o
and hl , Thus, for GeAs
1t is found that ~ =O.154bo' vhicb in turn gives the following relationships:
A::: O.47(b )3, B C< O.292b. Therefore, the forms of the wavefunctions (la) and
o 0
(lb) are dete~1ned by one parameter t boo On the other hand. the parameter bo
is determined by the electric field within the well, ~r equivalently. by the
electron gas density, b ., (N )0.36. (2)
o s
The energies of the (0) and (1) subbands are
t 2k2
EO,l(k) - EO,1 + "iiii1' (3)
..
wheTe k • (kx.ky) 1s a two-dimensional wavevector and EOt1 are the energy band
minima of the ground (0) and excited (1) subbands, respectively. The total
number of electrons inthe well per unit are&, i.e•• the electron gas density.
given by the
jmax
r
1-0
equation,
(4)
where e(E) J0 for E < 0
• b for E~ 0
The equation (4) Is used to determine the Fermi wavevector for the electrons
in the 8Tound 8ubband.
In our approach the energy separation AlO • II-Eo ~~pends on the electric
field. or equivalently on the parameter. bD; For example, for the case Df GaAs
~O - 1.23 x lO-11(b
o
)1.93mev• (5a)
where b
o
is in cm-1 Thus, the critical gas density ~:rlt at which the Fermi
energy IF reaches the first excited subband is given bYt
--. -- - ---- ~
..
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(5b)
..
..
sin~e b
o
cen be expressed in teTm8 of N
s
in the present DOdel (see eq. (2»,
one has to include only two parameters, N
s
and N~rit, to completely define the
system.
In equilibrium the transfer electrons from the doped region to the well15
of the lolDH shown in FiS. 1 Is governed by the following equatto,,": ~
2(N +N)2 2
Eo + Ep • Vo - E.. - 41te s dept - ~ (N + N )cl (6)r -b 2 £ Nr £ s depl
s .. , s
Where Va is the conduction band energy offset, ~ 1s the donor binding energy in
the doped part of semiconductor 52, £ is the static dielectric consunt. N
s depl
is the areal eoncentration (If ionized donors in depleted 'tegiens of (Sl) • '!'he
above equation was used to calculate the concentration of ionized remote impurities,
,.
Ni • as a function of electron gas density, Na , and undoped spacer width, d.
Ill. Scattering Mechanisms
'!'here are certain features which distinguish electron transport in two-
and three-dimensions. For example. in the case of ionized impurities. there
are ~Q distinctly different types of scattering in the two--dimensional ease:
Electrons can be scattered by remote impurities located Within the doped region
of the 82 semicondlu::tor as well as by residual background impurities in the 51
semiconductor. Also, there is the possibility of scattering by interface
charges, located at the heterojuuction interface.
The dominant scattering mechanisms for bulk III-V compounds are now well
26
established. In our calculations of elect.ron mobility in the 2DEG we included
~ll these mechanisms, and in addition included scattering processes unique to
the 2DEG structures, as alluded to above. We consider a range of electron
gas densities which justifies the use of degenerate electron statistics at
temperatures below 60 K. Therefore. the inverse of the total relaxation
time 1/~tot can be calculated from the sum of the scattering rates for the
"-;. ".
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individual processes:
(7)
At higher temperatures t relation (7) may not be valid due to the
limited applicability of degenerate statlstics t and also of the relaxation
time approximation for the polar optical phonon scattering. However. for
temperatures higher than 60 K the scattering 1n 2DEG 1s dDminated by polar
scatt.ering. Accordingly. we have calculated this scattering separately using
general Fermi-Dirac statistics ina threc.-dimensional approximation. In
our calc~lations of electron transport, we consider the two lowest subbands
(0) and (1). In general, to calc~l~te ~lectron transport in such systems, one
lIIUSt treat the two Bubbands as coupled through intersubband (Ooltl) scattering.
For low electron gas densitie~t subband (1) 1s empty, and the conductivity
within this subband does not contribute to the total conductivity. The major
effect of subband (1) is through the density of the final states available for
the scattering of electrons; it increases abruptly when the Fermi energy exceeds
the energy separation between two sUbbands'~lO. Intersubband scattering would
result 1n an abrupt decrease of the electron mobility fo~ electron concentrations
crit
exceeding N
s
• However, since the actual density of states function 1s broadened,
one expects a aradual increase of inter-subband scattering for N
s
close to NC~it.
We included these eff~cts by considering the broadening to be described by a
simple LoTentzlan function with energy independent broadening parameter r. The
relaxation time for inter-subband scattering is then modified jn the folloWing
way:
1 1 _l -1 E-E1(--) • () - ['!'2 + tan (-r-)]'~i(E) broad 1 1(£) unbroad. n
(8) .
..
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Phonon scatteri!!
It haa been shown26 that phonon scattering plays an important role in
limiting the electron mobility in III-V semiconducting compounds. The most
important phonon scattering pr.ocesses are: (i) deformation potential acoustic.
(ii) piezoelectric acoustic, and (ili) polar optical 8ca~ter1nl. To calculate
the matrix elements for the appropriate scattering process, a qu~sl three-
dimensional approximation was adopted, in which the perturbing potential has
a spherical 3d type symmetry. Using the two-dimensional wavefunctions of
(9)
equation (1), the square of the matrix eleme~ts fo~ phonon scatteTing are:
b6II 12 "I~ IJI {R) leiQtI~ (R»1 2 _ 0 ~(k-k~)
o 0 0 (b2+q1. )3
o z
where
where a • 3B • (b
o
+b t )/2 for inter-subband scattering. The relaxation time
for deformation potential scattering is given by
•
where i refers to either deformation potential or piezoelectric scattering.
D2~T
with Ci·Cac~~ for the deformation potential scattering and
e
2kBTP2
. Ci-Cpe 2 2 for piezoelectric scattering. e is the angle between
E:s(q +qz>
.... ... ...k and k+q, D Is the deformation potential constant. P is the piezoelectric
coefficient. C1 is the longit~dinal (lastic constant, R is defined by theI!y
equation.
(12)
where N _ ( 1 )
P 'flu! k F
exp( ."T )- 1
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low
factor R" approximately accounts for the phonon oc~upation number at veTY
av
temperaturet>. whet'e the phonon energy tlUtk, is comparable to ltlST. We have
approximated the aveTa~e wavevector of phonons participating in the scattering
process by the value of the electron wavevector at the Fermi energy. To a
good a~proximation R
av
equals unity at temperatures exceeding S K. At very low
temperatures N.0, and thel'efore. as Been from equatio~ (12). thep
relaxation rates for phonons saturate.
Standard integr&tion of the equation (11) gives the following results for
the relaxation times.
(13)
d 1/,1 b I Q b
an ae" eff orae 0 J
(14)
Fo. the piezoelectric scattering,
(IS)
•
-10-
•
3
2k > b
o
·2k < b
- 0
1
---I
Tpe
(16)
...
'!he relaxation time for)~ifiO( scattering was obtained in an approximate
manner, Since the wavevectors of electrons in the excited subband are much
smaller than those 1n the ground subband, we have assumed that the wavevector
change can be approximated by Iko-kll ~ Ito I - lot" This is a good approximation
for the electron density N • whlch is not much larger than Ncrit•
. 6 S
Both of the aforementioned scattering procasses are elastic, and therefore
the relaxation time approxilDation could be used. Ibwever. polar optical
scattering in GaAs· is highly inelastic. due to the large optical phonon energy.
"-Iberefore. a proper treatment of this..-
hw • 36 meV.'echanismina two:.:dlmensIonal formalism. would necessitate the
o
inclusion of all the excited subbands which are separated from the Fermi energy
by less than the optical phonon energy. The scattering rate is thus the sum of
many inter- and intra-subband scattering processes over a wide energy range.
This will result 1n a smearing out of the features which are Characteristic
18
of confinement of electr(lns 1n a two-dimensional system including the
electron density distribution within the well, Therefore. it can be argued
that the three-dimensiDnal approach to polar.optical phonon scattering is
justifiable alua for 2DEG. Accordingly. the optical phonon contribution was
calculated using a variational method developed for bulk semiconductors. 27
Ot-':101:{J\L t-;lh~.:' t9
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Alloy-Disorder Scattering
For MIlK involving ternary compounds. the add:lt;tonal aeatt.dng d\.le to
alloy disorder potential should be included. two distinct types of betero-
structures may be invis8Bed in which the 2DEC 1& confined either within the
•
alloy, or within the compound semiconductor. In the latter case. alloy diD-
order scattering affects only the electrons which have penetrated into the
alloy. In the former case, practically all of the electrons are subject to
alloy disorder scatterins. As botb deformation potential acoustic and alloy
disordp,r scattering result from shnrt-range potentials. th.re 1s a formal
similarity be~een the relaxation times in both cases. Thus. for intra-Gubband
scatt£!ring the nlaxation t:l1lle can be written 8s28 ,29
2
-1_ • lIl*X (l-x)11 <V>
0,1 ott3
oralloy
(17)
where x 1s the mole fraction composition of the ternary alloy. <v> 1& the
alloy disorder scattering parameter. n is the unit cell volume. For ele~trons
within the alloy,
(18)
1;110Y· J:IXo(Z)12IXl(Z)12d~.i! bef!
o
(19)
with b
eff given by eq. (14). However, for tbe 2DEG within the compo~nd semi-
conductor.
1° •alloy (20)
and
(21)
..
,
•"'
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where
XO.l (z) • Ml\J, Upd2m..Vo'''1'~) for z < 0 is the part ~f the vavefunction
for both ground (0) and first excited subband (1), which describes penetra-
tlan of the electron gas into the alloy. For large paramete~ VO)MO and M1 can
be approximately determined from the balance of the forces acting on electrons
at the interface. Using the approach of ref. 15. one obtaln••
(22)
and
(23)
whete g •
(10 + 4 + -l... ) J~(Q+b)2 (a+b)b b 2
000 0
..
In our calculations the screening of acoustic phonon and alloy disorder
scattering by free carriers was neglected. This effe~( ~ert.inly should be
included for all lon~range interactions 9ueh as eleetron-piezoelectric acoustic
phonon interaccion. Uowever. it 1s not obvious whether the short-range poten-
tlals. such as alloy disorder and deforma~ion potential Acoust1~ sh~uld be
screened by free carriers. Most of the analyses of transport in three-di~en-
510na1 electron gas ha~e neglected this type of shor.t-range potentiAl screening.
Ionized l!9urlty Scatter1~
The scattering of electrons confined in a triangular well by a screened
ionized impurity potential was origin~lly considered for silicon inversion
ORIGINAL PAG~ ~s
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layers. 12 Ibe r.ftlaxat1on time for tnls scattering process can be WTitten
in the following general form. lS
•
(l-cosEl)
£2(q)
(24)
(26)
(25)
where
FO,l(q.z) • JdZ~X:(Z~)XO.I(z~)exP(-qIZ-Z~I).
qs
t(q) • £ (1 + -) t8 q
and q. is the Bereening parameter defined in the appendix.
As an approximation for the dielectric function for inter-subband scat-
ter1ng the dielectric functiDn for ground sub~an~ was used. This approximation
is exPected to b~ good. as long as the occupation of the excited 8ubband is
small. The~ function N1(z) represents the impurity distribution in the hetero-
structure and is shown in Fig. 1a. The integration over z can be divided into
four integrale, corresponding to remote scattering from the doped region of the
82 semiconductor, (~:-d) tbe undoped .pacer (-d<~O)t from interface ~harges at
2-0 Cld from backgr01Jnd residual impurities in the undoped nemiconductor
(z>O). The expressions for relax9.~1on times due to all of these scattering
processes are Biven i~ the Appendix.
Its d1licussed in the previous se.:t10n. eq. (6) lives tbe nlat;i.ons1l1p
between the 2DEG aensity 1n the well and the concentyation of remote ionized
impurities. Thus, the only unknown parameters are the densities of residual
s bionized impurities in the spacer, Nt' residual impurities in the well. Ni ,
and the charge localized at the interface. Ni~t. Xt should be noted. however,
-- -~ ......, -~_ ..- . -.... ..:. "'"
•
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that the contribution of ionized impurities located within the .p.cer 18
negli81b1e for densities loweT than about 3 X 1015~-3.
Another scattering mechanism Which taB been found to be important for
silicon inversion layers is the surface (or interface) rouahnes••cattering.15
In the case of MDR, part of this ~c.tterin& process 1s included in the alloy
disorder scattering_ Furthermore, interfaces extr.mely flat (on an atomic scale)
are obtainable by the state-of-the-art MaE, and thus, this scattering mechanism
was excluded from the present calculations.
IV. Mobility ChaTacteristic~.of Modulatio~ Doped Heteroctructures
Lattice _tchiog represents one of the 1DDst severe li1llitationa 0l'1 achieving
high quality HOH. To date, three semiconducting Alloy systems have been shown
30to be suitable for ~X, namely, GaAsa(Ga,AllAs. InO.S3C.O.41As - InP and
31.32InO.53GaO.47As·InO.4SAlO.52As. In the first case, the 2DEG 1a ptimarily
confined in the CaAs. whereas in the latter two cases the electrons are located
within the InO.S3GaO.47As. In Table II all the paramete~8 used to ~alculate
the electron mobility are listed. The values of the effective =asses siven
are 8o~ewhat hisheT than for the bulk material; this is co~only attributed
to the non-parabol1city of the conduction band. 1S There i8 a large margin of
uncertainty regarding the values of the alloy disorder parameters. However,
several studies on GaAlAs bave estimated this parameter to 11e in the%ange
of 0.8-1.0 ev. 35 ,36 In tbe case of (Ga,ln)A. HDH. since alloy disorder scat-
tering dominates low temperature scattering, we were able to determine this
parameter by f1ttlng the ava1lable experimental data31 with our theoretical
• model.
The highe,t electron mobilities reported for MDH were obtained for the
20 21(Ga, 'l)Aa-GaM system ' at low temperatures. In faet, most of the work an
single quantum '~~ll-MDH haa been reported for this system.
"- lS -
Temperature Dependence of Mobility
A basic mobility characteristic of MPH. whl~h reveal. the 1mpor.tance of
the different ~chanlB~s. is temperature dependence of the electron mobility.
In F1£s. 2 and 3 the calculated electron mobilities in the range 1-300 K a~e
Biven for (GaAl)As GaAs together with experimental data of refs. 21 and 20,
respectively. 'l'he compCl,nent mobilities are a1l:l0 presented. At hi,h temperatures,
polar optical phonon scattering 1s the dominent scattering mechanism; on the
Other hand, at low. temperatures electron ~bility is limited by defo~tion
potential acoust.:,c and piezoelectric acoustic phonon 8(:8tter1n8. tosether with
alloy-disorder .catterin& and ionized impurity scattering. The equilibr1um con-
centrat10n Qf remote 1ont~ecl impurities in the doped region of the semieonductor
52 115 relateclto the :lntl~rf.r.e electron density N. and the spacer Width, d, by
equation (6). Therefore .. relllOte ionized 111lput'ity scatted.ng is always present
1n HDH. Thus. an "inherent li1llit:." determined by alloy disorder. phonon and
remotp. ionized impurity ..cattering, exists for a given MDH. In Fig. 2, th~
inherent ~bi11ty limit saturates at low temperatures at about 1.5 x l06cm2/Vs;
the experimental data points of ref. 21 lie very close to this limit, indicating
that the other scattering mechanisms are not aignificant tn this case. Slightly
lower values of exper1wen~al mobility at low temperatures may be attributed
to temperature-independent: scattering processes. In fact, an excellent agree"
.ent i8 obtained when a sn~ll cQntributicn from backeround ion1~ed tmpurity
13 -3
scattering at a concentration of 9 x 10 em (which is very close to the
ionized illlpurity concentration one expects for "undoped" GaAs) is included.
This result is 8 clear indication t.hat additional scattering ~ch.nisms such
as surface roughn~ss and/oJ' interfaee charge scattering are not .ppr.ec~able in
this case. Alloy d!so~der i8 also insignificant for such low electron densities.
r",,""~
..
,.....,
..
•
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As seen In Fia. 1, these ~echanis~. only ~ontribute at very low tempefatuTea,
resulting in a alight lowering of the ab~olute limit defined purely by
phonon••
In Fig. 3 expe~lmental results of ref. 20 for MOR with spacer width of
230 1 are siven, together with the result, of the theoretical calculations.
The solid pointe correspond to expertmental data taken in the dark. These
~xperl..ntal aobilltie. are much lower than the inherent 1tmtt. To account
for this discrepancy additional contributions are required ftom
scattering by background impurity. interface charges and/or
surface rcuahnea. scattering. The higher ~'bllity values (open eircles in
Fig. 3) corre_pond to ~.ta ~easured under illumination. As a result of the
per$istent photoconductivity effect, illumination incr~a8es the 2DEG density
in tbe well frOll 2.2 x 10llcm-2 to .about 3.8 x 101lcm-2• Takins this into
account, we Move caleulated the total electron lIlobiH.ty both In the dark and
under illumination, assuming additional contributions f~o'lD background ionized
impurities at tho aame level of 1 x lOlScm-3• Good asree~ent with experiment
is 8een in FiS' 3 at both electron densities. As discussed 1n ref. 15, the
surface roushness acatterinl rate rapidly increases (corresponding mobility
decreaees) witb increasing N
s
; therefore, the observed mobility increase upon
increaae of N could not bave been explained if surface ro~ghne8' .tattering
•
was impo:C'unt.
The saturation of the phonon-limited electron 'lDobili~ at very low
temperature. re~ults from the temperature depend~nce of the phonon occupation
(see eq. (12» and leads to a saturation of the absolute ~leetron mobility at
"'9 x 10 6 cm2 /V8 for N • ~Ix lOll and at 1.8 x l01cm2/Vs for N • 2.2 x lOll.8 8
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Electron Densi1;Y Depen~ence of Mobility
The 2DEG density ~y be continuously varied 1n MOH by external means:
for example, :Ulumination or gate voltage. Correspondiug ability changes
are very pronQunced, and they are of FTact1cal and fundamental tmportance.
In Fig. 4, the calculated values of component mobilities of individual Bcat-
tering procesises are Biven as functions of N. There are two reasons why tbese
8
processes exhibit N dependences; f1rst~ direct dependen~e on k vector, and
s
secondly deF'endence cn the parameter boo For example, acoustic deformation
potential scattering mobility decreases with N
s
' 801ely due to the dependence
of b on N ~ derived using considerations of ••ction II. Alloy disorder
a $
Beattering exhibits the .trangest N
s
dependence, which originates fram the
enhanced penetration of the 2DEG into the alloy with increasing N& (eee
egs. (22) and (2)).
The alloy disorder mobilty values in Fi8. 4 are more than one order of
15
magnitude greater than mobility calculated by Ando. for the same NOH and
using I;he same alloy disorder potential. The reason for sucb a large discrepancy
is not known at present; however, it certainly cannot be attributed to our
approximate description of the penetration of the electron gas into the GaAlAs.
It should be emphasized that the present model is in 8sreement with calculations
reported in ref. 28. Using our formulae, we have calculated alloy disorder
mobll:1.ty limited by scattering witbin the barrier of InP-ln(Ga)As, i.e •• for
the conditions similar to those outlined in faotnote 9 of ref. 28. Adopting
8 2 .
the same set of parameters we obtain ~alloy ~ 1.06 x 10 em IVs as compared with
the value 9.5 x lO'em2/Vs of ref. 28. .
The increase of the experi~ntal ~bility aeenin Fig. 4 with increasing
N may be attributed to the presence of background and remote ionized impurities.
IS
The mobility due to these scattering mechanisms increases ~trongly witb N •
s
••
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Aecordins1y, as seen in Fia. 4, for the HDH with the spacer width d • 150 A
the ionized impurity elec?ron mobility can be expressed in the form p~NY with
s
y • 1.4 and 1.2 for T«mote and background Impurity scattering, respectively.
11 2At hisher N
a
, ~aluea ( >7 x 10 cm), effects of inter-8ubband 8cattering
are imp6rtant. They result in a lowering of the eleetron mobility compared
with simple lntra-subband scattering, aa seen 1n the insert of Fig. 4. The
most pronounced drop in the electron mobility is obtained fer alloy disorder
scattering; this may be attributed to the large overlap of the parts of the
electron wavefunctlons for ground (0) and (1) statea, wtlich describe penetration
of the 2DEG Into the GaAlAs. On the other han~, lnter-subband scattering for
remote ionized impurities at finite spacer widths Is negligible, owing to the
exponential factor exp(.21~o-klld) (see eq. (Al) of the Appendix). The combina-
•
,
tiDn of all the aforementioned scattering processes can provide an excellent
explanation of the experimental date of ref. 21, both at S K and at 77 K. In
5 2the latter case optical phonons were included. with ~ t ~ 6.5 x 10 cm IVs.
ap
Spacer Width Dependence of Mobl1i~%
The basic concept of MOB is to separate the 2DBG from parent ionized donors,
thereby limiting ~onized impurity scattering from these t~mote ceuters. This
consideration would dictate maximizing the spacer width. d, to maximize the
mobility. However, according to eq. (6) an increase of ;fl leads to a decrease
in the 2DEG density in the well, which has a deleterious effect on the
electron mobility.
Importance of high N
s
is highlighted in deviee applications of MDH. where
one 18 more coneerned with maximizing the channel conductivity (c
ch • eNs~e)
rather than just the mobility values. Fig. 5 gives the calcul,\ted component
electron mobilities evaluated at maximum conductivities as a function of d.
~l
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The inherent mobility limit increases rapidlywlth 1nc~.asin8 spacer width.
~each1ng mobilities of about 2 x 106cm2/Vs at large spacer widths (>350 A).
15 -3The introduction of 1 x 10 em background ionized impurities significantly
al ten this dependence, t'esulUng in a peak 1llObility at d. ~ 160 t. Higher
background impurj.ty concentrations shift the peak mobility to successively
lower d values. ~e background concentration as a function of d at which
the electron mobility attains lts maximum value 1s given in Fig. 6; for MDH
."
exhibiting high mobility the maximum shifts to very large spacer widths.
'Ibis behavior can qualitatively explain elle reported mobility dependences on
spacer width given in the literature; it has been found that in very high
mobility HDH the mobility increases continuously w1th d,20.21 whereas it
bas a distinct uxima for lower mobility KDH. 37
maxIn Fig. , the ma~tmum inherent eonductivity 0inh (maxtmized with respect
~o N at a given d). Is plotted versus spacer width. Also, the Nand Nr values
S S i
required to maximum 01nh are given in this figure. The ionized impurity scat-
tering is vel:)' se-ns1tive to the distribution of 1onj.zed impurities and is there...
fore altered by smearing out the doping profile resulting from diffusion of
impurities into the space, or even the well. This would bave an especially
profound effect at amall spacer widths. However~ it should be negligible for
MDH with larger spacers exhibiting higher electron mobilities.
In(Ga)As-Based MDH
30MDH based on InO.53GaO.47As, and lattice matched to either InP or
AlO.S2InO.4SAs3l have recently attracted a lot of interest. In these struc-
tures, the 2DEG i8 confined within the ternary compound In(Ga)As rather than
on a binary BYBte~ (GaAs) diseussed above; tbe~efore, it has baen Boon
realized28 •29 that alloy disorder scattering should playa DUch more prominent
•,
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Fig. 8 gives the total electron mobility, calculated a8 a function of
tempenture using the parameters listed in Table I. and compared with the
experimental data of ref. 31. As stated in ~ef. 31, for N >4.5 K lOl1cm-2,
8
the first excited band is already occupied. and thus inter-subband aca~tering
should be included. We have calculated tbe electron ~bility including both
intra- and inter-subband scattering processes. It should be noted that our
results for the intra-subband alloy disorder scattering are in very good agree-
ment with calculations of ref. 28 where only the ground subband was considered.
Inclusion of the inter-subband scattering results in about 29% lower alloy
disorder ~bil1ty. Background impurity scattering was calculated using the
limits for the background ionized imp"rity concentration given in re\:. 31
b 16 -3(Ni • 0.5 to 1 x 10 em ). By fitting the calculated mobilities to the
experimental values at low temperatures, ~e were able to determine the alloy
disorder scattering paramet~r in this syste~. This determination is believed
to be very accurate. as alloy scattering is the prtmary scatterin~mechanism
limiting the electron ~bility. Within this range of background ~urlty
concentration, we have determined this parameter to be in the range 0.55 -
0.63 eV. which compares favorably with the bulk value of 0.60 eV as detetlll:l.ned
in ref. 38.
In the case of InGaAs-GaAlAs MDH,one may expect a different electron
mobility dependence on N. compared to GaAs-GaAlAs MOH. This originates from
the opposite dependence of the electron mobility on N
a
for alloy disorder
scattering as contrasted with ionized impurity scattering. H
s
dependence csn
therefore provide information about the relative contribution of alloy disorder
scattering to the total mobility.
(+"
I
,Ie •
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Summary and Conclusions
In conclusion, we have presented a model for electron wobilfty calculations
which is directly applicable to single quantum well modul~t1on-dcpedhetexo-
structures. In this model a triangular lJoi811 approximation for the confinement
potential was used. All the major scattering processen were ineluded, con-
sidering botb 1ntra- and inter-susbband transitions. Therofore. all tbe
basic mobility characteristics of the 2DEG could be explained. We success-
fully described electron mobility over a broad range of ~emperatures (1-300 K)
and electron densities (lOll_1012cm-2). These calculations provided limits
cn the electron mobilities that are attainable in various semiconducting
,.
systemS. In GaAs-Gal Al As heterostructures the inherent mobility limit-x x
1n~reases with decreasins temperatures, reaelling 8t very low temperatures a
6limit of about 2 x 10 for x ~ 0.3 and at large 6pace~ widths. On the other
hand. for InO.S3GaO.4,As-based beterostructures. alloy disorder scattering
Ifmits the mobility to a level (~105cm2/Vs) at te~peratures below 60 K. An
accurate determination of alloy disorder scattering potential parameter.<V~
for InGaAs mixed crystals was therefore made. For both semieonducting systems
considered, at temperatures above 60 K, optical phonons begin to limit the
mobility. FurthenaorQ, we have analyzed the effect of spacer width 1n
optimizing channel electron conductivit1. Our results sbow that for the highest
quality h~terostructuresmaximum channel conductivity 1s only achieved at very
large spacer widths, whereas for beterostructures exhibiting mobilities well
below the inherent limit, an opttmum space? width is predicted.
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TABLE I. Parameters employed in present publication•
eRef •
f Ref.
gRef.
•
•
HDH
Parameter
Electron effective
mass. mllr
Defo'l."lll8tion
potential D(ev)
Elastic co~stant,
cf. (dyn/cm )
Piezoelectric
constant, P
Static dielectric
constant, EO
High freqency di~­
lectric constant. too
Optical phonon
energy • .f1l.lJ (meV)
o
Alloy disorder
parameter. <V, (eV)
Conduction band
energy offset. V •
(eV) 0
FlRef • 33
bRef. 26
cRe!. 34
dRef. 35
15
31
30
GaAlAs-GaAs
13.91 x lOll b
f0.05 m
o
0.034 b
13.8 b
39.3 b
0.63 - 0.55
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APPENDIX
• The integration in eq. (24) for the ionized impurity .c~tt.rinl rate
can be divided into fo~~ integrals. corresponding to regions of different
ionized impurity concentration: (1) remote ienizel! impurity scattering from
the heavily doped region. z < -d. with N1(z) • N~ ; (2) remote ionized
illlpurtty scattering from the ions locatf!d within the "pacer -d < z < 0 with
.-N1(z) • Ni , Scatterint rates frOlD the 10118 in both of the above-mentioned
regions can be expressed In the form
(Al)
for Intra-aubband scattering and
28 * 4 2 2 • 4f d h 1 nm e c. ~ m e
or lnter-subban scattering were Co· ~3E2 '1 t 3 2 •
6 Cs
-1
Q • (b +b1}/2. P (q,b ) • (8q(q+bo)3+ q (8b
3 + 9b2q + 3b q2)]2.
000 S 0 0 0
A2 (a + 2~ 2e2m* Er Er Er})l (k.Cl)· 2 fr and q • ~- j(T{(1+exp(- n) ]In[l+exp(ILT)]}
(k+qs) (k+.o.) k s t n B B '-n
14 s
1c> the inverse screeni.ng length. .As seen from eq. (A2). the inter-Gubband
'"
scattering rate due to rf!mote ionized impurity scattering depends on the
(Al)1-.o
tint
exponential factor exp (-2~d) which becomes v~ry small at large spacer Width,
intd. Scattering from tharges located at the interface with Ni(z) • Ni e(z)
gives an inverse relaxation time of the form.
b
6
N
1nt 12k 22C ....Q....!- __9",-"d...9---;;:::;;::::;:;-
o k2 ~ 2 2'P (q,b) 4k-q
o 0
."--'~·'I"'''I·
- A2
for intn-subband scat teTin g and
(,M)
•
for inter-subband scattering. Although the concentration of residual
background ionized i~purities 1s typically very amall, their proxigity to
the 2DEG results in very effective electron scattering. The scattering rates
for intra- and inte~-subband scattering are, respectively
dx (AS)
where
2 3 it sF(x) • (&9 - 336x + 630x - 580x + 264x - 48x:!
[)2(1-2x)(1-x)3 + $(10 - 15x + 6x2)]2
xk • ...! and a • qsb
o
b
o
and
(Aft)
•
..
•
•
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2 2
a
1
• (m-k)(l - (a-k) _ 33.t 3B(a-k) ]
(a+k)2 a-k (a+k) 3
. ("'_k)2 k 3B 3B{ k)a
2
• _~ - [1 _~ __ +a-
2 a+k a-k (a+k) 2
FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig. 1. Schematic repfesentatioo of (a) the dop1ne profile, and (b) the
energy configuration for a single qUBntu~ well modulation doped
heterostructure; see text.
Fig. 2. Temperature dependence of the electron mobility in GaAs-GaAlAB
heteTQstructures. Points are experimental data of ref. 21 fer
a c8frier density of 3 x lOllem-2• The curves are calculated
mobilities for this c~rrier density and a remote ionized impurity
concentration of 8.6 x l016cm-3.
Fia. 3. Temperature dependence of the electron mobility in GaAs-GaAlAs
hflterostructure. The experimental data of ref. 20 were obtained
in the dark - • and under 1l1uminaUon - 0 with N • 2.2 x Wllcm·'2
and 3.8 x IOllcm:;) s
(fespecUvely. 'the comp'Jnent mobilities given in tbe figure were
n -2
calculated with N
s
• 2.2 x 10 cm.
Fig. 4. Electron mobility at 5 K and 77 K versus interface carrier density.
Solid and open circles cDrrespond to the experimental data of
ref. 21 measured in the dark and under 1llumination, ruepectively.
Theoretical =obilltle~ were calculated using remot~ and background
16 -3 15 -3ionized impurity concentrations of 8.B x 10 em and 1 x 10 em ,
11 "3
respectively. The critical concentration is 6 x 10 em corres-
10 -2ponding to Ndep • 5 x 10 cm • The insert shows the effect of
1nter-sYbband s~attering. The upper curves correspond to the intra-
Bubband mobility, while the lower curves include the effect of the
lnter-subband scatteTlng with the broadening parameter r. 0.5.
•
•
•
i•
.'
• Fig. 5. Electron mobility values at qaxi~ conductivity (eN.Pe) versus
spacer width for GaAS-C&0.7A10.3AS at S X. The "total" cune
b 15 -3co~re8ponds to a background Impu~ity concentration Nt • 1 x 10 em •
Fig. 6. Ba~kground ionized impurity concentration and mobility for
CaAa-G.O•7AlO•3As as a function of spacer width at which mobility
attains its maxl~ value.
Fig. 7. HaxifllUlD inherent channel conductivity (ma:dlllized with respect to
the charge density) as a function of the spacer width. The cor-
responding cbarge density and remote ionized impurity concentration
are also given in the figu~~.
Fig. 8. Electron mobility is InO.)]GaO.47As-AlO.S2InO.48As With 80 A spacer
width. Experimental data points are frolll ref. 31. The theoretical
mobility was calculated for N
s
taken from ref. 31 vith N~rit •
11 -24.5 x 10 em and Ndep • O. The upper and lower back8~oun~ ionized
impurity limited mobilities cor~espond to N~ -0.5 x 1016 and
1 x l016cm16, respectively. Alloy disorder scatte~1ng potential
was used as a fitting parameter •
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PARTIALLY-CONFINED CONFICURATION FOR C~YSTAL GIOWTa
rlOM THE KELT IN ZERO GRAVITY EHVIRONMEHT
J. Lagow.ki And B.C. Gato.
N•••lchu.etta Institute of Technology
Cambridge, H••••chu.ett. 02139
Abatract
j, DOVel partially-confiDed tDafi&uratio1l~h propoled for the growth of
.emiconductor cry.t~la from the melt. A triangular prilm ia employed to
contain the growth melt. Due to lurrace teDlion, the .elt vill eontact tbe
prhll along three parallel linea. Tbis partial confinement will foree the
.elt to acquire an elougated cylindrical .hape Deeded for airectional
.olidification. The three ellpty .paUI between the c1linddcal .elt aDd the
edge' of the prhlll will aceoD.odate the espauion of tbe aolidif1ing
.eaiconductor, and in the ca.e of aemieonductor compound. with. volatile
coaatituent. will permit the prelence of the detind vapor phlle in co'otacf;
with the melt for eontrolliq tbe .elt .toichiDllletry.
lack&round iemarks
The adv.Dt~ge. of &ero aravity conditionl in lolidification in aeneral and
.emico411ductor afovtb in particubr. ,tell pi'i1aarUy from tbe aupprf!uion (or
virtual eli.ination) of ther.al convection and .olutal convection in the
melt.(l) A. dellloDstrated in early experi••nt' r elimiuation of thermal
convection cauled i.purity .egr.gatioD to proceed under ideal diffu.ioD
control condition. and leJ to a uniform dopant di.tibutiou a~d enhanced
hOllloltlr.eity of the cry.tala.(2,3)
Tbe potential advantages of ipace in groving compound .emicoDductor. and
1
•
..
•
especiall, GaA. bay. receatly beea malnified by the di.coverJ of the profouDd
role of the a.lt .toicbioaetr1 aad .toiehiom£tr1 fluc'u.ti~Q•• (4) ThuI,
during th. l••t tbree ye.r. it h•• been e.t.bli.he~ that .toicbioaetrJ i. the
einlle ao.t iaportant growth pan.eter which cantroll .11 of the ke,
propertLe. of lllelt~lro"QCd.• , D.ael" cOlllpea.a.tion,(S) _obility. eKeei.
carrier lifetim., deep levell,(S,6) di.locatioa d.D.ity(7) aad relpoDI. to
therm.l procel.ial(a) ia a .Icro- and Dicro-.e.le. Ilimi~.tioQ of .olut.l and
thermal convection .bould .li.in.te ItoicbiometrY' fluctuation. to 1Il.ke it
pOllibl. to achi.v. arowtb of Gal. witb eGh.nced cODtrol of the electronic and
.tructur.l propertie ••
Ac additional .dvAnt'le of .pace environment i. th.t lIlelt cont.iaer•••,
be elilllia.t.ll .0 that coata.i~.tioD of the melt can be avoided. Bowevet,
uneonfioed .elt.1 acquire a apberical .b.pe whicb it Dot .uitable for:
directional lingle crYltal growth. Furtherllore, lulu with vol.tile
conltituent. cannot be proce••ed in an unconfined coafiguratioa.
raJ;' thele rea.ol18 in cryltal growth expe1:i.entl from the melt confined
confiluration.• have bee.. employed, and in particular cylindrical
container••eg) Regardiaa the growth of aesiconductor crYlt.I., due to volu••
expanlion upon loUdUieatioa, confinement of the melt pretentl the aeriou.
problelll of the lolidifying crY5t.l pre.siaa a,ainlt the coufi~in8 wall.
Ie.din, to eryl!:al defect forlllatioo. A lecond m._joJ: problem ad.et when a
vapor ph. Ie in cont&ct with the lIelt is necen.ry during crystal growth, ••
for ex••ple, in the ca•• of G.A. where the pre••ure of ar.en1e effectively
eontrull the lIlfllt Itoichiometry.
To o~erco.e the.e problelll. "aoft confinement." have been eoa.idered
whereby ••uitable .oft lIlaterial i. positioned betwe.~ the selt and the
2
eOlltaiuer. To our kl:l0w1.ed&e, 110 aucb loft m.t~riah b,:lve been formally
repol'tec1.
lu the pre.eDt communication we report a Dovel approach to cr1atal 8~~vth
froll the melt in the abaence of gravity wbicb overeomea the above major
problema a••ociated with the arovth of aing1e cry.t~l. iu 'pace.
The New Approach
We propo.e that a triangular prilm uled to confiDe growth in apace
provide. an escellent 101ution to the problema outliue6 abo~e. A••eeD in
Fig. 1. the melt in a triaDgular priam .c~uire8 a cylindric.l .bape ia apace.
ThuI, the empty .pac.a between the cylindrical melt and tbe edge. of the priam
provide tbe necea.ary room to .r.comllod.te expan.ion c1uriug .olidificAtio~
Furthermore. tbey cOD.titute tbree cbaftnela throui\h which a vapor pbue of
cODtrollec1 pre••ure can be in contact with the .elt duriDg the ITowth process.
ID Fia. I, GaAl c~y.t.l growth i. cOD.idered in a Bridgman-type confiluration.
All arsenic source i. uled to pro~ide the arsenic vapor pre"ure de. ired to
coatrol tbe melt compo.ition during growtb by .ean. of an ar.eDie .oure.
teaperature. Tbi•••pect i. uf funda.ental importlDce for the rea.ons pointed
out above.
The co~t~iner Cln he shaped to achieve necking in the initiatioD of growth
Ind tbul miDimize tbe prop.I.tioD of di.locatioDB into the crr.tal, it can b~
made of quartz, boron Ditride. or any other .aterial luitable for the
p.rticular 'Yltem UDder conlideratioD. We intend to employ the pre.cntly
d••cribed cODfiB~ration for tbe arowth of GIA. lill8le crYltall.
ID .ua.ary, a Dovel p.rti~lly confined configuration ia prelented for
.olic1ificatioD in aenerat and ae.iconductor cry.tal growth lD p'Tticular.
UDder aerO aravity coaditioD" It i. our expectation tbat the propoaeg
coofisuratio.o will encourage the duigo of Dew .aterialt proceuing
ezpe:fimenU to be carried Oilit in apace.
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FIGURE CAPTION
Figure 1. Schematic representation of a partially-confined confiSuration
for the growth of GaAs crystals from the melt in s~ace.
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